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Abstract 

Building an industrial simulation model is a very time and cost intensive 
exercise because these models are large and consist of complica.ted computer 
code. Fully understanding the relationships between the inputs and the out
puts are not straight forwa.rd and therefore utilizing these models only for ad 
hoc scenario testing would not be cost effective. The methodology of Design 
and Analysis of Simulation Experiments (DASE) are proposed to explore 
the design space and pro-actively search for optimization opportunities. The 
system is represented by the simulation model and the aim is to conduct ex
periments on the simulation model. The surrogate models (metamodels) are 
then used in lieu of the original simulation code; facilitating the exploration 
of the design space, optimization, and reliability analysis. 

To explore the methodology of DASE, different designs and approxima
tion models from DASE as well as the Design and Analysis of Computer 
Experiments (DACE) literature, was evaluated for modeling the overall avail
ability of a chemical reactor plant as a factor of a number of process variables. 
Both mean square error and maximum absolute error criteria were used to 
compare different design by model combinations. Response surface models 
and kriging models are evaluated as approximation models. 

The best design by model combination was found to be the Plackett
Burman Design (Screening Phase), Fractional Factorial Design (Interaction 
Phase) and the Response Surface Jvlodel (Approximation NIodel). Although 
this result might be specific: to this case study, it is provided as a general 
recommendation for the design and analysis of simulation experiments in 
industry. 

In addition, the response surface model was used to explore the design 
space of the case study, and to evaluate the risks in the design decisions. The 
significant factors on plant availability were identified for future pilot plant 
optimization studies. 

An optimum operating region was obtained in the design variables for 
maximum plant availability. Future research topics are proposed. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

1.1 Problem Setting 

Computer Simulation refers to methods for studying a wiele variety of models 

of real world systems by numerical evaluation using software designed to 

imitate the system's operations or characteristics, often over time. From a 

practical viewpoint, simulation is the process of designing and constructing 

a computer model of a real or proposed system for the purpose of conducting 

numerical experiments to obtain a better understanding of the behavior of 

that system for a given set of conditions. Although it can be used to study 

simple systems, the real power of this technique is fully realized when it is 

used to study complex systems (Kelton et al., 2002b; Kleijnen, 2008a; Law, 

2007). 

If the relatiOllships that compose the model are simple enough, it may 

be possible to use mathematical methods to obtain exact information on 

questions of interest; this is called an analytic solution. However, most real

world systems are too complex to allow realistic models to be evaluated 

analytically, and these models must be studied by means of simulation. In 

a simulation a computer model is used to evaluate a model numerically, and 

data are gathered in order to estimate the desired true characteristics of a 

model. Simulation is one of the most widely used operations-research and 

management science techniques (Law, 2007). 
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x, y, 
X2 

I 
Y2 

X3 Y3Model
Inputs OutputsLY= f(X'.X2, ...•X.) 

x. I Ym--1 
Approximation Model 

Figure 1.1: Computer model anel experiments for a.n industrial system. 

Thinking of the simulation logic and action as heing a transformation of 

inputs into outputs the notion arises tha.t a simulation is just a function, 

albeit a pretty complicated one that you cannot write down as some empir

ical formula. But it might be possible to approximate what the simulation 

does with some simple formula, which could be particularly useful if a large 

number of input factor comhinations are of interest and it ta.kes a long time 

(hours/days) to run the simulation (Kelton, 1997). 

The relationship between the inputs to the system (input variahles) ;J; = 
(Xl, X2,···, ;];s)T and the outputs from the system (responses) Y = (YI, Y2,···, Ymf 

can be expressed with the model (1.1). 

Y = !(Xl,X2," .,xs ) (1.1 ) 

where f can be any analytical expression, mathematical or fundamenta.l 

model, or can even be unknown. The computer experiment problem can be 

illustrated by the model in Figure 1.1. The system is represented by the sim

ulation model and the aim is to conduct experiments on the simulation model 

(Coetzer and Langley, 2006). The surrogate models (metamodels) are then 

used in lieu of the original simulation code; facilita.ting the exploration of the 

design space, optimization, and reliability analysis. Building approximations 

for these computer simulations involves (a) choosing an experimental design 

to sample the computer code in the region of interest, and (b) constructing 

an approximation model on the observed sample data (Lin et al., 2001). 

In experimental design terminology, the input parameters and structural 
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assumptions composing a model are called factors, and output performance 

measures are called responses. The decision as to which parameters and 

structural assumptions are cOl1sidered fixed aspects of a model and which 

are experimental factors depends on the goals of the study rather than on 

the inherent form of the model. Also, in simulation studies there are usually 

several different responses or performance measures of interest (Law, 2007). 

Factors can be either quantitative or qualitative. Quantitative factors 

naturally assume numerical values, while qualitative factors represent struc

tural assumptions that are naturally quantified (Law, 2007). 

Scientific experimental design is a sequential process 

(Box, 1999; l\ilyers and Montgomery, 1995). The first phase of experimental 

design in simulation normally is to determine which factors have the great

est effect on a response. This is often called factor screening or sensitivity 

analysis. Carefully designed experiments are much more efficient than a hit 

or miss sequence of runs in ""hich a number of alternative configurations are 

simply tried to observe what happens (Law, 2007). 

The screening phase yields a first-order polynomial model with expected 

value 
k 

E(y) = {3o +I: (3jXj (1.2) 
.i=l 

for k factors. In the second phase the first-order polynomial in (1.2) are 

augmented with two factor interactions, yielding the expected value: 

k k 

E(y) = y = /30 + L,B;Xi + LL/3ij x,;xj (1.3) 
i=li<j 

Interaction means that the effect of one factor depends on the levels of one or 

more other factors (Kleijnen, 2008a). Centre points are added to the design 

to test for curvature (J'v1~yers and l'vlontgomery, 1995). Curvature indicates 

that there exist all optimum ill the experimental region, and a possible need 

for a higher order polynomial model. 

If curvature is present in the design region the interaction model in (1.3) 
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is augmenteel to a second-order polynomial of the general form: 

k " " 
E(y) = y = ,80 + I:>3;:1:'i + L(3i ,;:r; + L L/3ij ,7:j,1:j (1.4) 

';.=1 i=l j<) 

If the goal of the study is prediction, kriging metamodels can be used in 

stead of polynomial models (Kleijnen, 2008a). 

The metamodel fitted to the experimental data is used to: 

•	 Predict the model response for system configurations that ,vere not 

simulated. 

•	 Find that combination of input-factor values that optimizes a response, 

using what is called response-snrjace methodology (Law, 2007). This 

can be either an optimal point, or an optimal region. 

The benefit in using an experimental design approach to finding the opti

mum in stead of using one of the commercial "simulation optimizer" programs 

is two-fold: 

1.	 In most industrial projects the response of interest is not easily com

puted, and is done outside of the model run by importing the model 

output into an external software package. 

2.	 An experimental design approach not only indicates an optimum value 

or region, it also provides additional information about the system. 

For example, a response surface model will provide the estimated co

efficients of the factors, and their binary interactions (at least). The 

response surface model can be used to make predictions of the responses 

at any combination of the input variables "ivithin the experimental re

gion, or to evaluate the change in the predicted response with changes 

in the design variables. 

Design and analysis of computer experiments has received a lot of at

tention in recent years (Kleijnen, 2008a; Lin, 2003; Lin at al., 2001; Santner 

et al., 2003; Simpson et al., 1998). The majority of the work is performed on 
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deterministic computer models in contrast with simulation models. A sim

ulation model is more similar to physical experiments in the sense that the 

outcome of each experiment is a random value. Therefore, replications are 

required to estimate experimental error. The simulation model is however 

still a computer model, and the benefits of design and analysis of computer 

experiments may be realized in these models as well. 

Therefore, in this study experimental designs commonly used in the De

sign and Analysis of Computer Experiments and Classical Experimental De

signs are compared for use in simulation experiments. Different metamodels 

are also evaluated for the approximation of the input-output relationships. 

1.2 Literature Review 

1.2.1 Simulation 

Compv,ter Sirmdation refers to methods for studying a wide variety of mod

els of real world systems by numerica1 evaluation using software designed to 

imitate the system's operations or characteristics, often over time. A sim

ulation model is a dynamic model that is meant to be solved by means of 

experimentation (Kelton et al., 2002a; Kleijnen, 2008a). 

In a simulation a computer is used to evaluate a model numerically, and 

data are gathered in order to estimate the desired true characteristics of a 

model (Law, 2007). 

Some advantages of simulation studies are (Law, 2007): 

•	 Most complex, real-world systems with stochastic (random or proba

bilistic) elements cannot be described by mathematical models, and 

need simulation. 

• Simulation helps one to estimate the performance of an existing system 

uncleI' some projected set of operating conditions. 

•	 Alternative proposed system designs can be compared via simulation 

to determine which best meets a specific requirement. 
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•	 In a simulation much better control can be maintained over experimen

tal conditions than would generally be possible when experimenting 

with the system itself. 

• Simulation allows the study of the system over a long time frame. 

There are also a. few disadvantages to simulation, for instance (Law, 2007): 

•	 Simulation models arc complex programs, and takes a lot of time and 

skill to write. 

•	 Simulation models arc very computing intensive, and a large amount 

of computer time is required. 

•	 Simulation models do not give an "optimal" solution. Experimentation 

with the model should be used to find a good solution. 

•	 Each run of a. stochastic simulation model produces only estimates of 

the model's true characteristics for a particular set of parameters. 

•	 The large volume of numbers produced by a simulation study or the 

persuasive impact of a realistic animation often creates a tendency to 

place greater confidence in a study result than is justified. 

Shannon (1998) summarizes the steps of a simulation study as: 

1.	 Problem Definition. Clearly defining the goals of the study so that 

the purpose is known, i.e. why are this problem being studied and what 

questions do the study hope to answer? 

2.	 Project Planning. Being sure that sufficient and appropriate person

nel, management support, computer hardware a.nd software resources 

are ava.ilable to do the job. 

3.	 System Definition. Determining the boundaries and restrictions to 

be used in defining the system (or process) and investigating how the 

system works. 
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4.	 Conceptual Model Formulation. Developing a. preliminary model 

either graphically (e.g. block diagram or process flow chart) or in 

pseudo-code to define the components, descriptive variables, and in

teractions (logic) that constitute the system. 

5.	 Preliminary Experimental Design. Selecting the measures of ef

fectiveness to be used, the factors to be varied, and the levels of those 

factors to be investigated, i.e. what data need to be gathered from the 

model, in wha.t form and to what extent. 

6.	 Input Data preparation. Identifying and collecting the. input data 

needed by the model. 

7.	 Model Translation. Formulating the model in an appropriate simu

lation language. 

8.	 Verification and Validation. Confirming that the model operates 

the way the ana.lyst intended (debugging) and that the output of the 

model is believable and representative of the output of the real system. 

9.	 Final Experimental Design. Designing an experiment that will 

yield the desired information and determining hO"w each of the test 

runs specified in the experimental design is to be executed. 

10.	 Experimentation. Executing the simulation to generate the desired 

data a.nd to perform sensitivity analysis. 

11.	 Analysis and Interpretation. Drawing inferences from the elata 

generated by the simulation runs. 

12.	 Implementation and Documentation. Reporting the results, putting 

the results to use, recording the findings, and documenting the model 

and its usc. 

In general, great eHort is made by the modeler to make sure that items 

1 to 4 are executed correctly. However, the other terms listed above do not 

receive the same amount of attention. This study will focus on steps 5, 9 

and 11. 
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1.2.2 Design and Analysis of Simulation Experiments 

A simulation model is a. dynamic model that is meant to be solved by ex

perimentation. Design and Analysis of Simulation ExpeTiments (DASE) are 

the field of designing experiments for simulation models and analysing the 

results (Kleijnen, 20080..). 

The essence of a simulation project is running the model and attempting 

to make sense of the results (Kelton, 2000). Simulation implies that the 

analysts do not solve their model by mathematical calculus; instead, they 

try different values for the inputs and parameters of their model in order to 

learn what happens to the models output (Kleijnen (2008a.)). The goa.ls of 

such a numerical experiment could be: 

• Verification and Validation 

• Sensitivity Analysis 

• Optimization 

• Risk Analysis 

The process of building, verifying, and validating a simulation model can 

be arduous, but once it is complete, then it is time to let the model do the 

work. One extremely effective way of accomplishing this is to use experi

mental designs to help explore the simulation model. The field of Design of 

Experiments (DOE) has been around for a long time. J\fany of the classic 

experimental designs can be used in simulation studies, thus simulation ex

periments can be designed in the same way, and analyzed similarly in terms 

of measuring the effects of the variables and interactions among them. This 

is primarily due to the random variation found in physical and simulation 

experiments (Kleijnen, 2008a; Law, 2007). 

The environments in which real-'vvorld experiments are performed can 

hO'wever also be quite different from the simulation environment. The sta

tistica.l theory on Design Of Experiments (DOE) was developed for real, 

non-simulated experiments in agriculture in the 1920s, and in engineering, 

psychology, etc. since the 1950s. In real experiments it is impractical to 
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investigate many factors; ten factors seems a maximum. Ivloreover, it is then 

hard to experiment with factors that have more than a few values; five values 

per factor seems the limit. In simulated experiments, however, these restric

tions do not apply. Indeed, computer codes may have hundreds of inputs and 

parameters - each with many values. Consequently, a multitude of scenarios 

may be simulated. IVIoreover, simulation is well suited to sequential designs 

instead of "one shot" designs, because simulation experiments are run on 

computers that typically produce output sequentially (apart from parallel 

computers, which are rarely used in practice) whereas agricultural experi

ments are run during a single growing season. So a change of mindset of 

simulation experiments is necessary (Kleijnen, 2008a; Law, 2007; Lin et al., 

2001; Sanchez, 2007). 

Some additional advantageous characteristics of simulation models that 

distinguish it from physical experimentation are (Law, 2007): 

• Factors such as cllstomer arrival rates that are in reality uncontrollable, 

can be controlled in the model. 

•	 Unlike the situation in physical experiments, the basic source of ran

domness can be controlled. Thus, variance-reduction techniques such 

as common random numbers can be used to sharpen the conclusions. 

•	 In most physical experiments it is prudent to randomize treatments and 

run order to protect against systematic bias contributed by experimen

tal conditions, such as a steady rise in ambient laboratory temperature. 

Randomizing in simulation experiments is not necessary, assuming the 

random-number generator is working properly. 

•	 For some physical experiments, it is only possible to make on8 replica

tion for each combination of factor levels, due to time or cost considera

tions. Then, to determine whether a particular factor has a statistica.lly 

significant impact on the response, it is necessary to make the, perhaps 

questionable, assumption that the response for each factor-level com

bination has the same variance. However, for many simulation models 

it is now possible to ma.ke multiple replica.tions for each input-fa.ctor 
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combination, resulting in a simple procedure for determining statistical 

significance. 

Some of the special challenges and opportunities when conducting a computer

based simulation experiment rather than physical experiments include (Law, 

2007): 

• 'What model configurations should be run? 

• How long should the run be? 

• How many runs should be made? 

• How should the output be interpreted and analyzed? 

• What's the most efficient way to make the runs? 

A framework specifically geared toward simulation experiments can there

fore be beneficial (Kelton, 2000; Kleijnen, 2008a; Kleinjen et al., 2005; Law, 

2007; Sanchez, 2007). 

It is important that the simulation analysts pay attention to the design of 

their experiments. Careful planning, or designing, of simulation experiments 

is generally a great help, saving time and effort by providing efficient ways to 

estimate the effects of changes in the model's inputs on its outputs (Kelton, 

1997, 1999). A well designed experiment allows the ana.lyst to examine many 

more factors than would otherwise be possible, while providing insights that 

cannot be gleaned from trial-and-error approaches or by sampling factors one 

at a time. For example, if the experimenters keep an input of that simulation 

model constant, then they cannot estimate the effect of that input on the 

output (Kleijncn, 2008a; Sanchez, 2007). 

Before undertaking a simulation experiment, it is useful to think about 

why the experiment is needed. Simulation ana.lysts and their clients might 

seek to (i) develop a basic understanding of a particular simulation model 

or system, (ii) find robust decisions or policies, or (iii) compare the merits 

of various decisions or policies. The goal will influence the 'way the study 

should be conducted. The design of the experiment is intimately related to 
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its analysis. An example is analysts assuming that the input has a "linear" 

effect on the output; i.e. they assume a first-order polynomial approximation 

or main effects only model. Given this assumption, it suffices to experiment 

with only two values of that input. 1V10reover, the analysts may assume that 

there are (say) k > 1 inputs that have main effects only. Then their design 

requires a relatively small experiment (of order k). For example, changing 

only one input at a time does give unbiased estimators of all the main effects 

(Kleijnen, 2008a; Sanchez, 2007). 

Computer-based simulation and analysis is used extensively in engineer

ing to predict the performance of a system or product. Design of experiments 

and statistical approximation techniques such as response surface methodol

ogy are becoming widely used in engineering to minimize the computational 

expense of running such computer analysis (Lin et al., 2001; Sanchez, 2007). 

The growing use of computers in design optimization has given rise to 

considerable research in the design and analysis of computer experiments. 

The primary research thrusts are to improve: 

1.	 the efficiency with which the design space is sampled either by using 

fewer sample points or seeking better coverage of the design space, and 

2.	 the aCCUTacy of the resulting surrogate model by using more complex 

approximations that are capable of fitting both linear and non-linear 

functions (Lin et al., 2001). 

The "classical" notions of experimental design are irrelevant when it 

comes to deter-ministic computer experiments, because there are no random 

error. Also, replication is not necessary since the same response are always 

obtained for the same input settings (Sa,hama, 2003). Therefore, sample 

points should he chosen to fill the cle:,;ign space for (deterministic) computer 

experiments. Consequently, many researchers advocate the use of "space 

filling" designs when sampling deterministic computer analysis to treat all 

regions equally (Lin et al., 2001). Two examples of space filling designs are 

Latin hypercube sampling and the Uniform design. 

Latin hypercubes were the first type of design proposed specifically for 

deterministic computer experiments (Lin et al., 2001). A Latin hypercube is 
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a matrL'C of n by k: columns where n is the number of levels being examined 

and k: is the number of design (input) variables. Each of the k columns 

contains the levels 1,2, ... , n , randomly permuted, and the k columns are 

matched at random to form the Latin hypercube. Latin hypercubes offer 

flexible sample sizes while ensuring stratified sampling, i.e., each of the input 

variables is sampled at n levels. These designs can have relatively small 

variance when measuring output variance (Lin et a1., 2001). 

A uniform design provides uniformly scattered design points in the exper

imental dorDl-lin. A uniform design is a type of fractional factorial design with 

an added uniformity property; they have been popularly used since 1980. If 

the experimental domain is finite, uniform designs are very similar to Latin 

hypercubes. \iVhen the experimental domain is continuous, the fundamen

tal difference between these two designs is that in Latin hypercubes, points 

are selected at random from cells, whereas in nniform designs, points are 

selected from the center of cells. Furthermore, a Latin hypercube requires 

one-dimensional balance of all levels for each factor, while a uniform design 

requires one-dimensional balance and n-dimensional uniformity. Thus these 

designs are similar in one-dimension, but they can be very different in higher 

dimensions (Lin et a1., 2001). 

Because there is the potential to have many scenarios (factor/level com

binations) in search experimentation, very often it is not possible to simulate 

every single scenario in the time available in order to determine which one 

meets the target required or provide the optimum result. Consequently, 

methods Heed to be found for improving the efficiency of the experimenta

tion process. In broad terms there are three approaches for achieving this 

(Robinson, 2004): 

•	 Expe-rimental Design: identify the experimental factors that are most 

likely to lead to significant improvements, thereby reducing the total 

factor/level combinations to be analyzed. 

•	 Metamodels: fitting a model to the simulation output (a model of do 

model). Because the fitted model runs much faster than the simulation, 

ma.ny more factor/level combinations can be investigated. 
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• Optimization: performing an efficient search of the factor/level combi

nations, trying to identify the optimum combination. 

When carrying out search experimentation it is often useful to start by 

identifying the experimental factors that have the greatest impact, that is, 

give the greatest improvement towards meeting the objectives of the simula

tion study. For example, is adding more service personnel more effective than 

increasing the number of automated service points? Does improving machine 

cycles have more effect than increasing the buffering between machines? The 

model user can then concentrate on experimenting with the important factors 

when searching for the optimum or target. There are three ways in which 

the importance of an experimental factor can be identified (R.obinson, 2004): 

•	 Data Analysis: by analyzing the data in a model it is sometimes pos

sible to draw conclusions about the likely impact of a change to an 

experimental factor. For instance, through data analysis a bottleneck 

process might be identified. Experimental factors that are likely to re

lieve this bottleneck (e.g. faster cycle time) could then be classified as 

important. Of course, such analysis does not provide a complete picture 

in that it cannot take account of the randomness and interconnections 

in the model. 

•	 Exper·t Knowledge: subject matter experts, for instance, operations 

staff, often have a good understanding of the system and the factors 

that are likely to have the greatest impact. It is worth illterviewing such 

people. That said, subject matter experts do not often have a complete 

understanding of the system. Although they may have a good under

standing of isolated sections, their understanding of the total system 

is unlikely to be complete. If they did have a complete understanding, 

the simulation study would probably not be required! As a result, care 

must be taken when relying on the opinions of subject matter experts. 

•	 PTelim1:nary Experimentation: changing the levels of experimental fac

tors, running the model and evaluating the effect. Interactive exper

imentation, if used with caution, may be beneficial in this respect, 
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a.lthough it is important to perform batch experiments to test fully the 

effect of a change to an experimenta.l factor. 

Data analysis and expert knowledge have the advantage that they require 

less time than preliminary experimentation (Robinson, 2004). Preliminary 

experimentation, however, provides a more thorough means for investigating 

the effect of a change to an experimental factor. 

Scientific investigation is a sequential process. Statistical experimental 

design and analysis are deployed to engage in the sequential learning process 

of data collection, model building, identifying directions of improvement and 

optimization (Box, 1999; Box and Lin, 1999; Coetzer et a.l., 2008a.; Kleinjen 

et al., 2005; Myers and Montgomery, 1995; Robinson, 2004). 

The investigation process starts with the deployment of an experimental 

design for the collection of the data. If little or nothing is known about the 

variables' effects or ranges then a first order or screening design is employed, 

for identifying the active va.riables and estimating the effects thereof (Box, 

1999; Box and Liu, 1999; Kleinjen et al., 200.5; Myers and Montgomery, 1995; 

Robinson, 2004). 

One problem in identifying important experimental factors is that when 

fa,ctors are changed in isolation they may have a very different effect from 

when they are changed in combination (Robinson, 2004). Such interaction 

effects are hard to identify except by more formal means. When using infor

mal methods the model user should be aware of possible interaction efFects 

ancl test them by changing some factors in combination. 

A change to an experimental factor may have a. significant effect on 

the simulation output (statistical significance), but this cloes not necessar

ily mean that it is an important factor (Robinson, 2004). If the change 

has limited practical significance (e.g. it is too expensive or breaks safety 

constraints), it cannot be classified as important. Importance requires both 

statistical and practica.l significance (Montgomery, 2005; l\.tfyers and Mont

gomery, 1995; Robinson, 2004). 

By simulating a limited number of scenarios (factor/level combina.tions) it 

is often possible to form an opinion as to the likely outcome of other scenarios 
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without having to run the simulation (R.obinson, 2004). In particular, it may 

be possible to identify those scenarios that are likely to yield the desired 

result and those that are unlikely to do so. Through this process the model 

user forms an understanding of the solution space. 

Big simulations usually involves a lot of variables, and the number of 

variables will have to do be paired down to do a workable analysis. For 

this purpose there are several factor-screening designs to help separate which 

factors matter and which one's don't (Lin, 2003). 

Screening designs commonly used in DASE are Fractional Factorial De

signs (Kelton, 2000; Kleijnen, 2008a; Kleinjen et al., 2005; Law, 2007; Sanchez, 

2007; Trocine and 1v1alone, 2000), Plackett-Burman designs (Kleijnen, 2008a; 

Kleinjen et al., 2005; Law, 2007), D-Optimal designs (Kleijnen, 2008a; Law, 

2007) and Latin Hypercube Designs (Kleijnen, 2008a; Law, 2007; Sanchez, 

2007; Trocine and Malone, 2000). Latin Hypercube Designs and Uniform 

Designs are commonly used in the screening phase of deterministic computer 

models (Lin, 2003; Lin et al., 2001; Sacks et al., 1989; Santner et al, 2003). 

To perform an experiment with the simulation model, simulation trials 

are performed at each of a set of settings of ;r: which involve one or more 

levels of each of the n controllable variables Xi, -i = 1, ... , n. The method 

of least-squares can then be employed to estimate the main effects ((.1i) and 

interactions ((3.ij) in (1.3). From this analysis, the 9 most important factors 

are identified (Lin, 2003). 

Usually a center point is included to estimate the curvature effect and 

whether non-linearity is present in the design range. If curvature is detected, 

then the design can be augmented with additional design points according 

to a second-order response surface design (Myers and IVlontgomery, 1995). 

Some of the designs commonly used in the next phase of the scien

tific investigation process for simulation models are Fractional Factorial de

signs (Kelton, 1999, 2000; Kleijnen, 2008a; Kleinjen et al., 2005; Law, 2007; 

Sanchez, 2007), D-Optima.! designs (Kleijnen, 2008a; Law, 2007), Latin Hy

percube Designs (Kleijnen, 2008a; Kleinjen et a1., 2005; Law, 2007; Sanchez, 

2007) and Central Composite designs (Barton, 1992, 1994; Kleijnen, 2008a; 

Kleinjen et al., 2005; Law, 2007). Latin Hypercube Designs and Uniform 
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Designs arc commonly used in the second pha..'>e of scientific investigation for 

deterministic computer models (Lin, 2003; Lin et al., 2001; Sacks et al., 1989; 

Santner et aL 2003). 

A metamodel is a model of a model (Barton, 1992, 1994; Kelton, 2000; 

Kleinjen et al., 2005; Robinson, 2004), in our case a model of the simulation 

output. Because the metamodel is normally an analytical model it runs much 

faster than the simulation. It is therefore, possible to investigate many more 

scenarios with a metamodel than with the simulation itself. The downside is 

tha.t the metamodel is an approximation of the simulation output and so the 

results provided are not as accurate. There is also the overhead of creating 

the metamodel. 

In creating a metamodel a. series of results, representing a range of fac

tor/level combinations, must be generated from the simulation (Robinson, 

2004). Careful selection of the scenarios to be simulated is important in 

order to assure the greatest accuracy of the metamodel with the minimum 

number of simulation runs. This requires appropriate experimental design 

techniques. 

Hood and Welch (1993) discusses the use ofresponse surface methodology 

and its application in simulation. They assume the model has J( continuous 

parameters (h, ... ,eJ( and that the performance characteristic of interest are, 

C(e1 , ... ,8/·d, ofthe model, which is the expected value of an output random 

variable, Y(e1, . .. , ed. Exploring the surface of C(e1,··· ,rho) are of interest. 

Hood and vVelch (1993) describes the "classical" application of experi

mental design based on standard least squares theory. They assume that 

C (e 1, ... , ell.) is smooth enough so that it can be approximated by either a 

first or second degree polynomial over the sequence of regions of experimen

tal activity. The methodology is sequential in nature with each successive 

experiment building on the results and insights of earlier experiments. Thus, 

it is ideally suited to simulation because of the relative ea.'3e with which data 

can be obtained in the simulation context. 

Kriging models are popular models in the design and analysis of deter

ministic computer experiments. Originally developed for applications in geo

statistics, a kriging model postulates a combination of a polynomial model 
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and departures of the form (1.5), 

y(x) = f(x) + Z(x) (1.5) 

where Z(:r) is assumed to be a realization of a stochastic process with 

mean zero and spatial correlation function given by (1.6), 

Cov[Z(xi ), Z(x·i )] = (}2R([R(x'i , xk 
)] (1.6) 

where (}2 is the process variance and R is the correlation function. A vari

ety of correlation functions can be chosen; however, the Gaussian correlation 

function is the most frequently used (Lin et al., 2001). Furthermore, h(x) 

is typically taken as a. constant term. Determining the maximum likelihood 

estimates of the kB parameters used to fit the the model is a k-dimensional 

optimization problem, which can require significant computational time if 

the sample data set is la,rge. The correlation matrix, R, can also become 

singular if multiple sample points are spaced close to one another or if the 

sample points are generated from particular designs (Lin et al., 2001). 

Recently a lot of research has been done on using the kriging metamodel 

in stochastic simulation studies (Jack, 2007; Kleijnen and de Beers, 2004; 

Kleijnen, 2004, 2008a; Kleinjen et al., 2005; Law, 2007; van Beers and Kleij

nen, 2003, 2004). 

In simulation, an estimated metamodel can serve several different pur

poses. Partial derivatives could be taken of the response-surface model to 

estimate the effect of small changes in the factors on the output response, 

and any interactions that might be present as modeled would show naturally. 

The estimated metamodel could also be used as a proxy for the simulation, 

and to very quickly explore many different input-factor-level combinations 

without having to run the simulation (I'~elton, 2000). 

The simple form of a metamodel can reveal the general characteristics of 

behavior of the more complex simulation model. The insight provided by the 

simpler metamodel may be used for verification and validation of the com

plex parent model. It may also be used to identify the system parameters 

that most affect system performance (i.e. factor screening). Since it uses 
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fewer computer resources, the metamodel can be run iteratively many times 

for repeated 'what if' evaluation for multi-objective systems for design opti

mization. This is important when the output of the simulation is a random 

quantity. Substitution of metamodel code is also an important strategy when 

the original model is just one component of a complex system model. In this 

case, the system model may be impractically slow and/or large without using 

metamodels for some or all of the components (Barton, 1992). 

The ultimate goal in using a simulation model is to find input-fa.ctor 

settings that optimize some performance measure. Optimization of nonlinear 

functions is a hard enough problem in itself, but in a stochastic simula.tion 

there is uncertainty in terms of observing the response, as well as other 

statistical difficulties. One solution is to use the metamodel obtained from the 

model and optimize this function (Kelton, 1997). This will give an indication 

of where the best input-factor-combinations might be. 

In surmna.ry, DASE is needed to improve the efficiency and effectiveness of 

simulation; i.e. DASE is crucial in the overall process of simulation (Kleijnen, 

2008a) . 

1.3 Research Objectives and Methodology 

In the design and analysis of simulation experiments (DASE) the perfor

mance of the Design and Analysis of Computer Experiments and Classical 

Experiments have not previously been compared in terms of their ability to 

yield accurate metamodels for simulation models. A case study from the 

petrochemical industry (Figure 4.1) will be used to assess the relative merit 

of the different designs by metamodd combinations in terms of maximum 

absolute error (1.7) and root mean square error criteria (1.8). The design 

by metamodel choice will be evaluated within all the phases of the classical 

response surface methodology, i.e. screening, interaction and second order 

designs (J\{yers and Montgomery, 1995). 

An overview of the methodology that will be used to compare the difl'erent 

combinations (:\,re given in Figure 1.2. The second phase will be added to each 

screening leg, but due to space constraints it is only shown for the D-Optimal 
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Figure 1.2: Methodology llsed for comparing different design and approxi
mation model combinations 

leg. Therefore, there will be 25 design combinations that will be investigated. 

The approximation lllodeis will be fitted to each of the second phase designs. 

The Response Surface and Kriging models will therefore be fitted to 25 design 

combinations. The goal of the study is to determine the best leg(s) of Figure 

1.2 for use in simulation experiments. 

The study will commence in phases. For the first phase, the screening 

phase, the following designs will be evaluated to find the signifi.cant variables: 

• Fractiona.l Factorial Design (Resolution III) (Section 2.2.2). 

• Plackett-Burman Design (Section 2.2.3). 

• Uniform Design (Section 2.3.2). 

• Latin Hypercube Design (Section 2.3.1). 

• D-Optimal Design (Section 2.2.5). 

In the second phase, the first order model from phase one will be aug

menteel with two fa.ctor interactions and second order models if necessa.ry. 

The following designs will be evalua.ted: 
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• Fractional Fa.ctorial Design (Resolution IV) (Section 2.2.2). 

• Uniform Design (Section 2.3.2). 

• Latin Hypercube Design (Section 2.3.1). 

• D-Optimal Design (Section 2.2.5). 

• Central Composite Design (Section 2.2.4). 

These specific designs were chosen to be evaluated because Fractional 

Factorial Designs, Plackett-Burman Designs, Central Composite Designs, D

Optimal Designs and Latin Hypercube Designs are widely used in the design 

and analysis of simulation experiments (i.e. Kelton, 1999, 2000; Kleijnen, 

2008a; Kleinjen et al., 2005; Law, 2007; Sanchez, 2007), and Latin Hypercube 

Designs and Uniform Designs are widely used in the design and analysis of 

(deterministic) computer experiments (i.e. Fang et al, 2000; Lin, 2003; Lin 

et al., 2001; Sacks ct al., 1989; Santner et al., 2003; Simpson et al., 1998). 

Also refer to the discussion in Section 1.2.2. 

The metamodels that will be implemented are: 

• Response Surface (Section 3.2). 

• Kriging (Section 3.3). 

The comparisons between the different designs and approximation models 

will be done by sampling additional validation points to assess the accuracy 

over the regiO!l of interest. For each set of validation points, the maximum 

absolute error (l\ilAX) and root mean square error (RMSE) are computed as: 

AlAX = ma:l: {IYi -.Yi I}i=1,.. ,11. ,.,.",. (1.7)
e

'"nE:1TO·,. (

RAISE = i 16i=1 Yi - vz)2 (1.8) 
ne'/"'rOT 

where ne'/"ro-r is the number of additional validation points. 'While RMSE 

provides good estimates of the "global" error over the region of interest, MAX 
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gives a good estimate of the "local" error by measuring the worst error within 

the region of interest, where a good approximation will ha.ve low RMSE and 

low MAX values (Lin et a1., 2001). 

The approximation model from the best overall Phase 1 to Phase 2 to 

Phase 3 leg will be used to explore the design space for the case study. 

Specifically the effect of 14 factors on the plant availability for the industrial 

process depicted in Figure 4.1 will be explored and evaluated. 

1.4 Outline of Thesis 

The thesis is outlined as follows. In Chapter 2 (Experimental Designs), the 

experimental designs will be discussed. Specifically the following designs are 

discussed: 

1. 2k Factorial Designs 

2. Fractional Factorial Designs 

3. Placket Burman Designs 

4. Central Composite Designs 

5. Optimal Designs 

6. Latin Hypercube Designs 

7. Uniform Designs 

In Chapter 3 (Approximation models for input-output relationships), 

the approximation models for input-output relationships will be discussed. 

Specifically the following approximation models are discussed: 

1. Response Surface Models 

2. Kriging :tvlodels 

In Chapter 4 (Ca.se Study), the Case Study \-vill be discussed under the 

following headings. 
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1.	 Introduction - A brief overview of the system fiowsheet and the factors 

under investigation will be given. 

2.	 Screening Experiments - The application of the different screening de

signf3 and the corresponding results and Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) 

tables will be discussed. 

3.	 Second Phase Experiments - The application of the different designs 

and approximation models and the corresponding results and ANOVA 

tables will be discussed. 

In Chapter 5 (Results and Practical Application) An overview of the re

sults will be provided as well as the comparison between the different design 

and approximation model combinations. Some of the insights into the indus

trial process provided by this experimental study will be discussed. 

In Chapter 6 (Conclusions and Future Research), the conclusions from 

the study and scope for future research are provided. 
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Chapter 2 

Design of experiments for 

Simulation 

2.1 Introduction 

In this chapter the designs utilized in the case study are discussed. Some 

of the more popular designs in the design and analysis for simulation ex

periments and design and ana.lysis for deterministic computer experiments 

were chosen to be investigated in this study. The rest of this chapter will 

be divided in two sections. In the first section the classical designs will be 

discussed, and in the second section the space filling designs will be discussed. 

2.2 .Classical Design of Experiments 

In this chapter SOllle of the classical designs are discussed. The designs 

discussed here are some of the designs most commonly used in simulation 

experiments. Specifically the fractional factorial design (Kelton, 1999, 2000; 

Kleijnen, 2008a; Kleinjen et al., 2005; Law, 2007; Sanchez, 2007; Trocine and 

1\Ilalone, 2000), Plackett-Burman designs (Kleijnen, 2008a; Kleinjen et al., 

2005; Law, 2007), D-Optimal designs (Kleijnen, 2008a; Law, 2007) and Cen

tral Composite design (Barton, 1992, 1994; Kleijnen, 20083; Kleinjen et al., 

2005; Law, 2007) will be discussed. 
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2.2.1 2k Factorial Designs 

A common strategy to measure the effects of k factors in an experiment is 

to fix the level of the other k - 1 factors at some set of values and make 

simulation runs at each of two levels of the factor of interest to observe how 

the response reacts to changes in this single factor. The whole process is then 

repeated to examine each of the other factors, one at a time. This strategy, 

which is ca.lled the one-factor-at-a-timc (OFAT) approach is quite inefficient 

in terms of the number of simulation runs needed to obtain specific precision. 

Iv'lore importantly, it does not allow for the measurement of any interactions; 

indeed, it assumes that there are no interactions, which is often not the case 

in simulation applications (Law, 2007). 

A much more economical strategy for determining the effects of factors 

on the response with which interactions can also be measured, called a 2k 

factorial, requires that two levels for each factor are chosen. Simulation runs 

are then performed at each of the 2k possible factor-level combinations, which 

are sometimes called design points. Usually, a plus sign is associated with the 

high level of the factor, and a minus sign with the low level. The levels, which 

should be chosen in consultation with subject-matter experts, should be far 

enough apart to create a difference in the response, but not so separated that 

nonsensical configurations are obtained. Because only two levels of the factors 

are used, the assumption is that the response is approximately linear (or at 

least monotonic) over the range of the factor. A non-monotonic response can 

be wrongly identified as having no effect on the response (Law, 2007). 

The form of a 2k factorial design can be compactly represented in tabular 

form, as in Table 2.1 for k = 3. The variable Hi for i = 1,2,'" ,8 is the 

value of the response when running the simulation with the ith combination 

of factor levels. ·Writing down this array, called the design matr-l:r;, facilitates 

calculation of the factor effects and interactions (Law, 2007). 

The main effect of factor j, denoted by ej, is the average change in the 

response due to moving factor j from its - to its + level while holding 

all other factors fixed. This average is taken over all combinations of the 

other factor levels in the design. It is important to realize that a main effect 
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Table 2.1: Design matrix for a 23 factorial design.
 

I Factor Combination (Design Point) I Factor 1 I Factor 2 I Factor 3 I Response
 

1 - - - RI 

2 + - - Rz 
3 - + - R3 
4 + + - R 1 

5 - - + R5 

6 + - + R6 
7 - + + R7 

8 + + + R"" 

is computed relative to the current design and factor levels only, and it is 

generally wrong to extrapolate beyond this unless other conditions (e.g. no 

interactions) are satisfied. 

For the 23 fa.ctorial design in Table 2.1, the main effect of factor 1 is thus 

(Rz - RI ) + (R4 - R:3) + (R6 - R5 ) + (Rs - R7 )
el = 

4 

Note that at design points 1 and 2, fadors 2 and 3 remain fixed, as they do 

at design points 3 and 4, 5 and 6, as well as points 7 and 8. The main effect 

of factor 2 is 

(R3 - RI ) + (R4 - Rz) + (R7 - R5 ) + (Rs - R6 )
Cz = -'-----'----'-----'----'---------

.:1: 

and that of factor 3 is 

(R.5 - Rd + (R6 - Rz) + (R7 - R3 ) + (Rs - R4) 
e3 = 4 

Looking at Table 2.1 and the above examples for the ej's leads to an alter

native way of defining main effects, as well as a simpler way of computing 

them. Namely ej is the difference between the average response when factor 

j is at its + level and the average response when it is at its - level. Thus, 

to compute ej, we simply apply the signs in the "Factor j" column to the 
lcorresponding R/s, add them up, and divide by 2k- . For example, in the 
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23 factorial design of Table 2.1, 

-~-~+~+~-~-~+~+~ 
e2 = 4 

which is identical to the earlier expression for (':2. 

The main effects measure the average change in the response due to a 

change in an individual factor, \vith the average being taken over all possible 

combinations of the other k -1 factors (numbering 2"'-1). It could be, though, 

that the effect of factor .h depends in some wayan the level of some other 

factor ]2, in which case these two factors are said to interact. A measure 

of interaction is the difference between the average effect of factor ]1 when 

factor .72 is at its + level (and all other factors other than.il and]2 are held 

constant) and the average effect of factor ]1 when factor ]2 is at its - level. 

By convention one-half of this difference is called the two-factor (two-way) 

interaction effect and denoted by e.il.i2. It is also called the]1 X]2 interaction. 

For example, in the design of Table 2.1 we have 

C1'> = ~ [(R4 - R3 ) + (Rs - R7) _ (R2 - Rd + (R6 - R5)] 
- 2 2 2 

e =~ [(R6- R5)+(Rs-R7) _ (R2- Rd+(R.4- R3)] 
13 2 2 2 

and 

e23 = ~ [(R7 - R5) + (R.s - RG) _ (R:3 - Ri ) + (R4 - R2)] 

2 2 2. 

To observe that the formula for ei:i, for example, measures the quantity 

described above, note from the design matrix in Table 2.1 that factor 3 is 

always at its + level for design points 5,6,7, and 8, and that factor 1 moves 

from its - to its + level between design points 5 and 6 (where all other 

fadors, in this example factor 2, remain fixed at the - level), as well as 

between design points 7 and 8 (where factor 2 is fixed at its + level). Thus 

the first fraction inside the square brackets in the above expression for e13 is 

the average effect of moving factor 1 from its - to its + level when factor 3 is 
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held at its + level. Similarly, the second fraction inside the square brackets is 

the average effect of moving factor 1 from its - to its + level (design points 

1 to 2, and 3 to 4) when factor 3 is held at its - level. The difference in these 

two factors, then, is the difference in the effect that factor 1 has depending 

on vvhether factor 3 is at its + or - level; one half this difference is the 

definition of the interaction effect between factors 1 and 3 (Law, 2007). 

As with the main effects, there is an easier "xlay to compute interaction 

effects, based on the design matrix. If the above expression for e13 is rear

ranged, for instance, so that the ~ 's appear in increasing order of the i's, 

we get 
R1 - R2 + R3 - R4 - R5 + RG - R7 + Rs 

e13 = 4 

Now if a column labeled "1 x 3" of 8 signs are created by multiplying the ith 

sign in the Factor 1 column by the ith sign in the Factor 3 column, the ne,\' 

column of signs are precisely the signs of the Ri's used to form e13; as with 
1main effects, the divisor is 2k- . Thus, the interaction effect between factor 

1 and 3 can be thought of as the difference between the average response 

when factor 1 and 3 are at the same (both + or both -) level and the 

average response when they are at opposite levels. Note that the two-factor 

interaction effects are completely symmetric; for example e12 = e21, e23 = e32, 

etc. 

Although interpretation becomes more difficult, three and higher order 

interaction effects can be defined and computed, all the way up to k-fa.ctor 

interaction. For example, in the 23 factorial design of Table 2.1, the three

factor interaction is one-half the difference betvveen the two-factor interaction 

effect between fa.ctors 1 and 2 when factor 3 is at its + level and the two-factor 

interaction effect between factors 1 and 2 when factor 3 is at its - level. e123 

is obtained by multiplying the ith signs from the columns for factors 1, 2, 

and 3 in Table 2.1 and applying them to the Hi'S; the denominator is once 

again 2k- 1. Three- and higher-factor interaction effects are also symmetric: 

e123 = e132 = e213, etc. 

If two- or higher-factor interactions appear to be present, then the main 

effect of each factor involved in such a significant interaction cannot be in
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terpreted as simply the effect in general of moving that factor from its - to 

its + level, since the magnitude and possibly the sign of the change in the 

response depend on the level of at least one other factor (Box, 1999; Box and 

Liu, 1999; Kleijnen, 2008a; Law, 2007; Montgomery, 2005). 

The standard error of the effect can by used to judge the significance of 

effects (.tvlontgomery, 2005). The variance of each effect estimate is 

contrast)11 ' , .11(effect) ( n2k:- 1 

= 1 _. _V(Contrast) 

Each contrast is a linear combination of 2k treatment totals, and each 

consists of n observa.tions. Therefore, 

v (Contrast) = n2k 
(J'2 

and the variance of an effect is 

V"( a . ) 1 2k 2 1 2ellect = ( k 1)2 n (J' = -2') (J'n2 - n k.-

The estima.ted standard error would be found by ta.king the square root of 

this last expression and repla.cing (J'2 by its estimate 52, i.e. the residual 

mean sum of squares value (.tvfontgomery, 2005): 

25 
se(Effect) = Jn2 k 

(2.1) 

2.2.2 Fractional Factorial Designs 

As the number of factors in a 2k factorial design increases, the number of 

runs required for a complete replicate of the design rapidly outgrows the 

resources of most experimenters. For example, a complete replicate of the 26 

design requires 64 runs. In this design only 6 of the 63 degrees of freedom 
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correspond to main effects, and only 15 degrees of freedom correspond to 

two-factor interactions. The remaining 42 degrees of freedom are associated 

with three-factor and higher interactions (Montgomery, 2005). 

If the experimenter can reasonably assume that certain high-order inter

actions are negligible, information on the main effects and low-order interac

tions may be obtained by running only a fraction of the complete factorial 

experiment. These fractional factorial designs are among the most widely 

used types of designs for product and process design and for process im

provernent, as well as simulation experiments (Biles, 1979, 1984: Box, 1999; 

Box and Liu, 1999; Coetzer et a1., 2008a; Kelton, 1999, 2000; Kleijnen, 2008a; 

Kleinjen et al, 200,5; Law, 2007; Montgomery, 2005; Sanchez, 2007; Trocine 

and Malone, 2000). 

A major use of fractional factorials is in screening expei"iments - experi

ments in which many factors are considered and the objective is to identify 

those factors (if any) that have large effects. Screening experiments are llSll 

ally performed in the early stages of a project when many of the factors 

initially considered likely have little or no effect on the response. The factors 

identified as important are then investigated more thoroughly in subsequent 

experiments (Montgomery, 2005). 

The successful use. of fractional factorial designs is based on three key 

ideas (Montgomery, 2005): 

1.	 The sparsity of effect principle. When there are several variables, 

the system or process is likely to be driven primarily by some of the 

main effects and low-order interactions. 

2.	 The projection property. Fractional factorial designs can be pro

jected into stronger (larger) designs in the subset of significant factors. 

3.	 Sequential experimentation. It is possible to combine the runs of 

two (or more) fractional factorials to assemble sequentially a larger 

design to estimate the factor effects and interactions of interest. 

Fl'actional factorial designs provide a way to get good estimates of the 

main effects and perhaps two-factor interactions at a fraction of the computa
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ptiona.l effort required by a full 2k fadoriaJ design. Basically, a 2k - fractional 
pfactorial design is constructed by choosing a certain subset (of size 2k

- ) of 

all the 2k possible design points and then running the simulat.ion for only 

these chosen points. Since only 1/2P of the possible 2k factor combinations 

are actually nUl, it is sometimes refered to as a "half fraction" if]J = 1, a 

"quarter fraction" if p = 2, and so on. Clearly, it would be beneficial for ]J 

to be large from a computational viewpoint, but a larger ]J may also result 

in less information from the experiment (Law, 2007). 
pAn important concept in a 2k - fractiona.l factorial design is the idea of 

confounding. It is possible in these designs to end up with the exa.ct same 

algehra.ic expression for severa.l different effects. For inl-itance, in a 24- 1 half 

fra,ction, it could be that the formulas for the main effect e4 and the three

wa.y interaction term e123 are identical; that is the main effect e4 a.nd e123 

are confounded or aliased. The meaning of this is that the common formula 

for e4 and e123 is an unbiased estimator for E(e4) + E(e12:3)' e4 and e12:3 are 

called a.liases of each other, and it is denoted as e4 = el2:3. If the assumption 

can be made that E(e123) = 0 or is negligihle in comparison with E(e4), 

then e'l is an unbiased (or nearly so) estimator of E(e,d. It often happens 

that higher-way interactions do turn out to be small in comparison with 

main effects or perhaps two-way interactions, so such an assumption may 

actually be warranted. Trouble may arise, though, in cases where two-way 

interactions are confounded with each other; e.g, the formulas for e12 and 

e34 could be identical, in which case this common expression is an unbia.sed 

estimator for E(ed + E(e;34) and it is not that easy to make the assumpt.ion 

that either of the two-way interactions a.re zero. Viorse, a main effect could he 

confounded with a two-way interaction, vvhich makes the main-effect estimate 

of limited value if the two-way interaction is present (which cannot be easily 

determined, because t.wo way interactions are confounded ''lith main effects, 

with each other, and with higher-way interactions). In general, the higher 

the value of p, the more pervasive the confounding problem (Law, 2007). 

One way to quantify the overall severity of confounding is through the 
pconcept of the resolution of a particular 2k - fractional factorial design. A 

design is of resolution R if no q-wa:/ effect is aliased with another effect 
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containing less than R - q factors (effects). It is guaranteed that two effects 

are not confounded with each other if the sum of their "ways" is strictly 

less than the design's resolution; for this purpose main effects are regarded 

as "one-way" effects. The most commonly used fractional factorial designs 

are resolution III, IV and V (resolutions are denoted by Roman numerals). 

For instance, in a resolution IV design, no main effect is confounded with 

any other main effect or with any two-way' interaction (1 + 2 < 4), but two

way interactions are aliased with each other (2 + 2 = 4). Thus, assuming 

that three-way (and higher-order) interactions are negligible, resolution IV 

designs allow us to obtain "clear" main-effects estimates. NotationaJly, the 

resolution is attached as a subscript: 2~~.1, 2~,:-1, etc (Law, 2007). 

Once the number of factors J.; and the desired resolution are determined, 

the design needs to be constructed, i.e., specify p and which 2k -
p rows of the 

pfull 2k design matrix to use. The first step is to write out a full 2k 
- factorial 

design matrix in factors 1,2, ... , J.; - p. This basic design matrix has the 
prequired number of rows, namely 2k

- . The remaining p columns (for factors 

k - p + 1, ... , k) are then determined by "multiplying" certain of the first 

k - p columns together according to some rules e.g. Ivlontgomery (2005) p. 

305. 

In the case study a 2};-r lO 
, 14 factor, 16 run design was used in the 

screening phase (Section 4.2.1). The coded design table for 2};I10 
, 14 factor, 

16 run design is provided in Table 2.2. 

The releva.nt section in the generator ta.ble on page 305 in Nlontgomery 

(2005) is reproduced in Table 2.3. The first four columns (A,B,C and D) of 

the design matrix were created by using a 24 factorial design (Section 2.2.1). 

The remaining columns were obtained by using the generators in Table 2.3. 

For example, the signs of the coded factors in column E were obtained by 

multiplying the signs of colunms A, Band C. The signs of column F were 

obtained by multiplying columns A, Band D and so forth. 
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Table 2.2: Design Ta.ble for 2}jl lO 
, 14 factor, 16 run Design· 

Run Nr. A B C D E F G H J K L M N 0 
1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
2 1 -1 -1 -1 1 1 1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 1 1 
3 -1 1 -1 -1 1 1 -1 1 -1 -1 1 1 -1 -1 
4 1 1 -1 -1 -1 -1 1 1 1 1 -1 -1 -1 -1 
.s -1 -1 1 -1 1 -1 1 1 -1 1 -1 1 -1 1 
6 1 -1 1 -1 -1 1 -1 1 1 -1 1 -1 -1 1 
7 -1 1 1 -1 -1 1 1 -1 1 -1 -1 1 1 -1 
8 1 1 1 -1 1 -1 -1 -1 -1 1 1 -1 1 -1 
9 -1 -1 -1 1 -1 1 1 1 -1 1 1 -1 1 -1 

10 1 -1 -1 1 1 -1 -1 1 1 -1 -1 1 1 -1 
11 -1 1 -1 1 1 -1 1 -1 1 -1 1 -1 -1 1 
12 1 1 -1 1 -1 1 -1 -1 -1 1 -1 1 -1 1 
13 -1 -1 1 1 1 1 -1 -1 1 1 -1 -1 -1 -1 
14 1 -1 1 1 -1 -1 1 -1 -1 -1 1 1 -1 -1 
15 -1 1 1 1 -1 -1 -1 1 -1 -1 -1 -1 1 1 
16 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 

Table 2.3: Design Generator for 2}ji lO design 

Number of Number Design 
Factors, k Fraction of Runs Generators 

214- 1014 16TIJ 
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F= ABD 
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H = BCD 
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2.2.3 Plackett- Burman Designs 

These designs, attributed to Plackett and Burman (1946), are two-level frac

tional factorial designs for studying k: = N - 1 variables in N runs, where 

N is a multiple of 4. If N is a power of 2, these designs are identical to two 

level fractional factorial designs. However, for N = 12, 20, 24, 28 and 36, the 

Plackett-Burman designs are sometimes of interest. Specifically these designs 

cannot be represented as cubes, they are sometimes called non-geometric de

signs (Lin, 1993; Montgomery, 2005). 

The non-geometric Plackett-Burman designs for N = 12, 20, 24, 28, and 

36 have very messy alias structures. For example, in the 12-run design every 

main effect is partially aliased with every two-factor not involving itself. For 

example, the AB interaction is aliased with the nine main effects C, D, ... , J(. 

Furthermore, each main effect is partially aliased with 45 two factor inter

actions. In the larger designs, the situation is even more complex. These 

designs must therefore be used very carefully Montgomery (2005) page 319. 

In the case study (Section 4) a N = 20 run design 19 factor Plackett

Burman design was used in the screening phase. This is the smallest Plackett-' 

Burman design equal to or larger than 14 factors investigated in the case 

study. After constructing the design columns 15-19 were removed (these 

columns are not needed because there are only 14 factors present in this 

study). 

Plackett-Burman designs are often used as screening designs in the design 

and analysis of simulation experiments (Kleijnen, 200880; Kleinjen et 801., 2005; 

Law, 2007). 

2.2.4 Central Composite Design 

Central composite designs or CCD are the most popular class of designs for 

fitting response surface models. Generc-1,Il:y, the CCD consists of a 2k factorial 

(or fractional factorial of resolution V) with n f runs, 2k axial or star runs, 

and nc center runs (Montgomery, 2005). 

The practical deployment of a CCD often arises through sequential ex

perimentation. That is, a 2k has been used to fit a first-order model, this 
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model has exhibited lack of fit, and the axial runs are then added to al

low the quadratic terms to be incorporated into the model. The CCD is a 

very effi.cient design for fitting the second-order model (Lucas, 1974, 1976). 

There are two parameters in the design that must be specified: the distance 

0: of the i:),xial runs from the design center and the number of center points 

'fl." (Montgomery, 2005). The choice of these two parameters will now be 

discussed. 

Rotatability 

It is important for the second-order model to provide good predictions through

out the region of interest. One way to define "good" is to require that the 

model have a reasonable consistent and stable variance of the predicted re

sponse at points of interest x. The variance of the predicted response at some 

point x is given by equation 2.2. 

V[Y(:1:)] = ()2 x?(XT X)-l:1: (2.2) 

where X is the n x p matrL'<: representing the design settings used as well as all 

the columns necessary to accommodate the assumed model (i.e. (1.2),(1.3) 

or (1.4)) terms, and x is a vector corresponding to the location in the design 

space, which is also a fUllction of the model used. Box and Hunter (1957) 

suggesteel that a second-order response surface design should he rotatable. 

This means that V [Y(x)] is the same at all points x that are the same distance 

from the design center. That is the variance of predicted responses is constant 

on spheres. A design with the contours of constant standard deviation of 

predicted response as concentric circles will leave the variance of if unchanged 

when the design is rotated about the center (0,0"" ,0), hence the name 

'rotatable design. 

Rotatability is a reasonable basis for the selection of a response surface 

design. Because the purpose of response surface modeling is optimization and 

the location of the optimum is unknown prior to running the experiment, thus 

it makes sense to use a design that provides equal precision of estimation in 

all directions (I'v10ntgomery, 2005). 
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A central composite design is made rotatable by the choice of 0:. The 

value of 0: for rotatability depends on the number of points in the factorial 

portion of the design; in fact, 0: = (nf) 1/4 yields a rotatable central composite 

design where nf is the number of points used in the factorial portion of the 

design (l\10ntgomery, 2005). 

The Spherical CCD 

Rotatability is a spherical property; that is, it makes the most sense as a 

design criterion when the region of interest is a sphere. However, it is not 

important to have exact rotatability to have a good design. For a spherical 

region of interest, the best choice of 0: from a prediction variance viewpoint 

for the CCD is to set 0: = VI. This design, called a spherical CCD, puts aU 

the factorial and axial design points on the surface of a sphere of radius .Jk 
(Montgomery, 2005). However, this choice of .jk is not always practical, i.e. 

for large k the value of Ct becomes large, which makes the region of interest 

impractical. For practical purposes, 0: = )3, is acceptable. 

Center Runs of CCD 

The choice of 0: in the CCD is dictated primarily by the region of interest. 

When this region is a sphere, the design must include center runs to provide 

reasonable stable variance of the predicted response. Generally three to five 

center runs arc recommended (Draper, 1982; Montgomery, 2005). 

Cuboidal Region of Interest 

In many situations, the region of interest is cuboidal rather than spherical. 

In these cases, a useful variation of the central composite design is the face

centered central composite design or the face-centered cube, in which 0: = 1. 

This design locates the star or axial points on the center of the fa.ces of the 

cube. This variation of the central composite design is also sometimes used 

because it requires only three levels of each factor, and in practice it is often 

difficult to change factor levels. However, note that face-centered central 

composite designs a.re not rotatable. 
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The f"Lce-centered cube does not require as many center points as the 

spherical CCD. In practice, nc = 2 or 3 is sufficient to provide good variance 

of prediction throughout the experimental region. It should be noted that 

sometimes more center nms will be employed to give a reasonable estimate 

of experimental error. For the fa.ce-centered cube the standard deviation of 

predicted response is reasonably uniform over a relatively large portion of 

the design space (Montgomery, 2005). 

Central Composite designs are well known designs in the design and anal

ysis of simulation experiments (Barton, 1992, 1994; Donohue et a1., 1993; 

Kelton, 1999, 2000; Kleijncn, 200811,; Kleinjen et al., 2005; Law, 2007). 

2.2.5 D-Optimal Designs 

The standard response surface, such as the central composite design, the 

Box-Behnken design, and their variations (such as the face-centered cube), 

are widely used because they are quite general and flexible designs. If the 

experimental region is either a cube or a sphere, typically a standard surface 

design will be applicable to the problem. However, occasionally an experi

menter encounters a situation where a standard response surface design may 

not be the obvious choice. Computer-generated designs are an alternative to 

consider in these cases (l'vIontgomery, 2005). 

There are three situations where some type of computer-generated design 

may be appropriate (Montgomery, 2005). 

1.	 An irregular experimental region. If the region of interest for the 

experiment is not a cube or a sphere, standard designs may not be 

the best choice. Irregular regions of interest occur fairly often. Con

sider the example in Montgomery (2005) page 439, an experimenter is 

investigating the properties of a particular adhesive. The adhesive is 

applied to two parts and then cured at an elevated temperature. The 

two fa.ctors of interest are the amount of adhesives applied and the cure 

temperature. Over the ranges of these two factors, taken as -1 to +1 

on the usual coded variable scale, the experimenter knows that if too 

little adhesive is applied and the cure temperature is too low, the parts 
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will not bond satisfactorily. In terms of the coded va,riables, this leads 

to a constraint on the design vaJ."iables, say 

-1.5 :::; Xl + :r2 

where :rj represent the application amount of adhesive and X2 repre

sents the temperature. Furthermore, if the temperature is too high 

and too much adhesive is applied, the parts will be either damaged by 

heat stress or an inadequate bond will result. Thus, there is another 

constraint on the factor levels 

:1:1 + X2 :::; 1 

The constraints effectively remove two corners of the square region, pro

ducing an irregular experimental region. There is no standard response 

surface design that will fit exactly this region. 

2.	 A nonstandard model. Usually an experimenter elects a first- or 

second-order response surface model, realizing that this empirical model 

is an approximation to the true underlying mechanism. However, some

times the experimenter may have some special knowledge or insight 

about the process being studied that may suggest a nonstandard model. 

For example, the model 

y = (30 + ,Uj X 1 +132 X 2 +1312:tj:r2 +1311 xi +;322X~ +,8u2xi:r 2 +,81ll2:C~X2 +E 

may be of interest. The experimenter would be interested in obtaining 

an efficient design for fitting this reduced quartic model. As another 

illustration, sometimes we encounter response surface problems where 

some of the design factors are categorical variables. There are no stan

dard response surface designs for this situation. 

3.	 Unusual sample size requirements. Occasionally, an experimenter 
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may need to reduce the number of runs required by a standard response 

surfa.ce design. For example, suppose we intend to fit a second-order 

model in four variables. The central composite design for this situation 

requires between 28 and 30 runs, depending on the number of center 

points selected. However, the model has only 15 terms. If the runs are 

extremely expensive or time-consuming, the experimenter will want 

a design with fewer trials. Although computer-generated designs can 

be used for this purpose, there are usually better approaches. For 

example, a small composite design can be constructed for four factors 

with 20 runs, including four center points, and a hybrid design with as 

few as 16 runs is also available. These are generally superior choices 

to using a computer-generated design to reduce the number of trials 

(Montgomery, 2005). 

Much of the development of computer-generated designs is an outgrowth 

of work by Kiefer and Wolwowitz (1959) in the theory of optimal designs. 

By an optimal design, it is implied that a design is the "best" with respect to 

some criterion. Computer programs are required to construct these designs. 

The usual approach is to specify a model, determine the region of interest, 

select the number of runs to make, specify the optimality criterion, and then 

choose the design points from a set of candidate points that the experimenter 

could consider using. Typically the candidate points are a grid of points 

spaced over the feasible design region. 

There are several popular design optimality criteria. Perhaps the most 

widely used is the D-optimality criterion. A D-optima.l design minimizes 

I(XT X)-ll 

where X is the nxp matrix representing the design settings used as well as all 

the columns necessary to accommodate the assumed model (i.e. (1.2),(1.3) 

or (1.4)). It turns out that a D-optimal design minimizes the volume of the 

joint confidence region on the vector of regression coefficients. A measure of 

the relative efficiency of design 1 to design 2 according to the D-criterion is 

given by 
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D = (I(XIX2)-11)1/P (2.3)e T
!(X1X1)-11 

where X 1 and X 2 are the X matrices for the two designs and p is the 

number of model parameters. Central-Composite designs perform very well 

by the D-efficiency criterion (Lucas, 1974, 1976). 

NIany of the design construction procedures are based on an exchange 

algorithm. In the simplest form of this algorithm, a grid of candidate points 

is selected by the experimenter, and an initial design is selected (perhaps 

by random) from this set of points. Then the algorithm exchanges points 

that are in the grid but not in the design with points currently in the design 

in an effort to improve the selected optimality criterion. Because not every 

possible design is explicitly evalua.ted, there is no guarantee that an optimal 

design has been found, but the exchange procedure usually ensures tha.t a 

design is "close" to optimal results. Some implementations repeat the design 

construction process several times, starting from different initial designs, to 

increase the likelihood that a final design that is very near the optimal will 

result (Atkinson and Done, 1992). 

2.3 Space Filling Designs 

From Santner et 0..1. (2003) uncertainty arises in computer experiments be

cause the exact functional form of the relationship between the inputs and 

response is not known, although the response can be computed at any given 

input. Any functional models that are used to describe the relationship are 

only approximations. The discrepancy between the actual response produced 

by the computer code and the response predicted from the fitted model is 

model bias. 

Because the true relation between the response and inputs is not knm~ln, 

the designs for computer experiments strive to allow any model to be fitted, 

and to provide information a.bout all portions of the experimental region. 

Two "space-filling" designs will be considered in this study. 
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1. Designs generated by Latin Hypercube Sampling (Section 2.3.1) 

2. Uniform Designs (Section 2.3.2) 

The Latin Hypercube designs are widely used in simulation experiments 

and deterministic computer experiments (Kleijnen, 2008a; Law, 2007; Lin, 

2003; Sacks et al., 1989; Sanchez, 2007; Santner et al., 2003; Tracine and 

Malone, 2000) Uniforrn Designs are the most common designs used in deter

ministic computer experiments (Fang, 2008; Fang et al., 2000; Lin, 2003; Lin 

et al., 2001; Sacks et a1., 1989; Santner et al., 2003). 

2.3.1 Latin Hypercube Design 

According to Santner et al. (2003) designs generated by Latin hypercube 

sampling are called Latin hypercube designs (LHD). Consider Latin hyper

cube (LH) sampling from the unit square [0,1]2. To obtain a design con

sisting of n points, divide each axis [0,1] into the n equally spaced intervals 

[0, lin), . .. , [(n - l)ln, 1]. This partitions the unit square into n2 cells of 

equal size. Now, fill these cells with the integers 1,2, ... ,n so as to form a 

Latin square, i.e., an arrangement in which each integer appears exactly once 

in each row and in each column of this grid of cells. Select one of the integers 

at random. In each of the n cells containing this integer, select a point at 

random. The resulting sample of n points is a LHD of size n. The method of 

choosing the sample ensures that points are (marginally) spread evenly over 

the values of each input variable. Of course, such a LH sample could select 

points that are spread evenly along the diagonal of the square. Although the 

points in such a sample have projections that are evenly spread out over the 

values of each input variable separately, we would not regaJ:d them as evenly 

spread out over the entire unit square. 

Santner et al (2003) describes a general procedure for obtaining a LH 

sample of size n from X = (Xl,"" X d ) when X has independently dis

tributed components. Suppose that a LH sample of size n is to be selected. 

The domain of each input variable is divided into n intervals. Each interval 

will be represented in the LH sample. The set of all possible Cartesian prod

ucts of these intervals constitutes a partitioning of the d-dimensional sample 
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space into nd "cells". A set of 17, cells is chosen from the nd population of 

cells in such a way that the projections of the centers of each of the cells 

onto each axis are uniformly spread across the axis; then a point is chosen 

at random in each selected cell. 

Santner et 801. (2003) construct the LH sample as follows. For k = 1, ... , d, 

let Fk (-) denote the (marginal) distribution of X k , the kth component of X 

and, for simplicity, assume that X k has support [ak, bk]. The kth axis is 

divided into 11. parts, each of which has equal probability, 1/11., under Fd J 
The division points for the kth axis are 

-1 (1) n-1 (11. - 1)Fk ;,' ... , Fie -n-' 

To choose 11. ofthe cells so created, let II = (II jk ) be an nxd matrix having 

columns which arc d different randomly selected permutations of {I, 2, ... , n} 

i.e. (2.4) for n = 3 and d = 2. 

(11) (12)II =	 2 3 and II = 2 3 (2.4) 

3 2 3 1 

Then the "upper-left hand" coordinates of the i" cell in 3td are 

F;1(n-1(II j k - I)), k = 1, ... , d, 

with the convention Fk-
1 (0) = ak. 

For j = 1, ... ,17" let Xjk , k = 1, ... ,d, denote the kth component of the 

, lh vector, Aj. Then we define the LH sample to have values 

1A:ik = Fk- (~(IIjk -1 + Ujk)) , 

where {Ujk } are independent and identically distributed U[O, 1] deviates, for 

j = 1, ... , 11. and k = 1, ... ,d. In SU111, the lh row of II identifies the cell 

that Aj is sampled from, while the corresponding (independently generated) 

uniform deviates determines the location of Aj within the sampled cell. 
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There exists different variations of the standard random Latin Hypercube 

Design. One such variation is to optimize the location of the Aj by the 

maximin criterion (Section 2.3.1). 

Maximin Distance Criteria 

From Santner et a.l. (2003), let D c X C ~d be an arbitrary n-point design 

consisting of distinct input sites {Xl, X2, ... , xn }. Let P be a metric on X. For 

example, one important distance measure is the pth order distance between 

W, x E X which is defined, for p 2: 1, by 

1 

pp(W, x) = [t IWj - XjIP] P (2.5) 
J=l 

Rectangular and Euclidean distance are pp(.,.) for p = 1 and p = 2 respec

tively. 

One measure of the closeness of the points in the set D is the smallest 

distance between any two points in D, i.e., 

min Pp(Xl' X2).
"-'1,X2E'D 

A design that maximizes this measure is said to be a ma....dmin distance design 

and denoted by D Mm ; thus 

min = m~ min P]J(Xl' X2).
:Q,x2E'DMm 'Dc,'" Xl,X2E'D 

In an intuitive sense, DMm designs guarantee that no two points in the design 

are "too close," and hence the design points are spread over X (Santner et al., 

2003). 
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2.3.2 Uniform Designs 

Introduction 

Uniform Designs are the most common design used in deterministic computer 

experiments (Fang, 2008; Fang et al., 2000; Lin, 2003; Lin et al., 2001; Sacks 

et al., 1989; Santner et al., 2003). 

From Fang et al. (2000), both the Latin hyperc:ube sampling (LHS) and 

uniform design (UD) are "space filling" experimental designs - the LHS de

sign in a randomly uniform fashion and the UD in a determ.inistically uniform 

fashion. Specifically, if the experimental domain is finite, LHS designs are 

similar to UD. When the experimental domain is continuous, the fundamen

tal difference between these two designs is that, in LHS designs, points are 

selected at random from cells, whereas in UD points are selected from the 

center of cells. Furthermore, an LHS design requires one-dimensional balance 

of all levels for each factor, but a UD requires one-dimensional balance and 

d-dimensional uniformity. Thus, these designs are similar in one dimension 

but can be very different in higher dimensions. 

The Koksma-Hlawka inequality gives the upper error bound of the esti

mate E(h(x))): 

IE(h(:r)) - h,1 ~ D(P)V(h), (2.6) 

where V(h) is a measure of the variation of hand D(P) is the discrep

ancy of P, a measure of the uniformity of P and h(x) is the output of the 

experiment. Note that V(h) is independent of the design points. Thus, given 

a bounded V(h), Inequality (2.6) indicates that, the more uniform a set P 

points is over the experimental region Cd, the more accurate h, is as an esti

mator of E(h(x)). Therefore one should choose a set of experimental points 

with smallest discrepancy among all possible designs for a given number of 

factors and experimental runs. This is the fundamental idea of UD. Note 

that UD is robust against changes of the function h for which V(h) remains 

unchanged. This fact indicates that the UD can provide a good estimate of 

E(h(:.r)) for a very large class of h(x). The key issue to be addressed then is 

how to find n points in Cd with minimum discrepancy. 
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Creating Uniform Designs 

Suppose there are d factors of interest over a standard domain Cd. The 

goal here is to choose a set of n points P,~ = {;r:l, ... , :rn } C Cd such that 

these points are uniformly scattered on Cd. Let AI(P,l) be a measure of the 

non-uniformity of P",; we seek a set P; that minimizes Al or, equivalently, 

maximizes the uniformity over all possible n points on Cd (Fang et al., 2000). 

Measures of uniformity 

From the Koksma-Hlawka inequality in (2.6), a natural choice of .M is the 

discrepancy D(P). Let Fn(:r;) be the empirical distribution function of Pn: 

1 n 

Fn(x:) = - L I {:r:i ::; x} (2.7) 
n 

·i=l 

where I {.} is the indicator function and all inequalities are understood to 

be with respect to the component wise order of Rd. Then the Lp discrepancy 

can be defined as 

]
l/p 

Dp(pn) = [1c .. IFn(x) - F(:r)IPdx (2.8) 

where F(:r;) is the uniform distribution function of Cd. The popular Loo 

discrepancy obtained by taking p = CXJ in (2.8) is called the star discrepancy, 

or discrepancy for simplicity. This is probably the most commonly used 

measurement for discrepancy and can be re-expressed as follows: 

d(Pn) = sup IFn(;r) - F(x)l· (2.9) 
xECd 

The discrepancy has been universally accepted in quasi- :l\tIonte Carlo 

methods and number-theoretic methods. One disadvantage of the discrep

ancy is that it is expensive to compute. Attempts have been made to evaluate 

the discrepancy algorithmically (Fang et 301. (2000)). 
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Construction Method 

For the case d = 1, the UD under D is 

. 
P'" = 

{I 2 
-2 '?"'"n ~n 

2n  I}
2, ' n 

(2.10) 

with D = 1/2n. For d > 1, the problem of finding a UD is more difficult. 

One approach is to reduce the domain Cd into a smaller sub-domain K d C Cd. 

Obviously the quality of the K d UD depends on the quality of candidates 1(D. 

An n x d matrix Un,d = (1J,ij), where each column is a permutation of 

{1,2, ... ,n}, is called a U-type design, Its induced matrix, Xn,d = (Xij), is 

defined as 

,'Gij = (1.Lij - ,5)/n, i = 1"., ,n;j = 1",. ,d. (2.11) 

a U-type design Un,d provides an n-run experimental design for d factors, each 

having n levels, if the rank of Un,d is d. The matrix Xn,d can be considered 

as n points on Cd. Let Un,d denote the set of all Un,d and Xn,d be the set 

of all Xn,d' There is a one-to-one correspondence between Un,d and Xn,d so 

that they can be used interchangeably. 

From Fang et a1. (2000) a U-type design Un,d with rank d whose induced 

matrix has the smallest discrepancy over Xn,d is called a U uniform design 

and is denoted by Un(nd 
). 

The notation Un (nd ) is purposely chosen to mimic that commonly used 

for orthogonal designs Ln (qd), where n is the number of experiments, d the 

number of factors, and q the number of levels for each factor. The first 

column of Un(nd 
) can always be taken as (1,2"" ,n? There are n! - 2 

possible permutations of {I, 2, ... ,n} for the second column, n! - 2 choices 

for the third column, and so on (Fang et al., 2000). 

2.3.3 Flexibility of Uniform Design 

There are many different uniform designs with different number of runs and 

factor levels that can be used. A large number of uniform designs are available 

from the website 
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Table 2.4: U20 (4 14 
) Uniform Design 

Run Nr. A B C D E F G H J K L M N 0 
1 1 1 4 1 1 1 3 2 2 3 3 4 3 3 
2 3 1 1 4 1 2 2 4 2 2 1 3 2 4 
3 1 3 2 3 2 1 1 4 4 1 2 1 3 3 
4 3 2 4 3 4 2 4 3 2 2 1 1 4 1 
5 4 1 4 2 3 1 1 2 1 1 2 2 2 2 
6 1 1 1 3 3 3 1 3 3 4 4 3 3 1 
7 2 1 2 4 4 3 3 2 4 1 3 2 4 4 
8 1 3 2 2 2 4 4 3 1 4 1 2 2 4 
9 4 2 3 3 2 4 4 4 4 2 4 3 1 2 

10 2 2 3 1 1 4 3 1 3 1 2 1 2 1 
11 4 2 2 2 2 2 2 1 4 4 1 4 4 2 
12 4 3 1 1 4 4 1 2 2 2 3 4 3 3 
13 3 4 4 2 1 3 1 3 3 3 4 2 4 4 
14 4 3 2 4 1 3 2 2 1 3 3 1 1 1 
15 1 4 4 3 4 3 2 1 3 2 1 3 1 3 
16 3 4 1 1 3 1 3 3 4 3 2 2 1 1 
17 3 3 3 4 3 1 4 1 3 4 3 4 2 4 
18 2 4 3 4 3 4 3 4 1 3 2 4 4 2 
19 2 2 3 1 4 2 2 4 2 4 4 1 1 3 
20 2 4 1 2 2 2 4 1 1 1 4 3 3 2 

http://www.math.hkbu.edu.hk/UniformDesignlindex . html. In the case 

study, a U20 (4 14 
), 14 factor, 4 level, 20 nm uniform design was downloaded 

from the website for the uniform design screening experiments (Section 4.2.3). 

The downloaded design is provided in Table 2.4. 
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Chapter 3 

Approximation models for 

input-output relationships 

3.1 Introduction 

In this chapter the two approximation models utilized in the case study are 

discussed: 

•	 Response Surface rVIodels (Biles, 1979, 1984; Donohue et al, 1993; Kel

ton, 1999, 2000; Kleijnen, 2008a; Law, 2007) 

•	 Kriging Models (Ja.ck, 2007; Kleijnen and de Beers, 2004; Kleijnen, 

2004, 2008a; Kleinjen et al., 2005; Law, 2007; van Beers and Kleijnen, 

2003, 2004). 

3.2 Response Surface Models 

Response surface methodology, or RSM, is a collection of mH,thematica.l 

and statistical techniques useful for the modeling and ana.lysis of problems 

in which a response of interest is influenced by several variables and the 

objective is to optimise the response. For example, suppose that a chemical 

engineer wishes to find the levels of temperature (:)";1) and pressure (X2) that 

maximize the yield (y) of a process. The process yield is a function of the 
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levels of temperature and pressure, say 

Y = ,j'(:r1, X)2 + f. 

where f represents the noise or error observed in the response y. If the 

expected response is denoted by E(y) = !(XI, X2) = '1'7, then the surface 

represented by 

'1'7 = !(:CI, :r:2) 

is called a response surfa.ce (Montgomery, 2005), 

The response surface is normally represented graphically, where 7] is plot

ted versus the levels Xl and X2. To help visualize the shape of a. response 

surface, the contours of the response surface are often plotted. In the con

tour plot, lines of constant response are drawn in the Xl, X2 plane. Ea.ch 

contour corresponds to a particular height of the response surface (tlilont

gomery, 2005). 

In most RSl'vl problems, the form of the relationship between the response 

and the independent variables is unknown. Thus, the first step in RSM is to 

find a suitable approximation for the true functional relationship between y 

and the set of independent variables. Usually, a lower-order polynomial in 

some region of the independent variables is employed. If the response (y) 

is well modeled by a linear function of the independent variables Cri, i = 
1, ... , n), then the approximating function is the first-order model 

y = fJo + fJIXl + (32 X 2 + .. ,+ fhxk + E (3.1) 

If there. is curvature in the system, then a polynomial of higher degree 

must be used, such as the second-order model 

k !<: k 

Y = /30 + L (3i X i +L (3ii:r;; +L L f3ij X i1;j + E (3.2) 
i=l i=l i<j 

Almost all RSM problems use one or both of these models, Obviously, it 

is unlikely that a polynomial model will be a reasonable approximation of the 

true functional relationship over the entire space of the independent variables, 
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but for a relatively small region they usually work quite well (Montgomery, 

2005). 

Under the assumption of independent and identically distributed errors, 

the method of least squares (Section 3.2.1) is used to estimate the parameters 

in the approximation polynomials. Under the assumption of normality the 

least squares estimates are a180 the maximum likelihood estimates (IVIont

gomery, 2005). The response surface ana.lysis is then performed using the 

fitted surface. If the fitted surface is an adequate approximation of the true 

response function, then analysis of the fitted surface V',Till be approximately 

equivalent to analysis of the actual system. The model parameters can be 

estimated most efficiently if proper experimental designs are used to collect 

the data (Montgomery, 2005). 

3.2.1 Least Squares 

The method of least squares is typically used to estimate the regression coeffi

cients in a multiple linear regression model. Suppose that n > k observations 

are available on the response variable, say Y1, Y2, ... ,Yn' Along with each ob

served response Vi, we will have an observation on each regressor variable and 

let a:ij denote the 'ith observation or level of variable Xj' The data will appear 

as in Table 3.1. We assume that the error term Ein the model has E( E) = 0 

and V(E) = cr2 and that {E.;} are uncorrelated random variables. The model 

equation (3.1) can be written in terms of the observations in Table 3.1 as 

Yi = (30 + (31 X i1 + (3Z X i2 + ... + f3kXik + E 

k 

Po L pjXi,i + Ei i = 1,2, ... ,n (3.3) 
j=l 

Succinctly, Equations (3.3), may be written in matrix notation as 

y=Xj3+E (3.4) 
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Table 3.1: Data for l'vIultiple Linear Regression. 

y 

Yl 

Y2 

:1:1 

Xu 

:1:21 

X2 

Xl2 

:1:22 

Xk 

:1~lk 

X2k 

Yn I X n l I ·7:11.2 . . . Xnk 

where 

Yl 

Y2 
y= 

Yn 

,X=
 

1 Xu X12 Xli" 

1 X21 X22 X2k 

1 :1;",1 :];11,2 ;r;nk 

,13 =
 

{3() 

/31 

/3k 

and € = 

to 

tl 

Ek 

Y is an (n xl) vector of the observations, X is an (n x p) matrix of levels 

of independent variables, j3 is a (p xl) vector of the regression coefficients, 

and € is an (n x 1) vector of random errors. 

The vector of least squares estimators must be found, /3, that minimizes 

n 

L = :L €; = €T € = (y - xj3f(y - Xj3) 
;.=1 

Note that L may be expressed as 

L	 = yTY - j3TX TY - yTX 13 + j3TX TX 13 
_ yTY _ 2j3TX TY + j3TX TX 13 (3.5) 

because j3TX T y is a (1 xl) matrix, or a scalar, and its transpose 

(j3TX T y f = YTX j3. The least squares estimator must satisfy 

8LI8/3	 /3 = -2X
T

y + 2X
T

Xj3 = 0 

which simplifies to 

XTX~ = XTy	 (3.6) 
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Equation (3.6) is the matrix of the least squares normal equations. To 

solve the normal equations, multiply both sides of Equation (3.6) by the 

inverse of X T X, assuming it exists. Thus the least squares estimator of (3 

is 

fj = (XT Xt I X T y (3.7) 

Equation (3.6) yields the normal equations. Writing out Equation (3.6) 

in detail 

11 n 11 

" .n L:: Xi] L:: .T;2 L:: :rik ' L:: Yi 
i=1 i=1 i=1 80 i=1I" n n n n 

2 ...L:: X'il L:: XiI L:: Xil X i2 L:: Xil X ik ;;, 1 tx"Yi 
i=1 ';·=1 i,=1 i=1 = '1.=1 

n n n n 13k J 
" 11L:: Xik L:: Xik X il . L:: X7k l L:: XikYiL:: Xi.k X i2 

'i,=1 'i=o1 'i=] ;.=1 'i=1 

is obtained. 

In this form it is easy to see that X T X is a (p x p) symmetric matrix 

and X T y is a (p xl) column vector. Note the special structure of the X T X 

matrix. The diagonal elements of X T X are the sums of squares of the 

elements in the column of X, and the off-diagonal elements are the sums of 

cross-products of the elements in the columns of X. Furthermore, note that 

the elements of X T yare the sums of cross-products of the columns of X 

and the observations {V;} (Ivlontgomery, 2005). The fitted regression model 

is 

y = xfj (3.8) 

In scalar notation the model is 

k 

Yi = /30 + 'L,~.i :fij i=1,2,··· ,n 
j=1 

The difference between the actual observations ?)i and the corresponding fit

ted values Vi is the residual, say ei = Vi - Vi. The (n x 1) vector of residuals 

is denoted by 

e=y-y (3.9) 
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Equation (3.7) remains the least squares estimate for the parameters in 

higher order polynomials, where X is expanded for all the terms in the model. 

Response surface models are well esta.blished as approximation models 

in simulation experiments (Biles, 1979, 1984; Donohue et al., 1993; Kelton, 

1999, 2000; Kleijnen, 2008a; Law, 2007) as well as in physical experiments 

(Box and Hunter, 1957; Box, 1999; Box and Liu, 1999; Coetzer et al., 2008a; 

Draper, 1982; Myers and ]\lontgomery, 1995). 

3.3 Kriging Models 

From Simpson et a1. (1998) kriging postulates a combination of a global 

model plus departures: 

y(x) = f(x) + Z(x) (3.10) 

where y(x) is the unknown function of interest, f(x) is a known (usually 

polynomial) function of ;:r;, and Z (x) is the realization of a stochastic process 

with mean zero, variance (j2, and non-zero covariance. The f(x) term in 

equation (3.10) is similar to the polynornialmodel in a response surface and 

provides a "global" model of the design space. In many cases f (x) is simply 

taken to be a constant term (3. 

'While f (:r:) "globally" approximates the design space, Z (x) creates "10

caJized" deviations so that the kriging model interpolates the nd sampled 

data points. 

The covariance matrix of Z(x) is given by equation (3.11) 

Cov[Z(:ri 
), Z(xj 

)] = ()2R([R(x i
, xk 

)] (3.11) 

In Equation (3.11), R is the correlation matrix, and R(.'r:i, xk 
) is the cor

jrelation function between any two of the nd sampled data points Xi and ,T . 

R is a (nd x 1'Id) symmetric matrix with ones along the diagonal. The cor

relation function R(:r/, ;:r;k) is specified by the user. A Gaussian correlation 

function is of the form: 
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ndv 
jR( J ..1.:) _ .' [_ '"'e I,:i _ I2] (3.12)..1. ,.1, - exp ~ /,; .1'k .1'1.: 

/';=1 

where neil' is the number of design variables, ek: are the unknown cor

relation parameters used to fit the model, and the xi and x{ aTe the kth 

components of sample points Xi and x j . 

Predicted estimates, y(x) of the response y(x) at untried values of x are 

given by: 

y = /3 + rT(x)R-1(y - f/3) (3.13) 

where y is the column vector of length 1?d which contains the sample 

values of the response, and f is a column vector of length nd "ihich is filled 

with ones when f(x) is taken as a, constant. In equation (3.13), 7,T(X) is the 

correlation vector of length nd between an untried x and the sampled data 

points {Xl, ... ,X71cl }: 

TT(X) = [R(x,x l ),R(x,x2), ... ,R(J;,xTld )V (3.14) 

In Equation (3.13), i3 is estimated using Equation (3.15). 

/3 = UTR-l n-lfTR-ly (3.15) 

The estimate of the variance, (J2, between the underlying global model /3 
and y, is estimated as: 

2 (y - f/3)TR- l (y - f/3) 
(J = -----'-----'- (3.16) 

ncl 

where f (x) is assumed to be the conste-tIlt /3. The maximum likelihood 

estimates (i.e., "best guesses") for the fJk in equation (3.12) used to fit the 

model are found by maximising equation (3.17) over ek > O. 

[ndln(&2) + In IRI:I 
(3.17)

2 

Both &2 and IRI a,re functions of e/,;. While any values of ek create an 
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interpolative model, the best kriging models are found by solving the k

dimensional unconstrained non-linear optimization problem given by equa

tion (3.17) (Simpson et al., 1998). 

Kriging models are well established as approximation models in the de

sign and analysis of discrete computer models (Coetzer and Langley, 2006; 

Sacks et al, 1989; Santner et al., 2003; Simpson et al., 1998). Recently a 

lot of research has been done on using the kriging metamodel in stochastic 

simulation studies (Jack, 2007; Kleijnen and de Beers, 2004; Kleijnen, 2004, 

2008a; Kleinjen et al., 2005; Law, 2007; van Beers and Kleijncn, 2003, 2004). 
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Chapter 4 

Case Study 

4.1 Introduction 

In the industrial process studied in this paper, reactions are considered which 

form main products as well as a range of secondary products. The process 

takes a chemical feedstock and produees a range of high-valued chemical 

products for use as commodities in other ehemical products. However, the 

production of polymer is a concern because it may foul the reactor system 

and necessitates periodic shutdowns for cleaning. 

Cleaning is by means of a hot solvent wash process during which the 

polymer is melted/dissolved in a different solvent to the reaction solvent. If 

fouling is too severe to be removed in this process, the unit must be opened 

and mechanically cleaned by means of hydro-blasting. 

The flow sheet for both the reaction and hot wash processes is sho'wn in 

Figure 4.1. It includes: 

1.	 Three parallel equal-sized batch activation reactors, two of which are 

in operation while the third is being defouled. The product from each 

activation reactor in operation is sent to a main reactor train. Each 

activation reactor can feed either of the two main reactor trains (one 

at a time). A batch charge from the activabon reactor to main rea.ctor 

occurs at constant intervals. 

2.	 Two equal-sized main reactor trains, each consisting of two reactors in 
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Feed 

PRH 1·1 Devo 
~ 

; --f  -r
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 _.
 

AR: Activation Reactor 
T1I2-RX1I2: Main Reactor 

~ 
PRH: Post Reactor Heater 
Davo: Devolatalizer Train 

;;,;;.;;--.
mixing tank .
.'t 

----------------------------------_!". -----~ ---------------

Figure 4.1: Reactor Flow sheet 

series. If one of the two main reactors in series needs to be shut down, 

the other reactor in the train will be shut down and cleaned as well.

y


3.	 A spared post-reactor heater plus devolitization unit. Each post reactor 

and Devo train services the output of both main reactor trains. If a 

Devo unit fouls, the associated post reactor heater must also be shut 

down for cleaning and vice versa 

There is one hot wash system which can wash one main reactor train, one 

.. _ 

:...--~ 

activation reactor and one post reactor heater plus Devo unit at a. time. It 

can wash any of these sections separately or all three sections together. Thus 

it can simultaneously wash sections of the process flow diagram that are in 

series, but not sections that are in parallel. 

The t>ystcm depicted by the flowsheet in Figure 4.1 was modeled in the 

Arena stochastic simulation software from Rockwell Software (Kelton et al, 

2002b). To carry out a simulation using random inputs such as time to 

failure, and time to repair, the probability distributions must be specified. 

Then, given that the input random variables to a simulation model follow 

particular distributions, the simulation proceeds through time by generating 
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Figure 4.2: Weibull(ex,l) density functions 

random values from these distributions (Law, 2007). 

The different Proba.bility Distributions used to sample the Time to Failure 

and Cleaning Time are summa.rized below: 

1. T'trne to Fa:iluTe Activation ReactoT: Weibull distribution. 

2. Time to Fa'ilure FiTst main Teact:OT in seTies: \iVeibull distribution. 

3. Time to Failure Second main -reactor in series: Weibull distribution. 

4. Time to Failure Post reactor heater phlS Devo unit: Exponential decay. 

5. Cleaning by means of Hot Wash: Normal distribution. 

In the case of the activation reactor or a main reactor fouling, it is assumed 

that, on average, one in thirty hot washes will be unsuccessful and that 

hydro-blasting will be required. A normal probability distribution around 

the average is assumed. A constant turnaround time for hydro-blasting is 

assumed. This includes the time taken for attempting and aba.ndoning the 

hot wash process. 

In the case of the post reactor heater or Devo unit fouling, the same 

probability of a hot 'wash being unsuccessful and hydro-blasting being needed 

is assumed. 

The reactor's failure distributions are given as vVeibull distributions. The 

Weibull distribution has two parameters ex and p. The a: parameter is a shape 
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parameter. If a = 1 then the \iVeibull distribution and the Exponential 

distribution are the same. The ,6 parameter is a scale parameter. Possible 

applications of the Weibull distribution are the time to complete some task, 

time to failure of a piece of equipment; used as a rough model in the absence 

of data (Law, 2007). 

The density function for the Weibull distribution is given by equation 4.1. 

0</3-Q;y/Y-le-(:r/;3)Q if x > 0 
f(x) = . (4.1 ) 

{ o	 otherwIse 

The distribution function of the Weibull function is given by equation 

4.2. 

I	 - e-(x/(3)'" if x > 0 
(4.2)

F(x) = { 0 otherwise 

A scale parameter ;3 determines the scale of measurement of the values in 

the range of the distribution. A change in ;3 compresses or expands the asso

ciated distribution without altering its basic form. Also, if the distribution 

of the random variable X has a scale parameter of 1, then the distribution 

of the random variable Y = /3X has a scale parameter {3. 

A shape parameter 0< determines, apart from location and scale, the basic 

form or shape of the distribution with the general family of distributions of 

interest. Examples of different Weibull density functions are given in Figure 

4.2. A change in 0< generally alters a distribution's properties (e.g., skewness) 

more fundamentally than a change in location or scale (Law, 2007). 

The factors considereel in the experimental study, together with their 

ranges, are depicted in Table 4.1. The definitions are as follows: 

•	 Hotwash Fail Factor: Indicates the number of times out of 30 that the 

hotwash will be unsuccessful and hydro-blasting will be needed. 

•	 Hydro-blasting Days: The number of days for hydro-blasting. 

•	 Hotwash Average: The hours for the hotwa.sh. 
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•	 Hotwash SD: The standard deviation for the hotwash hours around the 

average. 

•	 Minimum Uptime Activation Reactor: The minimum uptime for the 

activation reactor in days. 

•	 Shape Parameter (0') for Activation Reactor Uptime: The shape pa

rameter for the weibull (Equations 4.1 and 4.2) distribution used to 

approximate the a.ctivation reactor uptime. 

•	 Scale Parameter (/3) for Activat'ion ReactoT Uptime: The scale pa

rameter for the weibull (Equations 4.1 and 4.2) distribution used to 

approximate the activation reactor uptime. 

•	 Main Reactor Fail Factor: A factor indicating the number of times out 

of 15 that the main reactor will fail in a shorter time period. 

•	 Minimum Uptime Main Reactor: The minimum uptime for the main 

reactor in clays. 

•	 Shape Pam:meter (0) for IIifain Reactor Uptime: The shape parameter 

for the weibull (Equations 4.1 and 4.2) distribution used to approximate 

the main reactor uptime. 

•	 Scale Parameter (;3) for Main Reactor Uptime: The scale parameter for 

the weibull (Equations 4.1 and 4.2) distribution used to approximate 

the activation reactor uptime. 

•	 Minimum Uptime Post Reactor/Devo: The minimum uptime for the 

Post Reactor/Devo in days. 

•	 Mean Uptime Post Reactor/Devo: The mean uptime for the Post Re

actor/Devo in days. 

•	 Hotwash Parallel or Series: Indicates whether the hotwash can treat 

everything in parallel or only the equipment that are in series. This 

is a categorical variable, i.e. it can only have discrete values. Series is 

coded as 0, and parallel as 1. 
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Table 4.1: Variables and ranges used in phase one of the experimental design 
process. 

Name Low High 
Hotwash Fail Factor 1 3 
Hydroblasting Days 4 6 
Hotwash Average 12 36 
Hotwash SD 1 3 
Minimum Uptime Activation Reactor 2.5 5 
Shape Parameter (0:) for Activation Reactor Uptime 1 3 
Scale Parameter (,6) for Activation Reactor Uptime 2 4 
Main Reactor Fail Factor 0 2 
Minimum Uptime Main Reactor 4 8 
Shape Parameter (0:) for Main Reactor Uptime 1 3 
Scale Paran1.eter (,6) for Main Reactor Uptime 2 4 
Minimum Uptime Post Reactor/Devo 8 12 
Mean Uptime Post Reactor /Devo 13 15 
Hotwash Parallel or Series 0 1 

The response of interest are the average availahility of the plant over a 

four year period period. From the flowchart in Figure 1.2 and it can be 

observed that at any specific moment in time the overall plant availability 

can be either 100% (e.g. both trains are on line), 50% (one train is on line) 

or 0% (both trains are offline). The availability is calculated as the average 

of all of these states over the four year period. 

The Arena stochastic simulation software from Rockwell Software (Kelton 

et a1., 2002b) was used to construct a model for this system. A batch run

ner was written in Microsoft Excel to facilitate the running of the scenarios 

needed for the experimentation. 

4.2 Phase One - Screening Experiments 

Is is assumed that if there is an effect there is a. cause (Lin, 2003). Engi

neers are constantly faced with distinguishing between factors which have 

substantial effects (causal or "active" factors) and those which do not have 
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a substantial effect (inert or "null" factors). The null factors a.rc tIlen ad

justeel appropriately to lower the cost; while the active factors are adjusted 

appropriately to yield better quality. To distinguish between them, a large 

number of factors can often be listed as possible sources of potential effects. 

Preliminary investigations may quickly remove some of these "candidate fac

tors". It is not unusual, however, to find that more than twenty sources 

of effects exists, and among those factors only a small portion a.re actually 

active. The goal here is to apply the Pareto principle of separating the vital 

few effects from the trivial many. A problem freqnently encountered in this 

area is how to reduce the total number of experiments in such a screening 

structure. This is particularly important in situations where the cost of an 

individual run is expensive (e.g., regarding money or time). With powerful 

statistica.l so[-tware readily available for data, analysis, there is 110 doubt that 

data collection is the most important part of such a. problem (Lin, 2003). 

The importance of factors depends on the experirnental domain. The 

users should supply information on this domain, including realistic ranges 

of the individual factors and limits on the a.dmissible factor combinations 

(e.g., some factor values must add up to 100%). Therefore, in practice, user 

involvement is crucia.l for the applica.tion of screening methods (Kleijnen, 

2008a). 

For this study the ranges and variables in Table 4.1 were used. The 

following designs were evaluated for the screening data collection. 

• Fractional Factorial Design (Section 2.2.2). 

• Plackctt-Burman Design (Section 2.2.3). 

• Uniform Design (Section 2.3.2). 

• Latin Hypercube Design (Section 2.3.1). 

• D-Optimal Design (Section 2.2.5). 

Ea.ch of the designs will now be discussed, and the summary results pre

sented. For each of the designs one replication of the simulation were per

formed at each design point. Another approach would have been to replicate 
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each design point for instance five times and usc the average response value 

in the designs. The reason for using only one replication is that the goal of 

this study is specifically to assess the most efficient (least amount of model 

runs) experimental design strategy for simulation experiments. In the screen

ing phase there can literally be hundreds of factors, and adding replications 

on each design point can prohibitively increase the computer time of the 

study. Replicated center points are added to the Second Phase (interaction 

and second order) designs (Section 4.3). This provides protection against 

curvature from second order effects as well (l,S a.llow an independent estimate 

of experimental error to be obtained CMontgomery, 2005). 

4.2.1 Fractional Factorial Design 

The Fractional Factorial Designs were discussed in Section 2.2.2. For this 

screening experiment a resolution III design were used. Using a resolution 

III design the main effect sizes can be eva.luated. The Design Expert Soft

ware (Stat-Ease, 2006) were used to set up a design in the 14 variables and 
10ranges (Table 4.1). For 14 variables a 214- Fractional Factorial Design in 

16 (Resolution III) nms were constructed and analysed using the Design Ex

pert Software (Stat-Ease, 2006). The ANOVA table is provided in Table 7.1, 

Appendix 7.1. The ANOVA table depicts the significant factors only. 

The total degrees of freedom are equal to the total number of experiments 

minus one for the overall mean, i.e. 16 - 1 = 1.5. The degrees of freedom 

for each of the factors equal to 1 because they are considered as continuous 

variables. 

The degrees of freedom Jor error a,re equal to 15 - 8 = 7. This is important 

because it affects the experimental error of the results, i.e. the higher the 

degrees of freedom for error the smaller the experimental error should be. 

The degrees of freedom for error can be increased by additional replications. 

The sum of squares of the variables represents the variability in the data that 

is accounted for by each variable. Therefore, the total variability is indicated 

by the sum of squares of all the data, which is divided up into the individual 

sum of squares for the variables and the random error. The F-value is the 
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mean square for the variable in the model divided by the mean square for 

error. Thus, the F-value indicates how much is the variahility accounted for 

by the variable greater than the random variability. Obviously, the mean 

square for the variable must be significantly larger than that of the random 

error to confirm that the variable has a statistical significant effect on the 

response. This significance is quantified by the p-value, i.e. the probability of 

finding an F-value on the F-distribution which is larger than the calculated 

F-value from the ANOVA. The numerator degrees of freedom are equa.l to 

that of the variable, and denominator degrees of freedom are equa.l to that 

of the random error for the F-distribution. In practice, a p-value ::; 0.05 is 

acceptable for concluding statistical significance, i.e., 95% confidence that 

the variable has an effect on the response. The significance of the va.riable is 

aft'ected by the variability in the data and the number of observations. 

4.2.2 Plackett-Burman Design 

The Plackett-Burman Designs were discussed in Section 2.2.3. For this 

screening experiment a 19 factor 20 run Plackett-Burman design was used. 

This is the smallest Plackett-Burman design equal to or larger than 14 fac

tors. The number of runs for a Plackett-Burman Design must always -be a 

multiple of four. The design was constructed using the Design Expert Soft

ware (Stat-Ease, 2006) for the variables and ranges as given in Tahle 4.1. 

After constructing the design columns 15-19 ...vere removed (these columns 

are not needed because there are only 14 factors present in this study). The 

ANOVA table is provided in Table 7.2, Appendix 7.1. 

4.2.3 Uniform Design 

The Uniform Designs was discussed in Section 2.3.2. A U2o (4 14 ), 14 factor, 

4 level, 20 run uniform design was downloaded from the website 

http://www.math.hkbu.edu.hk/UniformDesign/index .html for the Uni

form Design Screening Experiments. For the categorical factor "Hotwash 

Parallel or Series" the levels 1 and 2 were combined to create "Hotwash 

Series", coded as 0, and levels 3 and 4 were combined to create "Hotwash 
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Parallel" coded as 1. The design was scaled to represent the ranges in Table 

4.1. The ANOVA table is provided in Table 7.3, Appendix 7.1. 

4.2.4 Latin Hypercube Design 

The Latin Hypercube Designs were discussed in Section 2.3.1. A 14 factor 

20 run Latin hypercube was created in R (R Development Core Team, 2008) 

using the function ma.....dminLHS in the Ihs package (Carnell, 2006). This 

creates a Latin hypercube design optimized for the maximin criterion (Section 

2.3.1). For the categorical factor "Hotwash Parallel or Series" the levels up 

to 0.5 were combined to create "Hotwash Series", coded as 0, and values 

greater than 0.5 were combined to create "HotwelSh Parallel" coded as 1. 

The design was scaled to represent the ranges in Table 4.1. The ANOVA 

table is provided in Table 7.4, Appendix 7.1. 

4.2.5 D-Optimal Design 

The D-Optimal Designs were discussed in Section 2.2.5. A 15 run D-Optimal 

design was created and analyzed using the Design Expert Software (Stat

Ease, 2006) for the main effects model and factor n1ngcs in Table 4.1. The 

ANOVA table is provided in Table 7.5, Appendix 7.1. 

4.2.6 Screening Summary 

The outputs for all the designs are summarized in Table 4.2. The numbers in 

the table indicates the relative sizes of the absolute values of the coefficients 

for the coded factors. This gives an indication of the relative importance of 

the factors. The values with a * were found to be the significant factors for 

each design from the ANOVA analysis (i.e. p values < 0.05). If the p value 

is very small (less than 0.05) then the terms in the model have a significant 

effect on the response (Stat-Ease, 2006). Also included in the table is the 

different R-Squared values which give au indication of hmv good the model 

represents the data. All the designs have high R-squared values illustrating 

that the respective models are acceptable. The R-Squared is a. measure of the 
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Ta.ble 4.2: Summarized Results from the Screening Experiments. 

Fractional 
Factorial 

Placket 
Burman 

Doptimal Uniform Maximin 
LHS 

HotwashFailFactor 3* 3* 13 3* 3* 
HydroblastingDays 5* 6* 5 4* 7 
HotwashAverage 1* 1* 1* 1* 1* 
HotwashSD 9 12 11 12 9 
ActivationReactorMin 7* 13 12 6 14 
ActivationReactorAlpha 6* 11 10 9 10 
ActivationReactorBeta 11 9 4* 13 11 
MainReactorSmallFailFact 8* 5* 3* 8 4* 
MainReactorMin 2* 2* 2* 2* 2* 
MainReactorAlpha 14 10 6 11 12 
MainReactorBeta 4* 7* 8 14 8* 
PostReactorMin 13 14 7 7 6* 
PostReactorMean 10 8 14 10 13 
HotWashParralel 12 4* 9 5* 5* 
R-Squared 0.99 0.97 0.97 0.94 0.98 
Adj R-Squared 0.98 0.95 0.96 0.92 0.97 
Pred R-Squared 0.95 0.92 0.93 0.87 0.94 
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amount of variation around the mean explained by the model. The Adj R

Squared is a measure of the amount of variation around the mean explained 

by the model, adjusted for the number of terms in the model. The adjusted 

R-squared decreases as the number of terms in the model increases if those 

additional terms don't add value to the model. The Pred R-Squared is a 

measure of the amount of variation in new data explained by the model. 

The predicted H.-squared and the adjusted R-squared should be within 0.20 

of each other. Otherwise there may be a problem with either the data or the 

model (Stat-Ease, 2006). The p values for the models are also < 0.0001 for 

all the designs (see the ANOVA tables in Appendix 7.1). 

The following can be observed from Table 4.2. 

•	 The order of the first three values are mostly similar, but for the rest 

of the factors the designs differ. 

•	 The amount of significant variables also differ for all five the designs 

in this screening study (with four significant factors for the D-Optimal 

with the least amount of significant factors, to eight significant factors 

for the resolution III Fractional Factorial Design as the largest amount 

of significant factors). The differences between the space filling designs 

(Uniform and Maximin Latin Hypercube designs) and the classical de

signs (Fractional Factorial, D-Optimal and Plackett-Burman designs) 

could be due to the fact that the output from stochastic simulation 

models are not discrete values, and contains variation. Therefore, the 

classical designs might be more suitable for generating data for stochas

tic simulation. 

•	 The differences between the Fractional Factorial, D-Optimal and Plackett

Burman designs might be because of the difference in the number of 

runs, or the factor level combinations chosen for the design. 

In the next phase all the designs will be constructed for aU the different 

screening designs and significant factor combinations to evaluate the most 

efficient screening design. 
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4.3 Second Phase Experiments 

In this phase experimental designs will be evaluated on the sets of variables 

which were identified as significant in the different screening designs (Phase 

One). The following designs were used in this phase: 

• Fractional Factorial Design (Resolution V) (Section 2.2.2). 

• Uniform Design (Section 2.3.2). 

• Ivlaximin Latin Hypercube Design (Section 2.3.1). 

• D-Optimal Design (Section 2.2.5). 

• Central Composite Design (Section 2.2.4). 

Given the five designs in the screening phase (Section 4.2) there is there

fore 25 design combinations tha.t will be investigated in this section (See 

Figure 1.2 and discussion in Section 1.3). Each of the five designs mentioned 

above will be discussed under the heading of each of the screening designs 

completed (Top level in Figure 1.2). 

Normally in the second phase of the sequential design process, interac

tion designs are used, and the data checked for curvature (Myers and Mont

gomery, 1995). If curvature is present, a third phase follows where the second 

order models are fitted. In this study, the curvature were found to be not sig

nificant. A Central Composite Design (Section 2.2.4) was however included 

in this phase, because it is a well known and widely used design. 

Both a Response Surfa.ce I\10del (Section 3.2) and a Kriging Model (Sec

tion 3.3) were fitted to the data. For the kriging model a constant term for 

f(:r.:) (Equation (3.10)) and a Gaussian correlation model were used. The Re

sponse Surface model was fitted using Detiign Expert (Stat-Ease, 2006), and 

for the Kriging Model the DACE package (Lophaven et al., 2002) for Mat

lab (Mathworks, 2007) was used. For the Response Surface Model both the 

ANOVA tables and final equation in terms actual factors ,,,,ill be provided. 

For the kriging model the optimized evalues will be provided. The starting 

values for all the evalues provided to the optimizer is 0.1. A lower bound of 
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Table 4.3: Variables and ranges used in the Second Phase for the Fractional 
Factorial Design. 

Name Low High 
Hotwash Fail Factor 1 3 
Hydroblasting Days 4 6 
Hotwash Average 12 36 
Minimum Uptime Activation Reactor 2.5 5 
Shape Parameter (ex) for Activation Reactor Uptime 1 3 
Main Reactor Fail Factor 0 2 
Minimum Uptime Main Reactor 4 8 
Scale Parameter (/1) for Main Reactor Uptime 2 4 

oand an upper bound of 1el09 for the evalues were used in this study. This 

effectively leaves the evalues unbounded (Lophaven et a1., 2002). 

4.3.1 Fractional Factorial Design 

The factors in Table 4.3 were found to be significant in the Resolution III 

Fractional Factorial Design in the Screening Phase (Section 4.2.1). The de

signs in this section were applied to the factors and ranges in Table 4.3. 

Fractional Factorial Design 

The Fractional Factorial Designs vvere discussed in Section 2.2.2. For this 

experiment a resolution V design was used. Using a, resolution V design 

the main effect and second order interactions can be evaluated. The Design 

Expert Software (Stat-Ease, 2006) was used to set up a design in the 8 

variables and ranges in Ta.ble 4.3. A 28- 2 Fractional Fa.ctorial Design in 64 

runs (Resolution V) was constructed and analysed using the Design Expert 

Software (Stat-Ease, 2006). Five center points were added to the design. This 

provides protection against curva.ture from second order effects as well as 

allow an independent estimate of error (:tvlontgomery, 2005). 64 Simulation 

runs were performed. Plant availability is the response of interest. The 

ANOVA table is provided in Table 7.6, Appendix 7.2. The ANOVA table 

depicts the significant factors only. The final equation in terms of the actual 
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factors are provided in Table 4.4. From the ANOVA Table it can be observed 

that the Sum of Squares of the interaction terms are significantly smaller 

than the sum of squares of the linear terms. The largest interaction terms is 

between HotwashAverage and MainReactorlVIin. These two terms also have 

the largest individual sum of squares. The interaction term is positive (Table 

4.4). The l'vlainReactorl\tfin term is positive. This makes intuitive sense, 

because a larger minimum uptime for the main reactor should increase the 

availability of the plant. The hotwash average has a negative impact on the 

plant availability. A larger average time that the hotwash takes will have 

a negative impact on the availability. Onc way to visualize the interaction 

between two terms is by llsing a contour plot. The contour plot of Hotwash 

average against the minimum uptime for the main reactor is provided in 

Figure 4.3. From this plot it is clear that the availability indeed increases 

in the direction of higher minimum uptime for the main reactor, and lower 

average time for the hotwash. Some interaction can be detected, but it is 

also clear that the linear effect is much larger than the interaction effect. 

The evalues for the fitted kriging model are provided in Table 4.5. None 

of the e values are at the starting value of 0.1, i.e. optimized values were 

obtained. 

Uniform Design 

The Uniform Designs were discussed in Section 2.3.2. A U4s (48 
) , 8 factor, 4 

level, 48 run uniform design was downloaded from the website 

http://www.math.hkbu.edu.hk/UniformDesign!index.html for the Uni

form Design Experiments. The design was scaled to represent the ranges 

in Table 4.3. Five ccnter points were added to the design. This provides 

protection againi:lt curvature from second order effects as well as allow an 

independent estimate of error (Montgomery, 2005). The ANOVA table is 

provided in Table 7.7, Appendix 7.2. The ANOVA table depicts the sig

nificant factors only. The final equation in terms of the actual factors are 

provided in Table 4.6. Only one interaction term, between HotwashAverage 

and MainReactorSamllFailFact, is present in this model. The sum of squares 
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Table 4.4: Response Surface Model Fitted to the Resolution V Fractional 
Factorial Design Data. 

Availability I = 
96.95571 
-3.2233 * HotwashFailFactor 
-1.11985 * HydroblastingDays 
-0.95398 * HotwashAverage 
-0.03061 * ActivationReactorMin 
-1.29633 * MainReac:torSma.llFailFact 
1.018319 * MaillReac:torMin 
1.982442 * I'v1ainReactorBeta 
-0.69066 * HotwashFailFactor * HydroblastingDays 
0.050994 * HotwashFailFactor * HotwashAverage 
0.294074 * HotwashFailFactor * ActivationReactorMin 
0.16719 * HotwashFailFactor * MainReactorht1in 
0.222951 * HotwashFailFactor * MainReactorBeta 
0.029707 * HydroblastingDays * HotwashAverage 
0.018121 * HotwashAverage * ActivationReactorMin 
-0.03358 * HotwashAverage * MainReactorSmallFailFact 
0.036023 * HotwashAverage * IVlainReactorMin 
0.137533 * MainReactorSmallFailFact * MainReactorMin 
-0.21766 * MainReactorMin * MainReac:torBeta 

Table 4.5: eValues for the Kriging Models for Fractional Factorial Design. 

Fractional Factorial Uniform 1h8 Dopt CCD 
HotwashFailFac:tor 0.1072 0.0330 0.0758 0.0536 0.0785 
Hydrobla8tingDays 0.0250 0.0319 0.0189 0.0342 0.0451 
HotwashAverage 0.0812 0.0536 0.0574 0.0758 0.2928 
ActivationReactOl'lvlin 0.0250 0.0297 0.0063 0.0139 0.0595 
ActivationReactorAlpha 0.0058 0.0031 0.0250 0.0051 0.0637 
MainReactorSlnallFailFact 0.0189 0.0225 0.0330 0.0121 0.0555 
11ainReactorMin 0.0707 0.0406 0.0574 0.0379 0.5098 
Ma.inReactorBeta 0.0125 0.0080 0.0189 0.0074 0.0420 
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Figure 4.3: Contour Plot Of Hotwash Average Aga.inst IVIinimum Uptime for 
the Main Reactor for The Fractional Fa.ctorial Design 

value for this interaction term is small compared to the sum of squares of 

the linear terms, which indicates that the effect of this interaction on the 

response is much smaller than the effect of the linear terms. This can be 

confirmed by looking at the contour plot in Figure 4.4. Availability increases 

in the direction of decreasing Average Hotwash. At the minimum Average 

Hotwash the lVla.in Reactor Fail Factor does not have much of an effect on 

availability. It can also be concluded from this plot that the effect on the 

availability of the average hotwash time is much bigger than the effect of the 

main reactor small fail factor. This can be confirmed by looking at the sum 

of square values in Table 7.7. The sum of square values for hot-wash average 

and minimum uptime for the main reactor are again significantly larger than 

the values for the other factors. 

The evalues for the fitted kriging model are provided in Table 4.5. None 

of the e values are at the starting value of 0.1, i.e. optimized values were 

obtained. 
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Table 4.6: Response Surface Model Fitted to the Uniform Design Data. 

Availability = 
88.876093 
-2.6309518 * HotwashFailFactor 
-1.9414809 * HydroblastingDays 
-0.3907477 * HotwashAverage 
0.8664434 * ActivationReactorMin 
0.6762777 * MainReactorSmallFailFact 
1.751504 * l'vla.inReactorl\!lin 
1.194288 * MainReactorBeta 
-0.078901 * HotwashAverage * MainReactorSmallFailFact 
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Figure 4.4: Contour Plot Of Hotwash Average Against the Small Fail Factor 
for the Main Reactor for The Uniform Design 
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Latin Hypercube Design 

The Latin Hypercube Designs were discussed in Section 2.3.1. An 8 factor 

48 run Latin hypercube was created in R. (R. Development Core Team, 2008) 

using the function maximinLHS in the Ihs package (Carnell, 2006). This 

creates a Latin hypercube design optimized for the maximin criterion. The 

design was scaled to represent the ranges in Table 4.3. Five center points were 

added to the design. This provides protection against curvature from second 

order effects as well as allow an independent estimate of error (Nlontgomery, 

2005). The ANOVA table is provided in Table 7.8, Appendix 7.2. The 

ANOVA table depicts the significant factors only. The final equation in 

terms of the actual factors are provided in Table 4.7. From the ANOVA 

table it can be observed that the sum of squares of the linear terms are 

significantly bigger than the sum of squares of the interaction terms. The 

largest interaction term is between hydroblasting days and minimum uptime 

for the main reactor. The contour plot for the hydroblasting days against 

the minimum uptime for the main reactor are provided in Figure 4.5. Plant 

availability increases in the direction of decreasing hydroblasting days and 

increasing minimum uptime for the main reactor. The three largest linear 

effects by sum of squares are the average time to hotwash, the minimum 

uptime for the main reactor and the hotwash fail factor. 

The evalues for the fitted kriging model are provided in Table 4.5. None 

of the e values are at the starting value of 0.1, i.e. optimized values were 

obtained. 

D-Optimal Design 

The D-Optima.l Designs were discussed in Section 2.2.5. A 42 run D-Optimal 

design for the main and interaction effects model for the factor ranges in Table 

4.3 was created and analyzed using the Design Expert Software (Stat-Ease, 

2006). Five center points were added to the design. This provides protection 

against curvature from second order effects as well as allow an independent 

estimate of error (lVIontgomery, 2005). The ANOVA table is provided in 

Table 7.9, Appendix 7.2. The ANOVA table depicts the significant factors 
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Table 4.7: Response Surfa.ce Model Fitted to the Maximin Latin Hypercube 
Design Data. 

Availability = 

107.6206 
-2.65307 * HotwashFailFactor 
-4.07641 * HydroblastingDays 
-0.97994 * HotwashAverage 
0.470548 * ActivationReactorNIin 
-1.11045 * ActivationReactorAlpha 
2.013526 * MainReactorSmallFailFact 
-3.35224 * MainReactorMin 
7.86851 * MainReactorBeta 
0.76969 * HydroblastingDays * ActivationReactorAlpha 
0.670763 * HydroblastingDays * MainRea.ctorMin 
-1.00687 * HydroblastingDays * NlainReactorBeta 
0.058682 * HotwashAverage * tvlainReactorMin 
0.068648 * HotwashAverage * MainReactorBeta 
-0.8886 * ActivationReactorAlpha * MainReactorBeta 
-1.08992 * MainReactorSma.llFailFact * MainReactorBeta 

Availability 
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Figure 4.5: Contour Plot Of Hydroblasting Days Against the IVIinimum Up
time for the ]\IIa.in Reactor for The Latin Hypercube Design 
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Table 4.8: Response Surface Model Fitted to the D-Optima.l Design Data. 

Availability = 

99.10795 
-2.68279 * HotwashFailFactor 
-1.37287 * HydroblastingDays 
-0.93267 * HotwashAVel'age 
-0.98154 * ActivationReactorl\tIill 
0.753702 * NlainReactorSmallFailFact 
0.690362 * MainReactorlVIin 
2.051265 * lVlainReactorI3eta 
-0.91728 * HotwashFailFactor * HydroblastingDays 
0.065436 * HotwashFailFactor * HotwashAvera.ge 
0.408241 * HotwashFailFactor * ActivationReactorlVIin 
0.220395 * HotwashFailFactor * lVIainReactorJ\,1in 
0.028895 * HydroblastingDays * HotwashAverage 
0.254972 * HyclroblastingDays * ActivationReactorMin 
-0.31818 * HydroblastingDays * MainReactorSmallFailFact 
-0.03303 * HotwashAverage * MainReactorSmallFailFact 
0.040284 * HotwashAverage * MainReactorMin 
-0.16754 * MainReactorMin * lVIainReactorBeta 

only. The final equation in terms of the actua.l factors are provided in Table 

4.8. From the ANOVA it can be observed that the sum of squares of the 

linear terms are significantly smaller than the sum of squa,res of the linear 

terms. The largest interaction term is between the average hotwash time and 

the main reactor minimum uptime. These two terms also have the largest 

individual sum of squares. The interaction term is positive (Table 4.8). The 

contour plot for the average time to hotwash against minimum uptime for the 

main reactor are given in Figure 4.6. The plant availability increases in the 

direction of increasing minimum uptime for the main reactor, and decreasing 

hotwash average. Some interaction is evident, but it is small compared to 

the effect of the two individual factors. 

The fJ values for the fitted kriging model are provided in Table 4.5. None 

of the eare at the starting value of 0.1, i.e. optimized values were obtained. 
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Figure 4.6: Contour Plot Of Hydroblasting Days Against the Minimum Up
time for the Main Reactor for The D-Optima.l Design 

Central Composite Design 

The Central Composite Designs were discussed in Section 2.2.4. For this 

experiment a resolution V face centered Central Composite Design were used. 

The Design Expert Software (Stat-Ease, 2006) were used to set up a design 

in the 8 variables and ranges in Table 4.3. For 8 variables a 54 run design 

was constructed and analysed using the Design Expert Software (Sta.t-Ease, 

2006). Five replications of the center point were added to the design. This 

provides protection against curvature from second order effects as well as 

allow an independent estimate of error (IVIontgomery, 2005). The ANOVA 

table is provided in Table 7.10, Appendix 7.2. The ANOVA table depicts the 

significant factors only. The final equations in terms of the actual factors are 

provided in Table 4.9. From the ANOVA table it can be observed that sum 

of squares of the interaction terms are significantly smaller than the sum of 

squares of the linear terms. The largest interaction term is between average 

hotwash time and minimum uptime for the main reactor. These two factors 

also has the largest individual sum of squares. In this equation there is one 

quadratic term for the alpha parameter for the activation reactor. The sum of 
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Table 4.9: Response Surface Model Fitted to the Central Composite Design 
Data. 

Availability -

88.36052 
-2.44609 * HotwashFailFactor 
-0.87262 * HydroblastingDays 
-0.86045 * HotwashAvel'age 
0.353191 * ActivationReactorl\1in 
3.662175 * ActivationReactorAlpha 
-0.86609 * MainReactorSmallFailFact 
1.331153 * MainReactorMin 
3.079985 * MainReactorBeta 
-0.77505 * HotwashFailFactor * HydroblastingDays 
0.045666 * HotwashFailFactor * HotwashAvel'age 
0.389908 * HotwashFailFactor * ActivationReactorIvIin 
0.173581 * HotwashFailFactor * MainReactorMin 
0.028478 * HydroblastingDays * HotwashAverage 
-0.03478 * HotwashAvel'age * MainReactorSmallFailFact 
0.033085 * HotwashAverage * MainRea.ctorlVlin 
0.11239 * ActivationReactorAlpha * MainReactorMin 
-0.33313 * MainReactorMin * MainReactorBeta 
-1.1 * ActivationReactorAlpha~ 

squares of the quadratic term is significantly larger than the sum of squares 

of the linear term. The quadratic effect is depicted in Figme 4.7, which 

indicate an optimum value at about median alpha parameter for activation 

reactor value. 

The evalues for the fitted kriging model are provided in Table 4.5. None 

of the e values are at the starting value of 0.1, i.e. optimized values were 

obtained. 

Summary 

The R-Squared values for all the designs discussed in this leg are summarized 

in Table 4.10. All the designs have high R-squared values illustrating that 

the respective models are acceptable. The p values for the models are also 
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Figure 4.7: Plot Of Activation Reactor Alpha for the Central Composite 
Design 

< 0.0001 for all the designs (sec the ANOVA tables in Appendix 7.2) which 

indicates that the models are significant. 

From the ANOVA tables in Appendix 7.2 it can be observed that the 

hotwash fail factor, average time to hotwash and the minimum uptime for 

the main reactor consistently are the three factors with the highest sum 

of square values. It. can also be observed that the linear terms generally 

have significantly larger sum of square values than the interaction terms. 

Another interesting observation from Table 4.5 is that the highest three e 
values were obtained for the hotwash fail factor, average time to hotwash 

and the minimum uptime for the main reactor, which is in agreement with 

the results from the response surface models. 
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Table 4.10: R-Squared values for the designs discussed in for the Fractional 
Factorial Design. 

R-Squared Adj R-Squared Pred R-Squared 
Fractional Factorial 0.99 0.99 0.98 
Uniform 0.97 0.97 0.96 
Latin Hypercube 0.98 0.97 0.95 
D-Optimal 0.99 0.98 0.98 
Central Composite 0.99 0.99 0.98 
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Tahle 4.11: Variables and ranges used in the Second Phase for the Uniform 
Design Design. 

Name Low High 
Hotwash Fail Factor 1 3 
Hydroblasting Days 4 6 
Hotwash Average 12 36 
Minimum Uptime Main Reactor 4 8 
Hotwash Parallel or Series 0 1 

4.3.2 Uniform Design 

The factors in Table 4.11 were found to be significant from the in the Uniform 

Design in the Screening Pha..'le (Section 4.2.3). The designs in this section 

were applied to the factors and ranges in Table 4.11. 

Fractional Factorial Design 

The Fractional Factorial Designs were discussed in Section 2.2.2. For this 

experiment a resolution V design was used. Using a resolution V design the 

main effect and second order interactions can be evaluated. The Design Ex

pert Software (Stat-Ease, 2006) was used to set up a design in the 5 variables 

and ranges in Table 4.11. A 25- 1 Fractional Factorial Design in 16 runs (Res

olution V) was constructed and analysed using the Design Expert Software 

(Stat.-Ease, 2006). 5 cent.er point.s were added to the design. The center 

point was repeated for bot.h of the levels of the categorical factor "Hot.wash 

Parallel or Series". The cent.er point. provides protection against curvature 

from second order effects as well as allow an independent estimate of error 

(Montgomery, 2005).The ANOVA table is provided in Table 7.11, Appendix 

7.3. The ANOVA table depicts the ::>ignificant fadors only. The final equa

tion in terms of the actual factors are provided in Table 4.12. Note that 

because Hot.\NashParralel is a cat.egoric variable, t.wo equations is obtained. 

One for Series Hotwash (Coded as 0), and one for Parallel Hot.wash (Coded 

as 1). From the ANOVA table it can be observed that the sum of squares 

of the interaction terms are significantly smaller than the sum of squares of 
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Table 4.12: Response Surface Model Fitted to the Fractional Factorial Design 
Data. 

Hot\iVashParralel 
Availability 
91.05182 
0.459919 
0.156968 
-0.71542 
0.883881 
-0.7193 
0.042629 
0.033184 

HotWashParralel 
Availability 
94.10304 
0.459919 
0.156968 
-0.71542 
0.883881 
-0.7193 
0.042629 
0.033184 

o 

* HotwashFailFactor 
* HydroblastingDays 
* HotwashAverage 
* MainReactorMin 
* HotwashFailFactor * HydroblastingDays 
* HotwashFailFactor * HotwashAverage 
* HotwashAverage * MainReactorJ\1in 

1 

* HotwashFailFactor 
* HydrobJastingDays 
* HotwashAverage 
* MainReactorMin 
* HotwashFailFactor * HydroblastingDays 
* HotwashFailFactor * HotwashAverage 
* HotwashAverage * I:vIainReactorMin 

the linear terms. The largest interaction term is between the average time 

to hotwash, and the minimum uptime for the main reactor. These two terms 

also have the largest individual sum of squares. The contour plot of average 

time to hotwash against minimum uptime for main reactor are provided in 

Figure 4.8. It can be observed that plant availability increases in the direc

tion of decreasing average time to hotwash, and increasing minimum uptime 

for the main reactor. The effect of the interaction between the average time 

to hotwash and the minimum uptime for the main reactor is much smaller 

than the individual effects. 

The evalues for the fitted kriging model are provided in Table 4.13. None 

of the e values are at the starting value of 0.1, i.e. optimized values were 

obtained. 
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Figure 4.8: Contour Plot Of Hotwash Average Against the Minimum Uptime 
for the Main Reactor for The Fractional Factorial Design 

Table 4.13: 0 Values for the Kriging Models for Uniform Design. 

Fl:actional Factorial Uniform Lhs Dopt CCD 
HotwashFailFactor 0.0138 0.0345 0.0226 0.0138 0.0917 
HydroblastingDays 0.0057 0.0336 0.0125 0.0063 0.0748 

HotwashAverage 0.2208 0.2264 0.3623 0.1811 0.1713 
MainReactorMin 0.0336 0.0762 0.2208 0.0673 0.0525 
HotWa.'3hParralel 0.0410 0.0088 0.1104 0.0372 0.0347 
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Uniform Design 

The Uniform Designs were discussed in Section 2.3.2. A U20 (45 
), 5 factor, 4 

level, 20 run uniform design was downloaded from the website 

http://www.math.hkbu.edu.hk/UniformDesign/index .html for the Uni

form Design Experiments. For the categorical factor "Hotwash Parallel or 

Series" the levels 1 and 2 were combined to create "Hotwash Series", coded 

as 0, and levels 3 and 4 were combined to create "Hotwash Parallel" coded 

as 1. The design was scaled to represent the ranges in Table 4.11. 5 center 

points were added to the design. The center point was repeated for both of 

the levels of the categorical factor "Hotwash Parallel or Series". The ANOVA 

table is provided in Table 7.12, Appendix 7.3. The ANOVA table depicts the 

significant fa.dors only. The final equation in terms of the actual factors are 

provided in Table 4.14. Note that because HotWashParra.lel is a categoric 

variable, two equations is obtained. One for Series Hotwash (Coded as 0), 

and one for Parallel Hotwash (Coded as 1). There are no interaction terms 

present in this model. The average effect of time to hotwash is significantly 

bigger in terms of the sum of squares than the other factors. 

The evalues for the fitted kriging model are provided in Table 4.13. None 

of the e values are at the st.arting value of 0.1, i.e. optimized values were 

obtained. 

Latin Hypercube Design 

The Latin Hypercube Designs were discussed in Section 2.3.1. A 5 factor, 

20 run Latin hypercube was created in R (R Development Core Team, 2008) 

using the function maximinLHS in the Ihs package (Carnell, 2006). This 

creates a Latin hypercube design optimized for the maximin criteria. For 

the categorical factor "Hotwash Parallel or Series" the levels up t.o 0.5 were 

combined to create "Hotwash Series", coded as 0, and va.lues greater than 

0.5 were combined to create "Hotwash Parallel" coded as 1. The design was 

scaled to represent t.he ranges in Table 4.11. 5 center points were added to the 

design. The center point was repeated for both of the levels of the categorical 

factor "Hotwash Parallel or Series". The center point provides protection 
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Table 4.14: Response Surface Model Fitted to the Uniform Design Data. 

HotWashParralel 0 
Availability = 

95.48 
-2.13 * HotwashFailFactor 
-1.61 * HydroblastingDays 
-0.45 * HotwashAverage 
1.40 * MainReactorl'v1in 

HotWashParra.lel :1 
Availability = 

98.283185 
-2.1332352 * HotwashFailFactor 
-1.6105522 * HydroblastingDays 
-0.4534698 * HotwashA'verage 
1.3968839 * MainReactorMin 

against curvature from second order effects as well as allow an independent 

estimate of error (Montgomery, 2005). The ANOVA t.able is provided in 

Table 7.13, Appendix 7.3. The ANOVA table depicts the significant factors 

only. The final equation in terms of the actual factors are provided in Table 

4.15. There are no interaction terms present in this model. The average 

time to hot-wash is significantly bigger in terms of the sum of squares than 

the other factors. 

The evalues for the fitted kriging model are provided in Table 4.13. None 

of the e values are at the starting value of 0.1, i.e. optimized values were 

obtained. 

D-Optimal Design 

The D-Optimal Designs were discussed in Section 2.2.5. A 21 nm D-Optima.l 

design for the main and interaction effects model for the factor ranges in 

Table4.11 was created and analyzed using the Design Expert Software (Stat

Ease, 2006). 5 center points were added to the design. The center point was 

repeated for both of the levels of the categorical factor "Hotwash Parallel or 
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Table 4.15: Response Surface Model Fitted to the Latin Hypercube Design 
Data. 

HotWashParralel 0 
Availability = 
90.72885 
-2.13456 * HotwashFailFactor 
-1.06816 * HydroblastingDays 
-0.45805 * HotwashAvel'age 
1.76137 * MainReactorIVIin 

HotWashParralel 1 
Availability = 
93.72088 
-2.13456 * HotwashFailFactor 
-1.06816 * HydroblastingDays 
-0.45805 * HotwashAverage 
1.76137 * MainR.eactorlVIin 

Series". The ANaVA table is provided in Table 7.14, Appendix 7.3. The 

ANaVA table depicts the significant factors only. The final equation in 

terms of the actual factors are provided in Table 4.16. From the ANaVA 

t<tble it Call be observed that the sum of squares of the interaction terms are 

significantly smaller than the sum of squares of the linear terms. The largest 

interaction terms is between the average time to hotwash, and the minimum 

uptime for the main reactor. These two terms also has the largest individual 

sum of squares values. The interaction term is positive (Table 4.16). The 

contour plot of average time to hotwash against minimum uptime for the 

main reactor are provided in Figure 4.9. The plant availability increases in 

the direction of decreasing average time to hotwash and increasing minimum 

uptime for the main reactor. Some interaction is evident, but it is small 

compared to the effect of the two individual factors. 

The evalues for the fitted kriging model are provided in Table 4.13. None 

of the e values are at the starting value of 0.1, i.e. optimized values were 

obtained. 
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Table 4.16: Response Surface Model Fitted to the D-Optimal Design Data. 

HotWashParralel 0 
Availability = 
91.95165 
0.449509 * HotwashFailFactor 
0.130174 * HydroblastingDays 
-0.73237 * HotwashAverage . 
0.818509 * ~lainReactorTVIin 

-0.71446 * HotwashFailFactor * HydroblastingDays 
0.043839 * HotwashFailFactor * HotwashAveragc 
0.035 * HotwashAverage * l'vlainReactorMin 

HotWashParralel 1 
Availability = 
94.66036 
0.449509 * HotwashFailFactor 
0.130174 * HydroblastingDays 
-0.73237 * HotwashAverage 
0.818509 * l'v1ainReactorl\!Iin 
-0.71446 * HotwashFailFactor * HydroblastingDays 
0.043839 * HotwashFailFactor * HotwashAveragc 
0.035 * HotwashAverage * MainReactorMin 
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Figure 4.9: Contour Plot Of Hotwash Average Against the IvIinimum Uptime 
for the Main Reactor for The D-Optimal Design 

Central Composite Design 

The Central Composite Designs were discussed in Section 2.2.4. For this 

experiment a small face centered Central Composite Design were used. The 

Design Expert Software (Stat-Ease, 2006) were used to set up a design in 

the 5 variables and ranges in Table 4.11. For 5 variables a 42 run design 

was constructed and analysed using the Design Expert Software (Stat-Ease, 

2006). The central composite design replicates a 21 run (including 5 center 

points) 4 factor design for both of the levels of the categorical factor "Hotwash 

Parallel or Seri.es". The ANOVA table is provided in Table 7.15, Appendix 

7.3. The ANOVA table depicts the significant factors only. The final equation 

in terms of the actual factors are provided in Table 4.17. From the ANOVA 

table it can be observed that the sum of squares of the interaction terms 

are significantly smaller than the sum of squares of the linear terms. The 

largest interaction terms is between the average time to hotwash, and the 

hotwash fail factor. These two terms also has the largest individual sum of 

squares values. The interaction term is positive (Table 4.17). The contour 

plot of average time to hotwash against hotwash fail factor are provided in 
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Table 4.17: Response Surface Model Fitted to the Central Composite Design 
Data. 

HotWashParralel 0 
Availability = 
92.27255 
1.683514 * HotwashFailFactor 
0.35881 * HydroblastingDays 
-0.70013 * HotwashAvel'age 
0.945262 * IVlainReactorMin 
-1.10881 * HotwashFailFactor * HydroblastingDays 
0.052397 * HotwashFailFactor * HotwashAverage 
0.023171 * HotwashAverage * NIainRea.ctorNlin 

I 

HotWashParralel 1 
Availability = 
89.05878 
2.511087 * HotwashFailFactor 
1.155563 * HydroblastingDays 
-0.70013 * HotwashAverage 
0.945262 * MainReactorMin 
-1.10881 * HotwashFailFactor * HydroblastingDays 
0.052397 * HotwashFailFactor * HotwashAverage 
0.023171 * HotwashAverage * MainReactorMin 

Figure 4.10. The plant availability increases in the direction of decreasing 

average time to hotwash and decreasing hotwash fail factor. Some interaction 

is evident, but it is small compared to the effect of the two individual factors. 

The () values for the fitted kriging model are provided in Table 4.13. None 

of the e values are at the starting value of 0.1, i.e. optimized values were 

obtained. 

Summary 

The R-Squared values for all the designs discussed in this leg are summarized 

in Table 4.18. The R-Squarcd is a measure of the amount of variation around 

the mean explained by the model. All the designs have high R-squared 
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Figure 4.10: Contour Plot Of Hotwash Average Against the Hotwash Fail 
Factor for The Central Composite Design 

values illustrating that the respective models are acceptable. The p value for 

the models are also < 0.0001 for all the designs (see the ANOVA tables in 

Appendix 7.3) which indicates that the models are significant. 

From the ANOVA tables in Appendix 7.3 it can be observed that the 

hotwash fail factor, average time to hotwash, minimum uptime for the main 

reactor, and parallel or series hotwash are consistently the factors with the 

highest sum of square values. It can also be observed that the linear terms 

generally have significantly larger sum of square values than the interaction 

terms. 

From Table 4.13 it can be observed that the e values are significantly 

larger for the average time to hotwash than for the other factors. The second 

largest evalues are for the minimum uptime for the main reactor for all the 

designs, except for the central composite design. For the central composite 

design the largest evalue is obtained for the hotwash fail factor. 
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Table 4.18: R-Squa.red values for the designs discussed in for the Uniform 
Design. 

R-Squared Adj R-Squared Pred R-Squared 
Fractional Factorial 0.99 0.98 0.96 
Uniform 0.95 0.94 0.91 
Latin Hypercube 0.94 0.93 0.90 
D-Optimal 0.98 0.97 0.96 
Central Composite 0.98 0.98 0.97 
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Table 4.19: Variables and ranges used in the Second Phase for the Latin 
Hypercube Design Leg. 

Name Low High 
Hotwash Fail Factor 1 3 
Hotwash Average 12 36 
Main Reactor Fail Factor 0 2 
Minimum Uptime Main Reactor 4 8 
Scale Parameter (;3) for Main Reactor Uptime 2 4 

Minimum Uptime Post Reactor/Devo 8 12 
Hotwash Parallel or Series 0 1 

4.3.3 Latin Hypercube Design 

The factors in Table 4.19 were found to be significant from the in the Latin 

Hypercube Design in the Screening Phase (Section 4.2.4). The designs in 

this section are applied to the factors and ranges in Table 4.19. 

Fractional Factorial Design 

The Fractional Factorial Designs were discussed in Section 2.2.2. For this 

experiment a resolution VII design was used, because no Resolution V Frac

tional Factorial Design are available for 7 factors. Using a resolution VII 

design the main effect and second order interactions can still be evaluated. 

The Design Expert Software (Stat-Ease, 2006) was used to set up a design 

in the 7 variables and ranges in Table 4.19. A 27- 1 Fractional Factorial 

Design in 64 runs (Resolution VII) was constructed and analysed using the 

Design Expert Software (Stat-Ease, 2006). Five center points were added 

to the design. The ANOVA table is provided in Table 7.16, Appendix 7.4. 

The ANOVA table depicts the significant factors only. The final equation in 

terms of the actual factors are provided in Table 4.20. Note that because 

HotWa.shParralel is a categoric variable, two equations is obtained. One for 

Series Hotwash (Coded as 0), and one for Parallel Hotwash (Coded as 1). 

From the ANOVA table it can be observed that the sum of squares of the 

interaction terms are significantly smaller than the sum of squares of the 

linear terms. The largest interaction terms is between the average time to 
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Figure 4.11: Contour Plot Of Hotwash Average Against the Minimum Up
time for the IVlain Reactor for The Fractional Factorial Design 

hotwash, and the minimum uptime for the main reactor. These two terms 

also has the largest individual sum of squares values. The interaction term 

is positive (Table 4.20). The contour plot of average time to hotwash against 

minimum uptime for the main reactor are provided in Figure 4.11. The plant 

availability increases in the direction of decreasing average time to hotwash 

and increasing minimum uptime for the main reactor. Some interaction is 

evident, but it is small compared to the effect of the two individual factors. 

The evalues for the fitted kriging model are provided in Table 4.21. None 

of the e values are at the starting value of 0.1, i.e. optimized values were 

obtained. 

Uniform Design 

The Uniform Designs \vere discussed in Section 2.3.2. A U4s (4'), 7 factor, 4 

level, 48 run uniform design was downloaded from the website 

http://www.math.hkbu.edu.hk/UniforrnDesign/index .html for the Uni

form Design Experiments. For the categorical factor "Hotwash Parallel or 

Series" the levels 1 and 2 were combined to create "Hotwash Series", coded 
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Table 4.20: Response Surface l\!Iodel Fitted to the Fractional Factorial Design 
Data. 

HotWashParralel 
Availability 
91.36063 
-4.89343 
-0.76396 
-0.56133 
1.187926 
1.143659 
0.035704 
0.14547 
0.235841 
-0.02766 
0.033886 
0.02172 
-0.18951 

HotWashParralel 
Availability 
94.33347 
-3.99277 
-0.76396 
-0.56133 
0.838263 
1.143659 
0.035704 
0.14547 
0.235841 
-0.02766 
0.033886 
0.02172 
-0.18951 

o 

* HotwashFailFactor 
* HotwashAverage 
* MainReactorSmallFailFact 
* MainReactorMin 
* MainReactorBeta 
* HotwashFailFactor * HotwashAverage 
* HotwashFailFac:tor * MainReac:torMin 
* HotwashFailFactor * MainReactorBeta 
* HotwashAverage * lVlainReactorSma.llFailFact 
* HotwashAverage * MainReactorMin 
* HotwashAverage * tvlainReactorBeta 
* MainReactorMin * MainReactorBeta 

1 

* HotwashFailFactor 
* HotwashAverage 
* MainReac:torSmallFailFac:t 
* MainReactorMin 
* MainReactorBeta 
* HotwashFailFactor * HotwashAvcrage 
* HotwashFailFactor * MainReactorMin 
* HotwashFailFactor * MainReactorBeta 
* HotwashAverage * MainReactorSmallFailFact 
* HotwashAverage * lVlainReactorMin 
* HotwashAverage * MainReactorBeta 
* MainR.eactorIVlin * IVlainR.eactorBeta 
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Table 4.21: () Values for the Kriging Models for Latin Hypercube. 

Fractional Factorial Uniform Lhs Dopt CCD 
HotwashFailFactor 0.0825 0.0707 0.0500 0.0583 0.0764 
HotwashAverage 0.2245 0.5138 0.1309 0.1782 0.2425 
MainReactorSmallFailFact 0.0303 0.0092 0.0250 0.0116 0.0825 
MainReactorMin 0.0445 0.0510 0.1782 0.0561 0.0655 
MainReactorBeta 0.0107 0.0087 0.0481 0.0152 0.0583 I 
PostReactorMin 0.0082 0.0008 0.0231 0.0046 0.1414 
HotWashParralel 0.0152 0.0749 0.0825 0.0177 0.0303 

as 0, and levels 3 and 4 were combined to create "Hotwash Parallel" coded 

as 1. The design ""vas scaled to represent the ranges in Table 4.19. 5 center 

points were added to the design. The ANaVA ta.ble is provided in Table 

7.17, Appendix 7.4. The ANaYA table depicts the significant factors only. 

The final equation in terms of the actual factors are provided in Table 4.20. 

From the ANaYA table it can be observed that the sum of squares of t.he 

interaction terms are significantly smaller than the sum of squares of the 

linear terms. The largest interaction terms is between the average time to 

hotwash, and the minimum uptime for the main reactor. These two terms 

also have the largest individual sum of squares values. The interact.ion term 

is positive (Table 4.22). The contour plot of average time to hotwash against 

minimum uptime for the main reactor a.re provided in Figure 4.12. The plant 

availability increases in the direction of decreasing average time to hotwash 

and increasing minimum uptime for the main reactor. Some intera.ction is 

evident, but it is small compared to the effect of the two individual factors. 

The () values for the fitted kriging model are provided in Table 4.21. None 

of the e values are at the starting value of 0.1, i.e. opt.imized values were 

obtained. 

Latin Hypercube Design 

The Latin Hypercube Designs were discussed in Section 2.3.1. A 7 factor, 

48 run Latin hypercube was created in R. (R Development Core Team, 2008) 

using the function maximinLHS in the lhs package (Carnell, 2006). This 
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Table 4.22: Response Surface Model Fitted to the Uniform Design Data. 

HotWashParralel 0 
Availability -

97.62156 
-7.07219 * HotwashFailFactor 
-0.72948 * HotwashAverage 
-0.92976 * MainReactorSmallFailFact 
1.253804 * IvlainReactorMin 
1.048075 * IvfainReactorBeta 
-0.60836 * PostReactorMin 
0.63524 * HotwashFailFactor * MainReactorBeta 
0.259017 * HotwashFailFactor * PostReactorMin 
0.043557 * HotwashAverage * MainReactorI'vfin 
-0.22395 * MainReactorMin * MainReactorBeta 

HotWashParralel 1 
Availahility = 
98.00026 
-6.03524 * HotwashFailFactor 
-0.72948 * HotwashAverage 
-0.92976 * MainReactorSmallFailFact 
1.253804 * 11ainReactor11in 
1.048075 * MainReactorBeta 
-0.60836 * PostReactorMin 
0.63524 * HotwashFailFactor * MainReactorBeta 
0.259017 * HotwashFailFactor * PostReactorMin 
0.043557 * HotwashAverage * MainReactorMin 
-0.22395 * MainReactorMin * MainR.eactorBeta 
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Figure 4.12: Contour Plot Of Hotwash Average Against the Minimum Up
time for the Main Reactor for The Uniform Design 

creates a Latin hypercube design optimized for the maximin criteria. For 

the categorical factor "Hotwash Parallel or Series" the levels up to 0.5 were 

combined to create "Hotwash Series", coded as 0, and values greater than 

0.5 were combined to create "Hotwash Parallel" coded as 1. The design was 

scaled to represent the ranges in Table 4.19. Five center points were added to 

the design. The ANOVA table is provided in Table 7.18, Appendix 7.4. The 

ANOVA table depicts the significant factors only. The final equation in terms 

ofthe actual factors are provided in Table 4.23. From the ANOVA table it can 

be observed that the sum of squares of the interaction terms are significantly 

smaller than the sum of squares of the linear terms. The largest (and only) 

interaction terms is between the hotwash fail factor, and the minimum uptime 

for the main reactor. The interaction term is positive (Table 4.23). The 

contour plot of average time to hotwash against minimum uptime for the 

main reactor are provided in Figure 4.13. The plant availability increases 

in the direction of decreasing hotwash fail factor and increasing minimum 

uptime for the main reactor. Some interaction is evident, but it is sma.!l 

compared to the effect of the two individual factors. 

The evalues for the fitted kriging model are provided in Table 4.21. None 
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Table 4.23: Response Surface Model Fitted to the Uniform Design Data. 

HotWashParralel 0 
Availability = 

89.15884 
-6.22964 * HotwashFailFactor 
-0.40435 * HotwashAverage 
-1.02263 * MainReactorSmallFailFact 
0.408042 * MainReactorMin 
0.805838 * lvlainReactorBeta 
0.246253 * PostReactorMin 

I 0.645745 * HotwashFailFactor * MainReactorMin 

HotWashParralel 1 
Availability = 

91.54515 
-6.22964 * HotwashFailFactor 
-0.40435 * HotwashAverage 
-1.02263 * lVlainReactorSmallFailFact 
0.408042 * 1\1ainReactorMin 
0.805838 * :tvIainReactorBeta 
0.246253 * PostReactorMin 
0.645745 * HotwashFailFactor * MainReactorMin 

of the e values are at the starting value of 0.1, i.e. optimized values were 

obtained. 

D-Optimal Design 

The D-Optimal Designs were discussed in Section 2.2.5. A 34 run D-Optimal 

design for the ma.in and interaction effects model for the factor ranges in Table 

4.19 was created and analyzed using the Design Expert Software (Stat-Ease, 

2006). Five center points were added to the design. The ANOVA table 

is provided in Table 7.19, Appendix 7.4. The ANOVA table depicts the 

significant factors only. The final equation in terms of the actual factors are 

provided in Table 4.24. From the ANOVA table it can be observed that the 

sum of squares of the interaction terms are significantly smaller than the 
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Figure 4.13: Contour Plot Of Hotwash Fail Factor Against the Minimum 
Uptime for the Main Reactor for The Latin Hypercube Design 

sum of squares of the linear terms. The largest interaction term is between 

the hotwash fail factor and the hotwash parallel terms. The second largest 

interaction terms is between the average time to hotwash, and the minimum 

uptime for the main reactor. These two terms also have the largest individual 

sum of squares values. The interaction term is positive (Table 4.24). The 

contour plot of average time to hotwash against minimum uptime. for the 

main reactor are provided in Figure 4.14. The plant availability increases in 

the direction of decreasing avera.ge time to hotwash and increasing minimum 

uptime for the main reactor. Some interaction is evident, })ut it is small 

compared to the effect of the two individual factors. 

The evalues for the fitted kriging model are provided in Table 4.21. None 

of the e values are at the starting value of 0.1, i.e. optimized values were 

obtained. 

Central Composite Design 

The Central Composite Designs were discussed in Section 2.2.4. For this ex

periment a minimum Resolution V face centered Central Composite Design 
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Table 4.24: Response Surface Model Fitted to the D-Optimal Design Data. 

HotWashParralel 0 
Availability = 
92..5279 
-4.70356 * HotwashFailFactor 
-0.58339 * HotwashAverage 
1.477392 * MainRea.ctorSmallFa.iIFact 
0.26387 * MainReactorMin 
0.913913 * MainReactorBeta 
0.174606 * PostReactor:rVlin 
0.27405 * HotwashFailFactor * MainR.eactorMin 
-0.03323 * HotwashAverage * Ma.inReactorSmallFaiIFa.ct 
0.026647 * HotwashAverage * MainR.ea.ctorl'vlin 
-0.19212 * MainReactorSmallFailFact * PostReactorMin 

HotWashParralel 1 
Availability = 

91.53657 
-3.12206 * HotwashFailFactor 
-0.58339 * HotwashAverage 
1.477392 * I\1ainReactorSmallFailFact 
0.26387 * I\1ainReactorI\1in 
0.913913 * MainReactorBeta 
0.174606 * PostReactorMin 
0.27405 * HotwashFailFac:tor * MainR.eac:torMin 
-0.03323 * HotwashAverage * MainReactorSmallFailFact 
0.026647 * HotwashAverage * MainR.eactorl'vfin 
-0.19212 * MainReactorSmallFailFact * PostReactorMin 
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Figure 4.14: Contour Plot Of Hotwash Average Against the Minimum Up
time for the Main R.eactor for The D-Optimal Design 

were used. The Design Expert Software (Stat-Ease, 2006) were used to set 

up a design in the 7 variables and ranges in Table 4.19. For 7 variables a 78 

run design was constructed and analysed using the Design Expert Software 

(Stat-Ease, 2006). The central composite design replicates a 39 run (includ

ing 5 center points) 6 factor design for both of the levels of the categorical 

factor "Hotwash Parallel or Series". The ANOVA table is provided in Table 

7.20, Appendix 7.4. The ANOVA table depicts the significant factors only. 

The final equation in terms of the a,ctual factors a,re provided in Table 4.25. 

From the ANOVA table it can be observed that the sum of squares of the 

interadion terms are significantly smaller than the sum of squares of the 

linear terms. The largest interaction term is between the average time to 

hotwash, and the minimum uptime for the main reactor. These two terms 

also have the largest individual sum of squares values. The interaction term 

is positive (Table 4.25). The contour plot of average time to hotwash against 

minimum uptime for the main reactor are provided in Figure 4.15. The plant 

availability increases in the direction of decreasing average time to hotwash 

and increasing minimum uptime for the main reactor. Some interaction is 
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Figure 4.15: Contour Plot Of Hotwash Average Against the Minimum Up
time for the IVIain Reactor for The Central Composite Design 

evident, but it is small compared to the effect of the two individual factors. 

The evalues for the fitted kriging model are provided in Table 4.21. None 

of the e values are at the starting value of 0.1, i.e. optimized values were 

obtained. 

Summary 

The R-Squared values for all the designs discussed in this leg are summarized 

in Table 4.26. All the designs have high R-squared values illustrating that 

the respective models are accepta.ble. The p value for the models are also 

< 0.0001 for aU the designs (see the ANOVA tables in Appendix 7.4) which 

indicates that the models are significant. 

From the ANOVA tables in Appendix 7.4 it can be observed that the 

hotwash fail factor, average time to hotwash, minimum uptime for the main 

reactor, and parallel or series hotwash consistently are the factors with the 

highest sum of square values. It can also be observed that the linear terms 

generally have significantly larger sum of square values than the interaction 

terms. 
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Table 4.25: Response Surface I'vfodcl Fitted to the Central Composite Design 
Data. 

HotWashParra.lel 0 
Availability = 

67.7362 
-3.25359 * HotwashFailFactor 
-0.67777 * HotwashAverage 
-0.9106 * l'vfaillReactorSmallFailFact. 
1.843254 * IVlainReactorMin 
2.554312 * IVlainReactorBeta 
3.314294 * PostReactorMin 
0.036156 * HotwashFailFactor * Hotwa..c;hAverage 
-0.02018 * HotwashAverage * MainReactorSma.llFailFact 
0.026731 * HotwashAvera-ge * I\ilainReactorMin 
-0.22315 * MainR.eactorMin * MaillReactorBeta 
-0.16005 * PostReactorIvEn:':: 

Hot\i\TashParralel 1 
Availability = 

70.99318 
-2.41533 * HotwashFailFactor 
-0.67777 * HotwashAverage 
-0.9106 * I\1ainReactorSmallFailFact 
1.485222 * MainReactorMin 
2.554312 * MaillReactorBeta. 
3.314294 * PostReactorMin 
0.036156 * HotwashFailFactor * HotwashAverage 
-0.02018 * HotwashAverage * l\ilainReactorSmaJlFailFact 
0.026731 * HotwashAvera.ge * MaillReactorMin 
-0.22315 * MainReactorIvIill * MainReactorBeta 
-0.16005 * PostReactorMin<: 
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Table 4.26: R-Squared values for the designs discussed in for the Latin Hy
percube Leg. 

R-Squared Adj R-Squared Pred R-Squared 
Fractional Factorial 0.99 0.99 0.98 
Uniform 0.98 0.98 0.97 
Latin Hypercube 0.96 0.96 0.95 
D-Optimal 0.98 0.98 0.97 
Central Composite 0.99 0.99 0.99 

From Table 4.21 it can be observed that the e values are significantly 

larger for the average time to hotwash than for the other factors for aU the 

designs, except for the maximin latin hypercube design. For the maximin 

latin hypercube the largest evalue is obtained for the minimum uptime for 

the main reactor. 
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Table 4.27: Variables and ranges used in the Second Phase for the D-Optimal 
Design Leg. 

Name Low High 
Hotwash Average 12 36 
Scale Parameter (/3) for Activation Reactor Uptime 2 4 
Main Reactor Fail Factor 0 2 
Minimum Uptime Main Reactor 4 8 

4.3.4 D-Optimal Design 

The factors in Table 4.27 were found to be significant from the in the D

Optimal Design in the Screening Phase (Section 4.2.5). The designs in this 

section are based on the factors and ranges in Table 4.27. 

Fractional Factorial Design 

The Fractional Factorial Designs were discussed in Section 2.2.2. For this 

experiment a full 24 design was used. The Design Expert Software (Stat

Ease, 2006) was used to set up a design in the 4 variables and ranges in Table 

4.27. For 4 variables a 24 Factorial Design in 16 runs was constructed and 

analysed using the Design Expert Software (Stat-Ease, 2006). Five center 

points were added to the design. The ANOVA table is provided in Table 

7.26, Appendix 7.6. The ANOVA table depicts the significant factors only. 

The final equation in terms of the actual factors are provided in Table 4.28. 

From the ANOVA table it can be observed that the sum of squares of the 

interaction term are significantly smaller than the sum of squares of the 

linear terms. The largest interaction terms is between the average time to 

hotwash, and the minimum uptime for the main reactor. These two terms 

also have the largest individual sum of squares values. The interaction term 

is positive (Table 4.28). The contour plot of average time to hotwash against 

minimum uptime for the main reactor are provided in Figure 4.16. The plant 

ava.ilability increases in the direction of decreasing average time to hotwash 

and increasing minimum uptime for the main reactor. Some interaction is 

eVident, but it is small compared to the effect of the two individual factors. 
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Table 4.28: Response Surface IvIodel Fitted to the Fractional Factorial Design 
Data. 

Availabiltiy = 
84.82648 
-0.66353 * HotwashAverage 
0.723572 * ActivationReactorBeta 
-1.0265 * MainR.eactorSmallFailFac:t 
1.021977 * NlainReactorIvIin 
0.030193 * HotwashAverage * l'vlainR.eactorIvIin 

Table 4.29: eValueI' for the Kriging Models for D-Optimal Design. 

Fractional Fa.ctorial Uniform Lhs Dopt CeD 
HotwashAverage 0.3564 0.2245 0.0749 0.3564 0.1808 
ActivationReactorBeta 0.0250 0.0118 0.0452 0.0250 0.0958 
MainReactorSmallFailFact 0.0070 0.0125 0.0273 0.0070 0.0493 
MainReactorMin 0.0500 0.3364 0.2709 0.0500 0.0805 

The evalues for the fitted kriging model are provided in Table 4.29. None 

of the e values are at the starting value of 0.1, i.e. optimized values were 

obtained. 

Uniform Design 

The Uniform Designs were discussed in Section 2.3.2. A U20 (44 
), 4 factor, 4 

level, 20 run uniform design was downloaded from the website 

http://www.math.hkbu.edu.hk/UniformDesign!index.html for the Uni

form Design Experiments. For the categorical factor "Hotwash Parallel or 

Series" the levels 1 and 2 were combined to create "Hotwash Series", coded 

as 0, and levels 3 and 4 were combined to create "Hotwash Parallel" coded 

as 1. The design was scaled to represent the ranges in Table 4.27. Five 

center points were added to the design. The ANOVA table is provided in 

Table 7.27, Appendix 7.6. The ANOVA table depicts the significant factors 

only. The final equation in terms of the actual factors are provided in Table 

4.30. No interaction terms are present in this model. The la.rgest factors in 

terms of SUIll of squares are the average time to hotwash, and the minimum 
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Figure 4.16: Contour Plot Of Hotwash Average Against the Minimum Up
time for the Main Reactor for The Fractional Factorial Design 

Table 4.30: Response Surface Model Fitted to the Uniform Design Data. 
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Availabiltiy = 
80.24153 
-0.47175 * HotwashAvel'age 
0.597277 * ActivationReactorBeta 
-1.30074 * MainR.eactorSmallFailFact 
1.908769 * JVlainReactorMin 

uptime for the main reactor. The plant availability increases in the direction 

of decreasing average time to hotwash and increasing minimum uptime for 

the main reactor. 

The evalues for the fitted kriging model are provided in Table 4.29. None 

of the e values are at the starting value of 0.1, i.e. optimized values were 

obtained. 
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Table 4.31: Response Surface Model Fitted to the Latin Hypercube Design 
Data. 

Availabiltiy = 

81.85653 
-0.47407 * HotwashAverage 
0.717627 * ActivationReactorBeta 
-1.12213 * MainReactorSma.llFailFact 
1.59682 * 1tIainReactorMin 

Latin Hypercube Design 

The Latin Hypercube Designs were discussed in Section 2.3.1. A 4 factor, 

20 run Latin hypercube was created in R (R Development Core Team, 2008) 

using the function maximinLHS in the lhs package (Carnell, 2006). This 

creates a Latin hypercube design optimized for the maximin criteria. The 

design was scaled to represent the ranges in Table 4.27. Five center points 

were added to the design. The ANOVA table is provided in Table 7.28, 

Appendix 7.6. The ANOVA table depicts the significant factors only. The 

final equation in terms of the actual factors are provided in Table 4.31. No 

interaction terms are present in this model. The largest factors in terms of 

sum of squares are the average time to hotwash, and the minimum uptime 

for the main reactor. The plant availability increases in the direction of 

decreasing average time to hotwash and increasing minimum uptime for the 

main reactor. 

The evalues for the fitted kriging model are provided in Table 4.29. None 

of the (J values are at the starting value of 0.1, i.e. optimized values were 

obtained. 

D-Optimal Design 

The D-Optimal Designs were discussed in Section 2.2.5. A 16 run D-Optima.l 

design for the main and interaction effects model for the factor ranges in Table 

4.27 was created and analyzed using the Design Expert Software (Stat-Ease, 

2006). Five center points were added to the design. The ANOVA table 
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Table 4.32: Response Surface Model Fitted to the D-Optimal Design Data. 

I Availabiltiy 
84.91651 
-0.66353 * HotwashAverage 
0.723572 * Activa.tionReactorBeta 
-1.0265 * MainReactorSmallFailFact 
1.021977 * MainReactorMin 
0.030193 * HotwashAvel'age * IvlainReactorMin 

is provided in Table 7.29, Appendix 7.6. The ANOVA table depicts the 

significant factors only. The final equation in terms of the actual factors 

are provided in Table 4.32. From the ANOVA table it can be observed 

that the sum of squares of the interaction terms are significantly smaller 

than the sum of squares of the linear terms. The .largest interaction term is 

between the average time to hotwash, and the minimum uptime for the main 

reactor. These two terms also have the largest individual sum of squares 

values. The interaction term is positive (Table 4.32). The contour plot of 

average time to hotwash against minimum uptime for the main reactor are 

provided in Figure 4.17. The plant availability increases in the direction of 

decreasing average time to hotwash and increasing minimum uptime for the 

main reactor. Some interaction is evident, but it is small compared to the 

effect of the two individual factors. 

The evalues for the fitted kriging model are provided in Table 4.29. None 

of the e values are at the starting value of 0.1, i.e. optimized values were 

obtained. 

Central Composite Design 

The Central Composite Designs were discussed in Section 2.2.4. For this 

experiment a small face centered Central Composite Design was used. The 

Design Expert Software (Stat-Ease, 2006) were used to set up a design in 

the 4 variables and ranges in Table 4.27. For 4 variables a 21 run design 

was constructed and analyseclusing the Design Expert Software (Stat-Ease, 

2006). Five center points were added to the design. The ANOVA table 
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Figure 4.17: Contour Plot Of Hotwash Average Against the 1'v1inimum Up
time for the Ivlain Reactor for The D-Optimal Design 

is provided in Table 7.30, Appendix 7.6. The ANOVA table depicts the 

significant factors only. The final equation in terms of the actual factors are 

provided in Table 4.33. No interaction terms are present in this model. The 

largest factors in terms of sum of squares are the average time to hotwash, and 

the minimum uptime for the main reactor. The plant availability increases in 

the direction of decreasing average time to hotwash and increasing minimum 

uptime for the main reactor. 

The evalues for the fitted kriging model are provided in Table 4.29. None 

of the e values are at the starting value of 0.1, i.e. optimized values were 

obtained. 

Summary 

The R-Squared values for all the designs discussed in this leg are summarized 

in Table 4.34. All the designs have high R-squared values illustrating that 

the respective models are acceptable. The p value for the models are also 

< 0.0001 for all the designs (see the ANOVA tables in Appendix 7.6) which 

indicates that the models are significant. 
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Table 4.33: Response Surface Model Fitted to the Central Composite Design 
Data. 

Availabilt.iy 
81.856526 
-0.474072 
0.7176267 
-1.1221254 
1.5968198 

* HotwashAverage 
* ActivationReactorBeta 
* MainReactorSmallFailFact 
* j'v1ainReactorMin 

Table 4.34: R-Squared values for the designs discussed in for the D-OptimaI 
Leg. 

R-Squared Adj R-Squared Pred R-Squared 
Fractional Factorial 0.99 0.98 0.98 
Uniform 0.97 0.97 0.96 
Latin Hypercube 0.96 0.96 0.95 
D-Optimal 0.99 0.98 0.98 
Central Composite 0.97 0.97 0.96 

From the ANOVA tables in Appendix 7.6 it can be observed that the 

average time to hotwash, and minimum uptime for the main reactor con

sistently are the factors with the highest sum of square values. It can also 

be observed that the linear terms generally have significantly larger sum of 

square values than the interaction terms. 

From Table 4.29 it can be observed that t.he e values are significantly 

larger for the average time to hotwash t.han for the other factors for all the 

designs, except for the uniform design. For t.he uniform design the largest e 
value is obtained for the minimum uptime for t.he main reactor. 
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Table 4.35: Variables and ranges used in the Second Phase for the Plackett
Burman Design Leg. 

Name Low High 
Hotwash Fail Factor 1 3 
Hydroblasting Days 4 6 
Hotwash Average 12 36 
Main Reactor Fail Factor 0 2 
Minimum Uptime Main Reactor 4 8 
Scale Parameter ({3) for Main Reactor Uptime 2 4 
Hotwash Parallel or Series 0 1 

4.3.5 Plackett-Burman 

The factors in Table 4.35 were found to be significant from the Plackett

Burman design in the Screening Phase (Section 4.2.2). The designs ill this 

section are based on the factors and ranges in Table 4.35. 

Fractional Factorial Design 

The Fractional Factorial Designs were discussed in Section 2.2.2. For this 

experiment a resolution VII design was used, because no Resolution V Frac

tional Factorial Design are available for 7 factors. Using a resolution VII 

design the main effects and second order interactions can still be evaluated. 

The Design Expert Software (Stat-Ease, 2006) was used to set up a design 

in the 7 variables and ranges in Table 4.35. For 7 variables a 27
-

1 Fractional 

Factorial Design in 64 runs (Resolution VII) was constructed and analysed 

using the Design Expert Software (Stat-Ease, 2006). Five center points were 

added to the design. The center point was repeated for both of the levels 

of the categorical factor "Hotwash Parallel or Series". The ANOVA table is 

provided in Table 7.21, Appendix 7.5. The ANOVA table depicts the sig

nificant fa.ctors only. The final equation in terms of the actual factors a.re 

provided in Table 4.36. Note that because HotWashParralel is a categorical 

variable, two equations are obtained. One for Series Hotwash (Coded as 0), 

and one for Parallel Hotwash (Coded as 1). From the ANOVA table it can 

be observed that the sum of squares of the interaction term are significantly 
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Figure 4.18: Contour Plot Of Hotwash Average Against the Minimum Up
time for the Main Reactor for The Fractional Factorial Design 

smaller than the sum of squares of the linear terms. The largest interaction 

terms is between the average time to hotwash, and the minimum uptime for 

the main reactor. These two terms also have the largest individual sum of 

squares values. The interaction term is positive (Table 4.36). The contour 

plot of average time to hotwash against minimum uptime for the main reactor 

are provided in Figure 4.18. The plant availability increases in the direction 

of decreasing average time to hotwash and increasing minimum uptime for 

the main reactor. Some interaction is evident, but it is small compared to 

the effect of the two individual factors. 

The evalues for the fitted kriging model are provided in Table 4.37. None 

of the e values are at the starting value of 0.1, i.e. optimized values were 

obtained. 

Uniform Design 

The Uniform Designs were discussed in Section 2.3.2. A U4s (47) , 7 factor, 4 

level, 48 run uniform design was downloaded from the website 

http://www.math.hkbu.edu.hk/UniformDesign!index .html for the Uni
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Table 4.36: Response Surface Model Fitted to the Fractional Factorial Design 
Data. 

HotWashParralel 0 
Availability = 
89.08986 
-0.83866 * HotwashFailFactor 
-0.85466 * HyclroblastingDays 
-0.72114 * HotwashAverage 
-1.20139 * MainR.eactorSrnallFailFact 
1.849825 * MainReactor:Min 
2.608921 * 1-'1ainReactorBeta 
-0.49076 * HotwashFailFactor * HydroblastingDays 
0.035224 * HotwashFailFactor * HotwashAverage 
0.030927 * HotwashAverage * MainReactorMin 
-0.25827 * MainReactorMin * MainReactorBeta 

HotWashParralel 1 
Availability = 
87.22467 
0.085295 * HotwashFailFactor 
0.233336 * HydroblastingDays 
-0.72114 * HotwashAverage 
-1.20139 * MainReactorSma.llFailFact 
1.478649 * MainReactorMin 
2.608921 * MainReactorBeta 
-0.49076 * HotwashFailFactor * HydroblastingDays 
0.035224 * HotwashFailFactor * HotwashAverage 
0.030927 * HotwashAverage * MainReactorMin 
-0.25827 * :MainReactodvIin * IvlainReactorBeta 
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Table 4.37: eValues for the Kriging Models for Plackett-Burman Design. 

Fractional Fa.ctorial Uniform Lhs Dopt CCD 
HotwashFailFactor 0.0583 0.0962 0.1587 0.0184 0.1470 
HydroblastingDays 0.0429 0.0794 0.0882 0.0085 0.0583 
HotwashAvera.ge 0.1260 0.3849 0.2775 0.0463 0.2722 
MainReactorSmallFailFa,c:t 0.0092 0.0116 0.2311 0.0054 0.0735 
MainReactorMin 0.0630 0.1039 0.0386 0.5040 0.0520 
MainReaetorBeta 0.0146 0.0764 0.0642 0.0170 0.0707 
HotWashParra.lel 0.0583 0.3429 0.1133 0.0184 0.0540 

form Design Experiments. The design was scaled to represent the ranges 

in Table 4.35. For the categorical factor "Hotwash Parallel or Series" the 

levels 1 and 2 were combined to create "Hotwash Series", coded as 0, and 

levels 3 and 4 were combined to create "Hotwash Parallel" coded as 1. Five 

center points were added to the design. The ANOVA table is provided in 

Table 7.22, Appendix 7.5. The ANOVA table depicts the significant factors 

only. The final equation in terms of the actual factors are provided in Table 

4.38. From the ANOVA table it can be observed that the sum of squares 

of the interaction terms are significantly smaller than the sum of squares of 

the linear terms. The largest interaction term is between the average time 

to hotwash, and the minimum uptime for the main reactor. These two terms 

also have the largest individual sum of squares values. The interaction term 

is positive (Table 4.38). The contour plot of average time to hotwash against 

minimum uptime for the main reactor are provided in Figure 4.19. The plant 

availability increases in the direction of decreasing average time to hotwash 

and increa,sing minimum uptime for the main reactor. Some interaction is 

eVident, but it is small compared to the effect of the two individual factors. 

The evalues for the fitted kriging model are provided in Table 4.37. None 

of the e values are at the starting value of 0.1, i.e. optimized values were 

obtained. 
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Table 4.38: Response Surface Model Fitteel to the Uniform Design Data. 

HotWashParralel I 0 
Availability = 

75.79199 
5.193429 * HotwashFailFactor 
1.901617 * HydroblastingDays 
-0.57305 * HotwashAverage 
-0.76026 * MainReactorSmallFailFact 
-1.01976 * IvIainReactorMin 
4.761282 * IVIainReactorBeta 
-1.39503 * HotwashFailFactor * HydroblastingDays 
0.097711 * HotwashAverage * ]\1ainReactorMin 
-0.12559 * HotwashAverage * IvIainReactorBeta 

HotWashParralel 1 
Availability 
84.50658 
5.193429 * HotwashFailFactor 
1.901617 * HyclroblastingDays 
-0.57305 * HotwashAverage 
-0.76026 * IvIainReactorSmallFailFact 
-1.01976 * MainReactorMin 
2.93782 * MainReactorBeta 
-1.39503 * HotwashFailFac:tor * HydroblastingDays 
0.097711 * HotwashAverage * MainReactorIvlin 
-0.12559 * HotwashAverage * :t\,fainReactorBeta 
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Figure 4.19: Contour Plot Of Hotwash Average Against the ]'vEnimum Up
time for the Main Reactor for The Uniform Design 

Latin Hypercube Design 

The Latin Hypercube Designs were discussed in Section 2.3.1. A 7 factor 48 

run Latin hypercube was created in R (R Development Core Team, 2008) 

using the function maximinLHS in the lhs package (Carnell, 2006). This 

creates a Latin hypercube design optimized for the maximin criteria. For 

the categorical factor "Hotwash Parallel or Series" the levels up to 0.5 were 

combined to create "Hotwash Series", coded as 0, and values greater than 

0.5 were combined to create "Hotwash Parallel" coded as 1. The design was 

scaled to represent the ranges in Table 4.35. Five center points were added 

to the design. The ANOVA table is provided in Table 7.23, Appendix 7.5. 

The ANOVA table depicts the significant factors only. The final equation 

in terms of the actual factors is provided in Table 4.39. From the ANOVA 

table it can be observed that the sum of squares of the interaction terms are 

significantly smaller than the sum of squares of the linear terms. The largest 

interaction term is between the hydroblasting days and the hotwash parallel 

terms. 

The evalues for the fitted kriging model are provided in Table 4.37. None 
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Table 4.39: Response Surface I'v1odel Fitted to the Latin Hypercube Design 
Data. 

HotWashParralel 0 
Ava-ilability = 
100.8434 
-2.50878 * HotwashFailFactor 
-2.22546 * HydroblastingDays 
-0.45455 * HotwashAverage 
1.22038 * MainReactorIvIin 

HotWashParralel 1 
Availability = 
89.81669 
-2.50878 * HotwashFailFactor 
0.352479 * HydroblastingDays 
-0.45455 * HotwashAverage 
1.22038 * IVIainReactorI'vIin 

of the f) values are at the starting value of 0.1, i.e. optimized values were 

obtained. 

D-Optimal Design 

The D-Optimal Designs were discussed in Section 2.2.5. A 34 run D-Optimal 

design for the main and interaction effects model for the factor ranges in Table 

4.35 was created and analyzed using the Design Expert Software (Stat-Ease, 

2006). Five center points were added to the design. The ANOVA table 

is provided in Table 7.24, Appendix 7.5. The ANOVA table depicts the 

significant factors only. The final equation in terms of the actual factors 

are provided in Table 4.40. From the ANOVA table it can be observed 

that the sum of squares of the interaction terms are significantly smaller 

than the sum of squares of the linear terms. The largest interaction term is 

between the average time to hotwash, and the minimum uptime for the main 

reactor. These two terms also have the largest individual sum of squares 

values. The interaction term is positive (Table 4.40). The contour plot of 
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Figure 4.20: Contour Plot Of Hotwash Average Against the l\,finimum Up
time for the Main Reactor for The D-Optimal Design 

avera.ge time to hotwash against minimum uptime for the main reactor are 

provided in Figure 4.20. The plant availability increases in the direction of 

decreasing average time to hotwash and increasing minimum uptime for the 

main reactor. Some interaction is evident, but it is small compared to the 

effect of the two individual factors. 

The evalues for the fitted kriging model are provided in Table 4.37. None 

of the () values are at the starting value of 0.1, i.e. optimized values were 

obtained. 

Central Composite Design 

The Central Composite Designs were discussed in Section 2.2.4. For this ex

periment a minimum Resolution V face centered Central Composite Design 

were used. The Design Expert Software (Stat-Ease, 2006) were used to set 

up a design in the 7 variables and ranges in Table 4.35. For 7 variables a 78 

run design was constructed and analysed using the Design Expert Software 

(Stat-Ease, 2006). The central composite design replicates a 39 run (includ

ing 5 center points) 6 factor design for both of the levels of the categorical 
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Table 4.40: Response Surface Model Fitted to the D-Optimal Design Data. 

HotWashParra.lel 0 
Availability = 
96.74765 
-4.4761 * HotwashFailFactor 
-1.68826 * HydroblastingDays 
-0.72359 * HotwashAverage 
-1.22787 * MainReactorSmallFailFact 
1.146591 * MainReactorMin 
2.395587 * MainReactorBeta 
0.03765 * HotwashFailFactor * HotwashAverage 
0.264416 * HotwashFailFactor * MainReactorrVIin 
0.032332 * HotwashAverage * MainReactorMin 
-0.21765 * MainReactorMin * MainReactorBeta 

HotWashParra.lel 1 
Availability = 
97.35636 
-4.4761 * HotwashFailFactor 
-0.64822 * HydroblastingDays 
-0.72359 * HotwashAverage 
-1.22787 * MainReactorSmallFailFac:t 
0.635248 * MainReactorMin 
2.395587 * MainReactorBeta 
0.03765 * HotwashFailFactor * HotwashAverage 
0.264416 * HotwashFailFactor * MainReactorMin 
0.032332 * HotwashAverage * MainReactorMin 
-0.21765 * MainReactorMin * MainReactorBeta 
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Figure 4.21: Contour Plot Of Hotwash Average Against the Minimum Up
time for the Main Reactor for The Central Composite Design 

factor "Hotwash PaJoallel or Series". The ANOVA table is provided in Table 

7.25, Appendix 7.5. The ANOVA table depicts the significant factors only. 

The final equation in terms of the actual factors are provided in Table 4.41. 

From the ANOVA table it can be observed that the sum of squares of the 

interaction terms are significantly smaller than the sum of squares of the 

linear terms. The largest interaction t.erm is between the average time to 

hotwash, and the minimum uptime for the main reactor. These two terms 

also have the largest individual sum of squares values. The interaction term 

is positive (Table 4.41). The cont.our plot of average time to hotwash against 

minimum uptime for the main reactor is provided in Figure 4.21. The plant 

availability increases in the direction of decreasing average time to hotwash 

and increasing minimum uptime for the main reactor. Some interaction is 

evident, but it is small compared to the effect of the two individual factors. 

The evalues for the fitted kriging model are provided in Table 4.37. None 

of the e values are at the starting value of 0.1, i.e. optimized values were 

obtained. 
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Table 4.41: Response Surface Model Fitted to the Fractional Factorial Design 
Data. 

HotWashParralel 0 
Availability = 

87.82554 
-0.08308 * HotwashFailFactor 
-0.34735 * HydroblastingDays 
-0.81331 * HotwashAverage 
0.589992 * MainReactorSmallFailFad 
1.110545 * MainReactorMin 
4.320281 * MainReac.torBeta 
-0.60735 * HotwashFailFactor * HydroblastingDays 
0.034207 * HotwashFailFactor * HotwashAverage 
-0.03052 * HotwashAverage * MainReactorSmallFailFact 
0.035951 * HotwashAverage * MainReactorI\1in 
0.033248 * HotwashAverage * MainReactorBeta 
-0.33594 * MainReactorSmallFailFact * IVlainReactorBeta 
-0.16839 * MainReactorMin * MainReactorBeta 
-0.43525 * MainReactorBeta4 

HotWashParralel 1 
Availability = 

83.4447 
0.817523 * HotwashFailFactor 
0.705681 * HydroblastingDays 
-0.81331 * HotwashAverage 
0.589992 * MainReactorSmallFailFact 
1.110545 * MainReactorMin 
4.320281 * MainReactorBeta 
-0.60735 * HotwashFailFactor * HydroblastingDays 
0.034207 * HotwashFailFactor * HotwashAverage 
-0.03052 * HotwashAverage * TvlainReactorSmallFailFact 
0.035951 * HotwashAverage * MainReactorMin 
0.033248 * HotwashAverage * MainReactorBeta 
-0.33594 * MainReactorSma.llFailFact * MainReactorBeta 
-0.16839 * MainReactorMin * MainReactorBeta 
-0.43525 * MainReactorBeta4 
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Table 4.42: R-Squared values for the designs discussed in for the Plackett
Burman Leg. 

R-Squared Adj R-Squared Pred R-Squared 
Fractional Factorial 0.98 0.98 0.97 

Uniform 0.83 0.79 0.69 
Latin Hypercube 0.86 0.84 0.81 

D-Optimal 0.98 0.98 0.96 
Central Composite 0.98 0.98 0.96 

Summary 

The B.-Squared values for all the designs discussed in this leg are summarized 

in Table 4.26. All the designs have high R-squared values illustrating that 

the respective models are acceptable. The p value for the models are also 

< 0.0001 for all the designs (see the ANOVA tables in Appendix 7.5) which 

indicates that the models are significant. 

From the ANOVA tables in Appendix 7.5 it can be observed that the 

average time to hotwash, and minimum uptime for the main reactor con

sistently are the factors with the highest sum of square values. It can also 

be observed that the linear terms generally have significantly larger sum of 

square values than the interaction terms. 

From Table 4.37 it can be observed that the () values are significantly 

larger for the average time to hotwash than for the other factors for all the 

designs, except for the cl-optimal design. For the d-optirnal design the largest 

() is obtained for the minimum uptime for the main reactor. 
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Chapter 5 

Results and Practical 

Application 

5.1 Results 

Two approximation models for the input-output relationship are compared, 

namely: 

• Response Surface (Section 3.2) . 

• Kriging (Section 3.3). 

For each of the designs in section 4.3 a Response Surface Model and 

Kriging model were fitted to the data. The Response Surface :rvlodel was 

fitted using Design Expert (Stat-Ease, 2006). The Kriging model was fitted 

using the DACE toolbox (Lophaven et al., 2002) in :Matlab (l'\!fathworks, 

2007). A 20 run random Latin Hypercube design was created using the 

randomLHS function in the Ihs (Carnell, 2006) package in R (R Development 

Core Team, 2008) for the validation grid in all 14 factors and ranges in Table 

4.1. The Arena model was used to predict the plant availabilities for the 

validation grid. A validation grid is used to assess the accmacy of the models 

in predicting the plant availability at the new factor level combinations. 

The philosophy hehind generating the validation set over all 14 factors 

is to test if the factors that were screened out as "not significant" really 
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do not ha.ve an effect on the response. Therefore it is a validation of the 

effectiveness of the screening designs in determining the factors that do not 

have a significant effect on the response of interest. If the factors really do not 

have a significant effect on the response, the predictions of the approximation 

models should be accurate, regardless of the values of these factors. 

For each approximation model in Figure 1.2 in Phase 3 the plant avail

abilities were predicted for the validation grid. The Mean Square Error (1.8) 

and Maximum Absolute Error (1.7) values for the predictions were calcu

lated. The Arena model predictions were used as the "actual" values for 

these calculations. 

The calculated mean square errors are summarized in Tables 5.1 and 5.2 

for the response surface and kriging models respectively, and the calculated 

maximum absolute errors are summarized in Tables 5.3 and 5.4 for the re

sponse surface and kriging models respectively. The column names are the 

screening designs used to determine the significant factors, and the different 

rows are the second phase designs used to fit the response surface and kriging 

models. In interpreting these results care must be taken to keep in mind that 

the output from a simulation model is not deterministic. The results of each 

run is therefore a "sample" of the population. This is very similar to phys

ical experiments. Therefore, the exact criteria values are not as important 

as the general trends between the different design and approximation model 

combinations. A small difference between two criteria values could be due to 

random variation. 

The results in Tables 5.1 to 5.4 are also graphically depicted in Figures 

5.1 to 5.4. The y axis depicts the criterion values, and the x axis depicts 

the Interaction Designs. The abbreviations used for the design names are 

summarized in Table 5.5. Each line in the graphs correspond to a different 

screening design. 

5.2 Discussion 

From Tables 5.1 to 5.4 and Figures 5.1 to 5.4 it can be observed that the 

lowest criterion values for both the Response Surface Models and the Kriging 
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Table 5.1: I'vlean Square Error Values for the Response Surface Model Pre
dictions against the Arena model values. 

Interaction Designs Screening DeSIgns 
Fractional Uniform Latin. HypercUbe Plackett D-optinlal 
Factorial Design Design Burman. 

Fractional Factorial 2.50 1.43 1.07 0.85 2.67 
Uniforln Design 2.22 1041 1.25 1.70 2.42 
Latin Hypercube Design 2.37 1.42 1.42 1.56 2.35 
D-optilnal 2.53 ],47 1.05 0.8G 2.62 
Central Com.posite Design 2.28 1.35 1.08 l.05 2.53 

Table 5.2: Mean Square Error Values for the Kriging Model Predictions 
against the Arena model values. 

Interaction Designs Screening Designs 
Fractional Unifornl Latin Hypercube PlaCkett TI-optimal 
Factorial Design Design Burman 

Fra.ctional Factorial 2.03 1.75 1.35 1.38 2.52 
UniforlTI Design 2.02 1.81 1.2-1 2.29 2.4:, 
Latin Hypercube Design 2.34 2.1~~ 1.38 2.38 2.59 
D-opthnal 1.97 1.65 ),:33 1.32 2.52 
Centt"al Com.posite Design 2.89 1.57 1.20 1.33 2.69 
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Figure 5.1: Plot of Mea.n Square Error Values for the Response Surfa.ce J\lodel 
Predictions against the Arena model va.lues. 
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Figure 5.2: Plot of Mean Square Error Values for the Kriging Model Predic
tions against the Arena model values. 

Table 5.3: Maximum Absolute Error Values for the Response Surface Model 
Predictions against the Arena model values. 

Interaction Designs Screening Designs 
Fractional Uniforn'l Latin. Hypercub~ Plackett D-optimal 

Factorial Design Design Burman 
Fra.ctional Factorial 4.79 3.13 2.08 1.60 5.65 
Uniform Design. 4.34 2..1.5 2.44 3.63 ,1).06 
Latin Hypercube Design 4.17 3.88 2.99 2.99 'L63 
D-optilnal 4.98 3.43 1.89 1.68 5.56 
Central Com.posite Design 4..61 2.83 2.21 2.36 ,1.86 

Table 5.4: Maximum Absolute Error Values for the Kriging I'vlodel Predic
tions against the Arena model values. 

Interaction Designs Screening Designs 
Fractional Ullifornl Latin Hypercube Plackett- D-optjn'laJ 
Factorial Design Design Burman 

Fractional Factorial 4.00 3.82 2.80 2.55 6.24 
Uniform Design 3.81 .1.20 2.57 4.94 5.24 
Latin Hypercube Design 4.10 5.84 2.41 5.45 5.62 
D-optimal 3.35 3.85 2.84 2.51 6.2eJ. 
Central Conlposite Design 6.08 3.88 3.1'j 2.58 5.615 
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-------

Table 5.5: Design Abbreviations Used in Graph Legends. 

Design Nalne Design Abbreviation 
Fra.ctional Fac:t,orial Design FF 
Uniform Designs LIN! 
La-tin Hypen:ubE' Design LHS 
D-Opiima.l Design DOl' 
Centra.l COinposite Design CCD 
PlackE'tt-DuTrl.1a,ll De,';;ign Pl3 

>---0----

° FF 
~ UNl 
+ LHS 
x PB 
¢ DOPT 

°---===0 

FF UNI LHS DDPT CCD 

Interaction Designs 

Figure 5.3: Plot of Maximum Absolute Error Values for the Response Surface 
:Model Predictions against the Arena model values. 
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Figure 5.4: Plot of Maximum Absolute Error Values for the Kriging Model 
Predictions against the Arena model values. 

models originate from the Plackett-Burman and Maximin Latin Hypercube 

screening designs. From these results it can be observed that the Plackett

Burman and Maximin Latin Hypercube designs are the most effective screen

ing designs for this case study. Comparing the ANOVA tables in Table 7.2 

(Plackett-Burman) and Table 7.4 (Maximin Latin Hypercube Design) in Ap

pendix 7.1 the results for the two designs are very similar. The only difference 

between the significant factors indicated by these two screening designs are 

that the Plac:kett-Burman Design includes the hydroblasting days whereas 

the Maximin Latin Hypercube Design includes the minimum uptime for the 

post reactor. 

Using effective and efficient screening designs are of great practical im

portance. In an industrial experimental design study, the screening results 

are the building blocks for the following experimental phases. If the incor

rect factors are used in the following phases, it can lead to misleading and 

suboptimal findings. 

From Tables 5.1 to 5.4 and Figures 5.1 to 5.4 it can be observed that 

the lowest criterion values for the Response Surface Models originate from 
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the Fractional Factorial and D-Optimal second phase designs for hoth the 

Plackett-Burman and Maximin Latin Hypercube screening legs. The Central 

Composite design also yields comparable results. For the Kriging Models 

it can be observed that the lowest criterion values are obtained form the 

Fractional Factorial and D-Optimal second phase designs for the Plackett

Burman screening legs, and all the second phase designs yields comparable 

results for the Maximin Latin Hypercube Design leg. Therefore it can be 

observed th",t the space filling designs (Uniform Design and Nlaximin Latin 

Hypercube Design) are more effective for fitting Kriging Models than for 

fitting Response Surface ]\l10d81s. This could he explained by the inherent 

differences between these two approximation models. 

Kriging models and linear regression models share a common mathemat

ical framework consisting of regressors and errors, but the emphasis is quite 

different. Linear regression focuses entirely on the regressors and their coeffi

cient estimates, and makes simplistic assumptions about the errors (indepen

dence). In contrast, kriging makes simplistic assumptions about the regres

sors (just a constant term) and focuses entirely on the correlation structure 

of the errors. Thus, regression and kriging are probably best thought of as 

diametric opposites. Regression is about estimating regression coefficients 

that (together with the assumed functional form) completely describe what 

the function is. Kriging is about estimating correlation parameters that de

scribe how the function typica.lly behaves. As we have seen, kriging makes 

predictions by interpolating and extrapolating from the data in a way most 

consistent with the estimated typical behavior (Donald R. Jones, 1998). 

Space filling designs would therefore be beneficial to the kriging models 

as they use interpolation to predict new values. Minimum distance between 

the design points would therefore ensure that any new value is as close as 

possible to a design point to minimize the distance that must be interpolated. 

Overall the difference between using the Response Surface IV10dels (Sec

tion 3.2) and the Kriging Models (Section 3.3) are not a.s pronounced. It 

would however seem that the Response Surface Models give slightly better 

results. This could possibly be due to the random nature of stochastic sim

ulation models (Section 1.2.1). Each design point of the simulation model 
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is a sample from all possible replications. There is therefore uncertainty 

around the actua.l value of the reponse at the specific design point. As dis

cussed above Kriging Models aJ'e interpolation models and are build on the 

assumption that the values of the design points are deterministic, i.e. two 

replications of the design point should yield the same response value. 

•	 The overall best leg of the tree in Figure 1.2 is the Plackett-Burman 

Design for Phase 1, the Fractional Factorial Design for Phase 2, and the 

Response Surface 1\10del for Phase 3, both in terms of the mean square 

error (1.8), and the maximum absolute error (1.7) criteria. This result 

might be specific to the case study. However, it is pro'vided as a general 

recommendation for the design and analysis of simulation experiments 

in industry. 

A plot of the predicted value from this approximation model versus the 

actual value from the Arena model is provided in Figure 5.5. The residual 

values (Actual- Predicted) are plotted in Figure 5.6. From these plots it can 

be observed that the response surface model is a good approximation of the 

arena model. This approximation model will be used to explore the design 

space for the case study. 

5.3 Practical Application 

5.3.1 Overall Plant Availability 

Typical question in a study like the one presented here, centers around the 

risk of decisions. The engineers need to compare the risk of different sce

narios. Risk is extremely difficult to quantify if you do not understand the 

design space well. In the current case study there are 14. factors involved, 

therefore, really understanding the design space and impacts are almost im

possible without doing a simulation study combined with an experimental 

design strategy. Some of the results obtained from this approximation model 

will now be discussed. 
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Figure 5.5: Plot of actual versus predicted values. 
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Figure 5.6: Residual plot. 
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As a first step, inspecting the ANOVA table (7.21) in Appendix 7.5 for 

the Fractional Factorial Design built on the significant factors observed from 

the Plackett-Burman design it can be observed that the sum of squares value 

for the average time to hotwash is much bigger than the SUln of squares 

for the other factors. Therefore this factor has the largest effect on the 

plant availability. The minimum uptime for the main reactor has the second 

largest sum of squares value. The interaction between these two factors has 

the largest sum of squares value of all the interaction terms. From Figure 

4.18 it is clear that the plant availability increases in. the direction of an 

increase in minimum uptime for the main reactor, and decreasing average 

time to hotwash. 

The design availability for the industrial plant has an impact on the sizing 

of the plant. A plant is designed for a certain throughput. The plant must 

be oversized to compensate for the downtime. This has a huge impact on 

cost. There is a trade-off between the risk that is involved and the cost. 

It is therefore very important to know the risk in designing for a certain 

availability, and to know which factors have the largest impact on the plant 

availability. 

One way to quantify the risk involved in designing for an availability is 

to ca1culate the area of the design space where the availability is at least as 

large as the design availability over the total design space. This is indicated 

as a percentage of the design space. In a system as complex as this it is not 

possible to analytica.11y calculate this area, but it can be approximated by 

random sampling techniques. Uniform random data can be generated for all 

the variables in their ranges, and the availabilities predicted with the model. 

The number of values above a certain availability divided by the total number 

of simulations is an approximation of the percentage of design area that have 

at least the chosen availability. This value is obviously dependent on the 

ranges of the factors used. The larger the number of simulations perform, 

the better the approximation will be. Using the Arena Simulation model the 

runtime will soon be prohibitively large. However, using the approximation 

model, this technique is practical and easy to apply. 

For this study 1000000 uniform random values was generated for each 
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Figure 5.7: Plot of percentage design space above percent availability values. 

factor using the runif function in R. (R Development Core Team, 2008). The 

upper and lower ranges of the factors in Table 4.35 were used for generating 

random samples. For the "Hotwash Parallel or Series" factor the values below 

0.5 were combined to create "Hotwash Series", coded as 0, and values greater 

than 0.5 were combined to create "Hotwash Parallel" coded as 1. The model 

in Table 4.36 was coded in R and used to predict the plant availability for 

each of the factor combinations. 

The plot in Figure 5.7 was generated by finding all the data points with an 

availability above the specified availability on the x axis, and calculating the 

percentage of values that satisfies this criterion divided by the total number 

of points (1000000). This gives an approximation of the percentage of the 

space that is covered by the data greater than the specified availability. This 

plot can be used to make an informed decision regarding the risk involved in 

designing the plant for a given availability. 

The median of the variables which satisfies the criterion is summarized 

in Table 5.6. For instance at an Availability Target = 92.5% the median 

of the factor values for the generated data which has availability greater 
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Table 5.6: Median Values of Factors for Different Availability Targets. 

A ....ailahility 
Ta.rget 

Hotwash 
Fa.il F'ac:tI1T 

Hydrobl<l$tinS" 
Days 

Hotwash 
Avera.ge 

I'dain Rea.ctol' 
Fa.il Factor 

l\·1in t1 pt.irne
:t\.·fain Re~("tor 

MaiD. React.or 
Beta 

HotvVash 
Parra-lei 

Percent,age Of 
Tor.al Design Space 

92.50 1.19 4.('i2 12.71 0.27 7.71 3.61 3.00 0.07 
90.00 1.38 4.70 13.56 0.54 7.38 3.33 3.00 1.91 
87.50 1.58 4.78 14.76 0.72 7.04 3.21 3.00 9.94 
85.00 1. 72 4.84 16.34 0.83 6.76 3.14 3.00 25.07 
82.50 1.82 4.88 lS.27 0.S9 6.5S 3.09 3.00 44.74 
SO.OO 1.89 4.92 20.33 0.93 6.43 3.06 3.00 65.45 
77.50 1.93 4.95 22.05 0.96 6.26 3.04 3.00 82.26 
75.00 1.97 4.97 23.1S 0.9S 6.12 3.02 3.00 92.83 
72.50 1.09 4.H9 2~1.75 0.99 6.04 3.01 3.00 97.83 
70.00 2.00 5.00 23.96 1..00 6.01 3.00 3.00 99.59 
67.50 2.00 5.00 2·\.00 1.00 G.OO 3.00 1.00 9~Ul7 

65.00 2.00 5.00 24.01 '1,00 6.00 3.00 1.00 100.00 
G2.50 2,00 5.00 2..1.01 1.00 G.OO :1.00 1.00 100.00 

than 92.5% are depicted. The Percentage of Total Design Space column 

gives an approximation of the percentage of the space that is covered by 

the data greater than the availability target. This information can be used 

to approximate the sensitivity of the availability at the target value to the 

factors. The more constrained the region gets, the closer to their boundary 

values some of the factors become. This is an indication that the availabilities 

are more sensitive to these factors. 

The histograms in Figure 5.8 are those of the factors which satisfies an 

availability greater than 90%. The histograms make it easy to visualize which 

factors are forced very close to one of their boundary values. For instance, 

the average time to hotwash has no values above the center point of 24, and 

is skewed to the lower boundary (12). The minimum uptime for the main 

reactor data is skewed to the upper limit (8). This confirms the findings from 

the ANOVA table. 

These results were used to make practical decisions on additional labo

ratory experiments and plant sizing. The techniques discussed here makes 

it possible to really explore the design space, understand the system un

der investigation and optimization. Making decisions without this level of 

understanding has a real monetary risk. The "safe" practice would be to 

over-design the plant to make sure the production volumes can be reached. 

Quantifying the risk, and understanding on which factors to focus to decrease 

this risk saves money and time. 
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Figure 5.8: Histograms of factor values when plant availability is constrained 
to be larger than 90%. 
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5.3.2 Percentage Time Offline 

In the case study some additional responses were tracked. Specifically, the 

percentage of the time that the plant are at 0% availability (offline). From the 

flowchart in Figure 1.2 and the discussion in Section 4.1, it can be observed 

that at any specific moment in time the overall plant availability can be 

either 100% (e.g. both trains are on line), 50% (one train is on line) or 0% 

(both trains are offline). The availability discussed above is calculated as 

the average availability over time. This is the most common way to report 

availability. However, the percentage time that the availability is at 0% has 

pra.ctical significance. During these periods, the plant can not receive any 

feed, and no output is produced. Considering that a plant in a refinery slots 

into the overall system, the feed will have to be diverted to another unit, or 

stored in a buffer. If the output is processed by another unit, the receiving 

unit will have to receive alternative feed, or source the feed from a buffer. 

If no such flexibility is available these units will have to shut down during 

this period. Buffers are expensive equipment, and the cost is related to the 

size of the buffer. The percentage time that the total plant is offline should 

therefore be minimized. The ANOVA table is provided in Table 5.8. The 

R-squared value for this model is 0.93. A square root transformation was 

performed on this data as suggested by the Box Cox transformation plot in 

Design Expert (Stat-Ease, 2006). The data are transformed to conform to 

the assumption of independent and identically distributed normal errors of 

the model. 

The approximation model for the percentage time offline is provided in 

Table 5.9. This model was coded in the R software. 1000000 uniform ran

dom values for each factor was created using the runif function in R, using 

the upper and lower ranges of the factors in Table 4.35. For the "Hotwash 

Parallel or Series" factor the values below 2 were combined to create "Hot

wash Series", coded as 0, and values greater than 2 were combined to create 

"Hotwash Parallel" coded as 1. The percentage time offline was predicted 

with the model in R. 

The plot in Figure 5.9 was generated by finding all the data points with a 
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Figure 5.9: Plot of percentage design space above percentage time offline 
target value. 

percentage time offline below the specified value on the x axis, and calculat

ing the percentage of values that satisfies this criterion divided by the total 

number of points (1000000). This gives an approximation of the percentage 

of the space that is covered by the data with a percentage of time offline lower 

than the specified value. This plot can be used to make an informed decision 

regarding the risk involved in designing the plant for a given pereentage time 

offline. 

The median of the variables that satisfies the criterion is summarized 

in Table .5.7. For example, at an Offline Target = 1% the median of the 

factor values for the generated data that has percentage time offline lower 

than 1% are depicted. The Percentage of Total Design Space colu~n gives 

an approximation of the percentage of the space that is covered by the data 

at the specified percentage time offline target value. This information can 

be used to approximate the sensitivity of the availability at the target value 

to the factors. The more constrained the region gets, the closer to their 

boundary values some of the factors become. This is an indication that the 

percentage time offline is more sensitive to these factors. 
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Table 5.7: Median Values of Factors for Different Percentage Time Offline 
Targets. 

OfBim:,: 
Ta.rget 

Hotwash 
Fa.il Fact.or 

Hydmblastjng 
Da.ys 

Hotwash 
Average 

}.·:Iain Rea.ctor 
Fail Factor 

l\·1in llptimt> 
r-..:lain R.eactor 

I'vlain Reactor 
Beta 

Hot\Vash 
Parralel 

Percentage Of 
Total Volume 

11.00 2.00 5.00 24.01 1.00 6.00 3.00 1.00 100.00 
10.00 2.00 5.()O 24.01 l.OO 6.00 3.00 1.00 99.99 
9.00 :2.00 .s.OO 24.00 1.00 6.00 3.00 3.00 99.92 
8.00 1.9~} 4.99 2:>.95 LOCI 6.(H 3.CICI ~l.OO 99.52 
7.00 1.98 4.98 23.83 0.99 6.04 3.01 3.00 98.02 
6.ClO 1.96 4.96 23.59 CI.9S 6.11 3.Cl2 3.00 94.0:3 
5.00 1.93 4.92 23.17 0.96 G.2~i 3.03 3.ClO 85.31 
'1.00 1.87 4·.86 22.39 0.93 6A2 3.05 3.0Cl 69.-19 
3.00 1.82 4.82 20.G5 0.89 G.GO 3.08 3.00 4G.98 
2.(jO 1.75 4.$2 17AG 0.87 (-.i. 78 :3.12 S.ClO 22.36 
1.00 1.'13 ,1.66 14.1 D 0.82 7.23 3.2/ 3.00 3.1G 

The histograms in Figure 5.10 are those of the factors which satisfy the 

percentage time Offline lower th~1n 1%. The histograms make it easy to 

visualize which factors are forced very close to one of their boundary values. 

For instance the average time to hotwash has no values above the center point 

of 24, and is skewed to the lower boundary (12). The minimum uptime for 

the main reactor data is skevved to the upper limit (8). These histograms are 

very similar to the histograms in Figure 5.8 for the total availability larger 

than 90%. 

5.3.3 Multiple Response Optimization 

In the case study it \~Tould obviously be beneficial to find the region where 

both the percentage time offline and overall availability are in an acceptable 

range. This can be achieved by using the numerical and graphical optimiza

tion techniques in Design Expert (Stat-Ease, 2006). For this case study the 

following criteria were specified: 

• Percentage time offline between 0 and 1. 

• Total availability between 90 and 100% 

Design expert uses the Derringer and Suich (Coetzer et a1., 2008b) de

sirability function approach to do the Multiple Response Optimization. The 

optimized results obtained by Design expert were then used to set the factor 

levels for the graphical optimization. An overlay plot (Figure 5.11) was cre
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Figure 5.10: Histograms of factor values when percentage of time offline is 
constrained to be less than 1%. 
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Table 5.8: ANOVA table for percentage time offline 

ANOVA for selected factorial model 
Analysis of variance table [Partial sum of squares - Type III] 

Sum of Mean F p-value 
Source Squares df Square Value Prob > F 
Model 26.68 1,5 1.78 50.84 < 0.0001 
A-HotwashFailFactor 2.61 1 2.61 74.68 < 0.0001 
B-HydroblastingDays 2.37 1 2.37 67.64 < 0.0001 
C-HotwashAverage 7.14 1 7.14 203.89 < 0.0001 
D-MainReactorSmallFailFact 0.67 1 0.67 19.20 < 0.0001 
E-MainReactorMin 6.47 1 6.47 184.78 < 0.0001 
F-MainReactorBeta 0.49 1 0.49 14.13 0.0004 
G-HotWashParralel 4.24 1 4.24 121.21 < 0.0001 
AC 0.14 1 0.14 3.86 0.0546 
AG 0.17 1 0.17 4.95 0.0303 
BG 0.59 1 0.59 16.74 0.0001 
CD 0.38 1 0.38 10.80 0.0018 
CE 0.27 1 0.27 7.61 0.0079 
CG 1.12 1 1.12 31.93 < 0.0001 
EF 0.12 1 0.12 3.33 0.0733 
EG 0.18 1 0.18 5.26 0.0256 
Curvature 0.02 2 0.01 0.35 0.7090 
Residual 1.92 55 0.03 
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Table 5.9: Response Surface Model for the percentage time offline. 

HotWashParralel 0 
Sqrt(AvailabilityO) = 
0.908140074 
0.349530928 * HotwashFailFactor 
0.290971096 * HydroblastingDays 
0.034543447 * HotwashAvera.ge 
-0.05175327 * MainRea.ctorSmallFailFact 
-0.18722762 * IVIainReactorNIin 
-0.218224505 * MainReactorBeta 
-0.003867316 * HotwashFailFactor * HotwashAveragc 
0.006469389 * HotwashAverage * MainReactorSmallFailFact 
-0.002715083 * HotwashAverage * MainReactorMin 
0.021568344 * MainReactorMin * lVIainReactorBeta 

HotWashParralel 1 
Sqrt(AvailabilityO) = 
0.705405077 
0.244450462 * HotwashFailFactor 
0.097652379 * HydroblastingDays 
0.056794269 * I-IotwashAverage 
-0.05175327 * MainReactorSmallFailFact 
-0.133018532 * MainReactorMin 
-0.218224505 * lVIainReactorBeta 
-0.003867316 * HotwashFailFactor * HotwashAverage 
0.006469389 * HotwashAverage * MainReactorSmallFailFact 
-0.002715083 * HotwashAverage * MainReactorMin 
0.021568344 * l'vlainReactorlVIin * MainReactorBeta 
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ated for the average time to hotwash and the minimum uptime for the main 

reactor satisfying the criteria. 

This plot can be used to aid design decisions regarding the average time 

to hotwash, given a minimum uptime for the main reactor. It is always 

beneficial to have a range of options available, as this allows for flexibility in 

choosing the most practical and cost effective factor levels for the design. 
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Chapter 6· 

Conclusions and Future 

Research 

6.1 Conclusions 

In this study different design and approximation models were compared, and 

the results were used to provide valuable answers concerning the configura

tion of the plant. 

The Plackett-Burman (Section 2.2.3) and Maximin Latin Hypercube (Sec

tion 2.3.1) designs were found to be the best screening designs for the case 

study discussed. Both the Plackett-Burman (Section 2.2.3) and lVlaximin 

Latin Hypercube (Section 2.3.1) designs are easy and convenient designs to 

Cl'eate and to use. JVlost modern statistical design packages should include 

these designs. Choosing between these two designs would mostly be a mat

ter of personal preference and modeling conciderations. A possible benefit 

of the Latin Hypercube family of designs is that it can be created for any 

number of runs and factor levels. The Plackett-Burman design would how

ever be beneficial if setting the factor levels in a simulation model is not 

trivial. Using the Latin Hypercube designs each design point is at a different 

factor level, whereas for the Plackett-Burman designs the factor levels are 

only varied between their upper and lower levels. In some simulation studies 

setting the factor levels is not easy. A lot of modeling work is involved in 
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setting the factors at each level of the design. For these kinds of models the 

Plackett-Burman design could be advantageous. 

For the second phase the Fractional Factorial design, D-Optima.l design 

and Central Composite design gave comparable results when fitting response 

surface models. If curvature is observed in the design space the Central 

Composite Design or second order D-Optimal design should be used. For 

the kriging model all the designs gave comparable results. An interesting 

observation is that the two space filling designs (Maximin Latin Hypercube 

and Uniform design) performed much better with the kriging model than 

with the response surface model. 

Responce Surface :t\,10dels and Kriging models differs in ease of use. Krig

ing models are much more difficult to fit and to interpret. In this study the 

only software found to be able to reliably and efficiently fit the kriging models 

was the DACE toolbox (Lophaven et al., 2002) in Matlab (Mathworks, 2007). 

Interpreting the optimal evalues for the model is also very difficult. It would 

also be problematic to release the model to a client, or use the model as 'n 

black box in a current simulation model. Response surface models are how

ever easy to fit with most statistical packages. The coefficients are easy to 

interpret, and it is trivial to built the approximation model into a simulation 

model, or any other software to release to a client . 

•	 The overall best leg of the tree in Figure 1.2 were found to be the 

Plackett-Burman Design for Phase 1, the Fractional Factorial Design 

for Phase 2, and the Response Surface Model for Phase 3, both in term 

of the mean square crror (1.8), and the maximum absolute error (1.7) 

criteria.. This result might be specific to the case study. However, it is 

provided as a general recommendation for the design and analysis of 

simulation experiments in industry. 

This approximation model was used to analyze the case study, and make 

recommendations to the engineers. The case study consists of 14 factors, and 

it would have been extremely difficult to get a good understanding of such a 

complex system without making use of simulation and design of experiments. 

The resulting approximation model can be used to effectively and efficiently 
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explore the design space, and gain valuable insight about the system under 

investigation. These results were used to decide on what factors to focus 

on in further experimental work in the pilot plant, and to make informed 

decisions about the sizing of the reactors. 

The work in this study clearly indicated that the average time to hot

wash the system and the minimum uptime for the main reactor are the two 

variables that have the biggest effect on the plant availability. Additional 

information regarding t.he risk of designing for a specified plant availability 

was also generated. This allows for informed decision making regarding the 

over sizing of the plant to compensate for the required plant availability. 

Additional to the results for the overall availabiltiy the percentage time 

offline was also analyzed. This gave additional insight into the plant perfor

mance. The average time to hotwash the system and the minimum uptime 

for the main reactor were again identified as the factors with the largest effect 

on the percentage of time that the plant is offline. 

These two criteria were combined in a multiple response optimization 

study (Coetzer et a1., 2008b; Kim and Lin, 1998, 2000) to find a feasible 

operating region of the average time to hotwash and the minimum uptime 

for the main reactor which satisfies the dual criterion. This is a powerful 

technique that can be used to find the optimal compromise between multiple 

response criteria. 

Building a simulation model is a difficult and time consuming process. It 

is therefore only natural to expect the maximum amount of value to be gained 

from the model. Experimental Design techniques can be used to greatly en

hance the quality and quantity of information and understanding that can 

be extracted from the simulation model. This ensures that the returns on 

the time and money put into building the model are maximized. As was 

demonstrated in the industrial case study discussed, once the approximation 

models are obtained countless possibilities are opened for further investiga

tion and optimization. An experimental design strategy should therefore 

form a critical part of any simulation study, if possible. 
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6.2 Future Research 

Experimental Design and Analysis for Simulation Experiments (DASE) is a 

powerful tool. This study only considered a small subset of the designs that 

currently exist. It would be specifically worthwhile to investigate alternative 

screening designs and techniques, for instance: 

•	 Supersaturated Designs (Li and Lin, 2002; Lin, 1993, 1995, 2003; Ya

mada and Lin, 1997) 

•	 Sequential Bifurcation (Bert Bettonvil, 1996; Kleijnen, 2008a,b; Klein

jen ct al., 2005; Sanchez, 2007) 

Kriging models in simulation studies are currently receiving a lot of atten

tion (Jack, 2007; Kleijnen and van Beers, 2004; Kleijnen, 2008a; Law, 2007; 

van Beers and Kleijnen, 2003, 2004). Investigating the use of these models in 

simulation, and the designs to use in conjunction with kriging models, would 

be a worthwhile exercise. 

Most simulation models in the petrochemical industry contains inputs 

and outputs that consists of mixtures. Experimental Design approaches for 

simulation models containing mixtures as inputs and outputs is in need of 

future research (Kleinjen et a1., 2005). 

Simulation studies normally have more than one confiicting output. The 

use of multiple response optimization approaches (Coetzer et a1., 2008b; Kim 

and Lin, 1998,2000) can help the analyst to find a good compromise between 

these responses. Future research in multiple response optimization would 

definitely be beneficial for application in simulation models. 

The model used in this paper turned out to be very linear. It is possible 

that the results will differ for more nonlinear simulation models. Examples of 

models that might behave very differently are supply chain models, consisting 

of tankers, trucks etc, process models which have a lot of interaction between 

different units, and an overall mass balance over the system etc. It would 

be worthwhile to investigate the behaviour of the different model "families" 

and find an experimental design framework specific to each type of model. 
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Chapter 7 

Appendix 

7.1 ANOVA Tables for Screening Design 

Table 7.1: ANOVA table for Fractional Factorial Design for Screening Phase 

ANOVA for selected factorial model 
Analysis of variance table [Partial sum of squares - Type III] 

Sum of Mean F p-value 
Source Squares df Square Value Prob > F 
Model 815.72 8 101.96 87.18 < 0.0001 
A-HotwashFailFactor 74.81 1 74.81 63.96 < 0.0001 
B-HydroblastingDays 28.32 1 28.32 24.21 0.0017 
C-HotwashAverage 467.76 1 467.76 399.93 < 0.0001 
E-ActivationReactorMin 18.16 1 18.16 15.52 0.0056 
F-ActivationReactorAlpha 23.36 1 23.36 19.97 0.0029 
H-MainReactorSmallFailFact 16.79 1 16.79 14.36 0.0068 
J-MainReactorMin 148.87 1 148.87 127.28 < 0.0001 
L-MainReactorBeta 37.66 1 37.66 32.20 0.0008 
Residual 8.19 7 1.17 
Cor Total 823.90 15 
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Table 7.2: ANOVA table for the Placket-Burman Design for Screening Phase 

ANOVA for selected factorial model 
Analysis of variance table [Partial sum of squares  Type III] 

Sum of Mean F p-value 
Source Squares df Square Value Prob> F 
Model 1129.41 7 161.34 54.06 < 0.0001 
A-HotwashFailFactor 157.07 1 157.07 52.63 < 0.0001 
B-HydroblastingDays 41.37 1 41.37 13.86 0.0029 
C-HotwashAverage 556.73 1 556.73 186.55 < 0.0001 
H -MainReactorSmallFailFact 73.17 1 73.17 24.52 0.0003 
J-MainReactorMin 192.06 1 192.06 64.35 < 0.0001 
L-MainReactorBeta 34.77 1 34.77 11.65 0.0051 
O-HotWashParralel 74.25 1 74.25 24.88 0.0003 
Residual 35.81 12 2.98 
Cor Total 1165.23 19 

Table 7.3: ANOVA table for the Uniform Design for Screening Phase 

ANOVA for Response Surface Reduced Linear Model 
Analysis of variance table [Partial sum of squares  Type III] 

Sum of Mean F p-value 
Source Squares df Square Value Prob > F 
Model 612.06 5 122.41 42.07 < 0.0001 
A-HotwashFailFactor 39.50 1 39.50 13.57 0.0025 
B-HydroblastingDays 28.01 1 28.01 9.63 0.0078 
C-HotwashAverage 304.01 1 304.01 104.48 < 0.0001 
J -MainReactorMin 131.65 1 131.65 45.24 < 0.0001 
O-HotWashParralel 39.22 1 39.22 13.48 0.0025 
Residual 40.74 14 2.91 
Cor Total 652.80 19 
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Table 7.4: ANOVA table for the La.tin Hypercube Design for Screening Phase 

ANOVA for Response Surface Reduced Linear Model 
Analysis of variance table [Partial sum of squares  Type III] 

Sum of Mean F p-value 
Source Squares df Square Value Prob > F 
Model 355.98 7 50.85 86.71 < 0.0001 
A-HotwashFailFactor 13.85 1 13.85 23.61 0.0004 
C-HotwashAverage 156.21 1 156.21 266.35 < 0.0001 
H -MainReactorSmallFailFact 7.88 1 7.88 13.44 0.0032 
J-MainReactorMin 53.92 1 53.92 91.95 < 0.0001 
L-MainReactorBeta 2.88 1 2.88 4.92 0.0466 
M-PostReactorMin 8.42 1 8.42 14.35 0.0026 
O-HotWashParralel 13.30 1 13.30 22.68 0.0005 
Residual 7.04 12 0.59 
Cor Total 363.02 19 

Ta.ble 7.5: ANOVA table for the D-Optimal Design for Screening Phase 

ANOVA for selected factorial model 
Analysis of variance table [Partial sum of squares - Type III] 

Sum of Mean F p-value 
Source Squares df Square Value Prob > F 
Model 810.80 4 202.70 83.01 < 0.0001 
C-HotwashAverage 389.78 1 389.78 159.62 < 0.0001 
G-ActivationReactorBeta 39.50 1 39.50 16.17 0.0024 
H -MainReactorSmallFailFact 37.66 1 37.66 15.42 0.0028 
J-MainReactorMin 153.59 1 153.59 62.89 < 0.0001 
Residual 24.42 10 2.44 
Cor Total 835.22 14 
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7~2	 ANOVA Tables for Second Order Designs 

From Fractional Factorial Design 

Table 7.6: ANOVA table for Fractional Factorial Design for Second Order 
Model 

ANOVA for selected factorial model 
Analysis of variance table [Partial sum of squares - Type III] 

Sum of Mean F p-value 
Source Squares df Square Value Prob> F 
Model 3740.87 18 207.83 275.36 < 0.0001 
A-HotwashFailFactor 458.99 1 458.99 608.13 < 0.0001 
B-HydroblastingDays 204.65 1 204.65 271.15 < 0.0001 
C-HotwashAverage 1890.78 1 1890.78 2505.18 < 0.0001 

D-ActivationReactorMin 98.49 1 98.49 130.50 < 0.0001 

F-MainReactorSmallFailFact 104.37 1 104.37 138.28 < 0.0001 

G-MainReactorMin 741.42 1 741.42 982.34 < 0.0001 

H-MainReactorBeta 80.63 1 80.63 106.83 < 0.0001 

AB 30.53 1 30..53 40.45 < 0.0001 

AC 23.96 1 23.96 31.75 < 0.0001 

AD 8.6.5 1 8.65 11.46 0.0014 

AG 7.16 1 7.16 9.48 0.0034 

AH 3.18 1 3.18 4.21 0.0454 

BC 8.13 1 8.13 10.78 0.0019 

CD 4.73 1 4.73 6.27 0.0157 

CF 10.39 1 10.39 13.77 0.0005 

CG 47.84 1 47.84 63.38 < 0.0001 
FG 4.84 1 4.84 6.42 0.0146 

GH 12.13 1 12.13 16.07 0.0002 
Curvature 2.07 1 2.07 2.74 0.1040 
Residual 36.98 49 0.75 
Lack of Fit 30.82 45 0.68 0.44 0.921.5 
Pure Error 6.16 4 1.54 
Cor Total 3779.92 68 
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Table 7.7: ANOVA table for the Uniform Design for Second Order Model 

ANOVA for Response Surface Reduced 2FI Model 
Analysis of variance table [Partial sum of squares  Type III] 

Sum of Mean F p-value 
Source Squares df Square Value Prob > F 
Model 1653.17 8 206.65 198.84 < 0.0001 
A-HotwashFailFactor 182.00 1 182.00 175.12 < 0.0001 
B-HydroblastingDays 99.89 1 99.89 96.12 < 0.0001 
C-HotwashAverage 844.69 1 844.69 812.79 < 0.0001 
D-AetivationReactorMin 31.21 1 31.21 30.03 < 0.0001 
F-MainReactorSmallFailFact 39.45 1 39.45 37.96 < 0.0001 
G-MainReactorMin 326.67 1 326.67 314.34 < 0.0001 
H-MainReactorBeta 37.98 1 37.98 36.55 < 0.0001 
CF 12.35 1 12.35 11.89 0.0013 
Residual 45.73 44 1.04 
Lack of Fit 39.56 40 0.99 0.64 0.7958 
Pure Error 6.16 4 1.54 
Cor Total 1698.90 52 
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Table 7.8: ANOVA ta.ble for the Latin Hypercube Design for Second Order 
Model 

ANOVA for Response Surface Reduced 2FI Model 
Analysis of variance table [Partial sum of squares - Type III] 

Sum of Mean F p-value 
Source Squares df Square Value Prob > F 
Model 633.90 15 42.26 96.89 < 0.0001 
A -HotwashFailFactor 79.64 1 79.64 182.60 < 0.0001 
B-HydroblastingDays 24.29 1 24.29 55.69 < 0.0001 
C-HotwashAverage 255.84 1 255.84 586.55 < 0.0001 
D-ActivationReactorMin 3.64 1 3.64 8.35 0.0064 
E-ActivationReactorAlpha 0.05 1 0.05 0.12 0.7283 
F -MainReactorSmallFailFact 17.96 1 17.96 41.17 < 0.0001 
e;-MainReactorMin 86.96 1 86.96 199.37 < 0.0001 
H-MainReactorBeta 24.65 1 24.65 56.52 < 0.0001 
BE 2.07 1 2.07 4.74 0.0359 
Be; 7.60 1 7.60 17.42 0.0002 
BH 3.07 1 3.07 7.04 0.0117 
ce; 6.63 1 6.63 15.21 0.0004 
CH 1.87 1 1.87 4.29 0.0454 
EH 2.69 1 2.69 6.18 0.0176 
FH 5.26 1 5.26 12.07 0.0013 
Residual 16.14 37 0.44 
Lack 6f Fit 9.97 33 0.30 0.20 0.9974 
Pure Error 6.16 4 1.54 
Cor Total 650.04 52 
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Table 7.9: ANOVA table for the D-OptimalDesign for Second Order Model 

ANOVA for Response Surface Reduced 2FI Model 
Analysis of variance table [Partial sum of squares - Type III] 

Sum of Mean F p-value 
Source Squares df Square Value Prob > F 
Model 2317.77 17 136.34 166.50 < 0.0001 
A-HotwashFailFactor 303.32 1 303.32 370.43 < 0.0001 
B-HydroblastingDays 133.03 1 133.03 162.46 < 0.0001 
C-HotwashAverage 1129.23 1 1129.23 1379.06 < 0.0001 
D-ActivationReactorMin 67.07 1 67.07 81.90 < 0.0001 
F -MainReactorSmallFailFact 86.27 1 86.27 105.36 < 0.0001 
G-MainReactorMin 388.78 1 388.78 474.80 < 0.0001 
H-MainReactorBeta 42.96 1 42.96 52.47 < 0.0001 
AB 29.09 1 29.09 35.52 < 0.0001 
AC 22.59 1 22.59 27.58 < 0.0001 
AD 9.31 1 9.31 11.37 0.0021 
AG 7.39 1 7.39 9.03 0.0054 
BC 4.56 1 4.56 5.57 0.0252 
BD 4.00 1 4.00 4.89 0.0351 
BF 3.49 1 3.49 4.26 0.0480 
CF 4.60 1 4.60 5.62 0.0246 
CG 32.20 1 32.20 39.33 < 0.0001 
GH 3.82 1 3.82 4.66 0.0393 
Residual 23.75 29 0.82 
Lack of Fit 17.58 25 0.70 0.46 0.9008 
Pure Error 6.16 4 1.54 
Cor Total 2341.51 46 
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Table 7.10: ANOVA table for the Central Composite Design for Second Order 
J\1odel 

ANOVA for Response Surface Reduced Quadratic Model 
Analysis of variance table [Partial sum of squares - Type III] 

Sum of Mean F p-value 
Source Squares df Square Value Prob > F 
Model 2191.37 18 121.74 221.28 < 0.0001 
A-HotwashFailFactor 269.00 1 269.00 488.93 < 0.0001 
B-HydroblastingDays 112.27 1 112.27 204.06 < 0.0001 
C-HotwashAverage 1082.40 1 1082.40 1967.37 < 0.0001 
D-ActivationReactorMin 68.29 1 68.29 124.13 < 0.0001 
E-ActivationReactorAlpha 0.15 1 0.15 0.26 0.6103 
F -MainReactorSmallFailFact 74.18 1 74.18 134.83 < 0.0001 
G-MainReactorMin 447.:32 1 447.32 813.05 < 0.0001 
H -MainReactorBeta 44.48 1 44.48 80.85 < 0.0001 
AB 20.63 1 20.63 37.50 < 0.0001 
AC 9.80 1 9.80 17.82 0.0001 
AD 7.33 1 7.33 13.32 0.0008 
AG 4.22 1 4.22 7.67 0.008.5 
BC 4.09 1 4.09 7.43 0.0095 
CF 5.85 1 5.85 10.64 0.0023 
CG 21.82 1 21.82 39.67 < 0.0001 
EG 1.68 1 1.68 3.06 0.0881 
GH 11.68 1 11.68 21.23 < 0.0001 
E'L, 15.38 1 15.38 27.96 < 0.0001 
Residual 22.01 40 0.55 
Lack of Fit 15.84 36 0.44 0.29 0.9837 
Pure Error 6.16 4 1.54 
Cor Total 2213.38 58 
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7.3	 ANOVA Tables for Second Order Designs 

From Uniform Design 

Table 7.11: ANOVA tahle for Fractional Factorial Design: for Second Order 
NIodel 

ANOVA for selected factorial model 
Analysis of variance table [Partial sum of squares - Type III] 

Sum of Mean F p-value 
Source . Squares df Square Value Prob > F 
Model 782.50 8 97.81 130.04 < 0.0001 
A-HotwashFailFactor 71.47 1 71.47 95.02 < 0.0001 
B-HydroblastingDays 26.28 1 26.28 34.94 < 0.0001 
C-HotwashAverage 428.10 1 428.10 569.16 < 0.0001 
D-MainReactorMin 180.70 1 180.70 240.24 < 0.0001 
E-HotWashParralel 37.24 1 37.24 49.51 < 0.0001 
AB 8.28 1 8.28 11.01 0.0047 
AC 4.19 1 4.19 5.57 0.0323 
CD 10.15 1 10.15 13.49 0.0023 
Curvature 0.48 2 0.24 0.32 0.7305 
Residual 11.28 15 0.75 
Lack of Fit 3.91 7 0.56 0.61 0.7380 
Pure Error 7.37 8 0.92 
Cor Total 794.27 25 
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Table 7.12: ANOVA table for the Uniform Design for Second Order Model 

ANOVA for Response Surface Linear Model 
Analysis of variance table [Partial sum of squares  Type III] 

Sum of Mean F p-value 
Source Squares df Square Value Prob > F 
Model 554.80 5 110.96 86.55 < 0.0001 
A -HotwashFailFactor 50.29 1 50.29 39.23 < 0.0001 
B-HydroblastingDays 28.77 1 28.77 22.45 < 0.0001 
C-HotwashAverage 326.37 1 326.37 254.58 < 0.0001 
D-MainReactorMin 85.70 1 85.70 66.85 < 0.0001 
E-HotWashParralel 58.22 1 58.22 45.41 < 0.0001 
Residual 30.77 24 1.28 
Lack of Fit 23.40 16 1.46 1.59 0.2584 
Pure Error 7.37 8 0.92 
Cor Total 585.57 29 

Table 7.13: ANOVA table for the Latin Hypercube Design for Second Order 
Model 

ANOVA for Response Surface Linear Model 
Analysis of variance table [Partial sum of squares  Type III] 

Sum of Mean F p-value 
Source Squares df Square Value Prob > F 
Model 295.38 5 59.08 74.82 < 0.0001 
A -HotwashFailFactor 26.70 1 26.70 33.82 < 0.0001 
B-HydroblastingDays 5.59 1 5.59 7.09 0.0136 
C-HotwashAverage 162.51 1 162.51 205.82 < 0.0001 
D-MainReactorMin 74.23 1 74.23 94.01 < 0.0001 
E-HotWashParralel 46.68 1 46.68 59.12. < 0.0001 
Residual 18.95 24 0.79 
Lack of Fit 11.58 16 0.72 0.79 0.6770 
Pure Error 7.37 8 0.92 
Cor Total 314.33 29 
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Table 7.14: ANOVA table for the D-Optimal Design for Second Order Model 

ANOVA for Response Surface Reduced 2FI Model 
Analysis of variance table [Partial sum of squares - Type III] 

Sum of Mean F p-value 
Source Squares df Square Value Prob> F 
Model 805.04 8 100.63 144.27 < 0.0001 
A-HotwashFailFactor 77.55 1 77.55 111.18 < 0.0001 
B-HydroblastingDays 28.72 1 28.72 41.17 < 0.0001 
C-HotwashAverage 457.71 1 457.71 656.19 < 0.0001 
D-MainReactorMin 185.08 1 185.08 265.34 < 0.0001 
E-HotWashParralel 56.42 1 56.42 80.89 < 0.0001 
AB 8.17 1 8.17 11.72 0.0024 
AC 4.45 1 4.45 6.38 0.0192 
CD 11.87 1 11.87 17.02 0.0004 
Residual 15.35 22 0.70 
Lack of Fit 6.33 13 0.49 0.49 0.8851 
Pure Error 9.02 9 1.00 
Cor Total 820.39 30 

Table 7.15: ANOVA table for the Central Composite Design for Second Order 
Ivfodel 

ANOVA for Response Surface Reduced 2FI Model 
Analysis of variance table [Partial sum of squares - Type III] 

Sum of Mean F p-value 
Source Squares df Square Value Prob> F 
Model 1124.34 10 112.43 201.50 < 0.0001 
A-HotwashFailFactor 9.5.85 1 95.8.5 171.78 < 0.0001 
B-HydroblastingDays 42.66 1 42.66 76.45 < 0.0001 
C-HotwashAverage 599.67 1 .599.67 1074.69 < 0.0001 
D-MainReactorMin 36.07 1 36.07 64.63 < 0.0001 
E-HotWashParralel 61. 7.5 1 61. 7.5 110.67 < 0.0001 
AB 3.93 1 3.93 7.05 0.0124 
AC 6.33 1 6.33 11.34 0.0020 
AE 3.42 1 3.42 6.14 0.0189 
BE 3.17 1 3.17 5.69 0.0234 
CD 4.95 1 4.95 8.87 0.00.56 
Residual 17.30 31 0.56 
Lack of Fit 9.93 23 0.43 0.47 0.9259 
Pure Error 7.37 8 0.92 
Cor Total 1141.64 41 
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7.4	 ANOVA Tables for Second Order Designs 

From Latin Hypercube Design 

Table 7.16: ANOVA table for Fractional Factorial Design for Second Order 
IVIodel 

ANOVA for selected factorial model 
Analysis of variance table [Partial sum of squares - Type III] 

Sum of Mean F p-value 
Source Squares df Square Value Prob > F 
Model 3147.79 15 209.85 343.53 < 0.0001 
A-HotwashFailFactor 257.50 1 257.50 421.54 < 0.0001 
B-HotwashAverage 1880.74 1 1880.74 3078.79 < 0.0001 
C-MainReactorSmallFailFact 96.08 1 96.08 157.28 < 0.0001 
D-MainReactorMin 614.05 1 614.05 1005.21 < 0.0001 
E-MainReactorBeta 63.94 1 63.94 104.67 < 0.0001 
G-HotWashParralel 114.59 1 114.59 187.59 < 0.0001 
AB 11.75 1 11.75 19.23 < 0.0001 
AD 5.42 1 5.42 8.87 0.0043 
AE 3.56 1 3.56 5.83 O.OH)l 
AG 12.98 1 12.98 21.25 < 0.0001 
BC 7.05 1 7.05 11.5.5 0.0013 
BD 42.33 1 42.33 69.29 < 0.0001 
BE 4.35 1 4.35 7.12 0.0100 
DE 9.19 1 9.19 15.05 0.0003 
DG 7.82 1 7.82 12.81 0.0007 
Curvature 1.21 2 0.61 0.99 0.3778 
Residual 34.21 56 0.61 
Lack of Fit 26.84 48 0.56 0.61 0.8637 
Pure Error 7.37 8 0.92 
Cor Total 3183.21 73 
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Table 7.17: ANOVA table for the Uniform Design for Second Order Model 

ANOVA for Response Surface Reduced 2FI Model 
Analysis of variance table [Partial sum of squares - Type III] 

Sum of Mean F p-value 
Source Squares df Square Value Prob > F 
Model 1441.72 12 120.14 204.88 < 0.0001 
A-HotwashFailFactor 104.32 1 104.32 177.89 < 0.0001 
B-HotwashAverage . 814.71 1 814.71 1389.33 < 0.0001 
C-MainReactorSmallFailFact 22.30 1 22.30 38.02 < 0.0001 
D-MainReactorMin 264.61 1 264.61 451.25 < 0.0001 
E-MainReactorBeta 25.06 1 25.06 42.73 < 0.0001 
F-PostReactorMin 0.85 1 0.85 1.44 0.2360 
G-HotWashParralel 82.24 1 82.24 140.24 < 0.0001 
AE 4.81 1 4.81 8.21 0.0063 
AF 3.69 1 3.69 6.29 0.0158 
AG 5.43 1 5.43 9.26 0.0039 
BD 14.87 1 14.87 25.36 < 0.0001 
DE 2.33 1 2.33 3.97 0.0524 
Residual 26.39 45 0.59 
Lack of Fit 19.02 37 0.51 0.56 0.8900 
Pure Error 7.37 8 0.92 
Cor Total 1468.11 57 
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Table 7.18: ANOVA table for the Latin Hypercube Design for Second Order 
Model 

ANOVA for Response Surface Reduced 2FI Model 
Analysis of variance table [Partial sum of squares  Type III] 

Sum of Mean F p-value 
Source Squares df Square Value Prob > F 
Model 831.80 8 103.97 153.37 < 0.0001 
A-HotwashFailFactor 75.91 1 75.91 111.97 < 0.0001 
B-HotwashAverage 327.86 1 327.86 483.61 < 0.0001 
C-MainReactorSmallFailFact 14.76 1 14.76 21.77 < 0.0001 
D-MainReactorMin 164.49 1 164.49 242.63 < 0.0001 
E-MainReactorBeta 8.54 1 8.54 12.60 0.0009 
F-PostReactorMin 3.34 1 3.34 4.92 0.0312 
G-HotWashParralel 69.74 1 69.74 102.87 < 0.0001 
AD 6.82 1 6.82 10.07 0.0026 
Residual 33.22 49 0.68 
Lack of Fit 25.85 41 0.63 0.68 0.7988 
Pure Error 7.37 8 0.92 
Cor Total 865.02 57 
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Ta.ble 7.19: ANOVA table for the D-Optimal Design for Second Order Model 

ANOVA for Response Surface Reduced 2FI Model 
Analysis of variance table [Partial sum of squares - Type III] 

Sum of Mean F p-value 
Source Squares df Square Value Prob > F 
Model 1588.75 12 132.40 151.54 < 0.0001 

A-HotwashFailFactor 152.46 1 152.46 174.50 < 0.0001 
B-HotwashAverage 961.04 1 961.04 1099.97 < 0.0001 

C-MainReactorSmallFailFact 40.39 1 40.39 46.23 < 0.0001 
D-MainReactorMin 245.91 1 245.91 281.46 < 0.0001 
E-MainReactorBeta 25.15 1 25.15 28.79 < 0.0001 

F -PostReactorMin 0.04 1 0.04 0.04 0.8351 
G-HotWashParralel 48.09 1 48.09 55.04 < 0.0001 

AD 7.86 1 7.86 9.00 0.0053 
AG 15.42 1 15.42 17.65 0.0002 
BC 4.89 1 4.89 5.59 0.0245 
BD 12.40 1 12.40 14.19 0.0007 
CF 4.25 1 4.25 4.87 0.0349 

Residual 27.08 31 0.87 
Lack of Fit 18.07 22 0.82 0.82 0.6674 
Pure Error 9.02 9 1.00 

Cor Total 1615.84 43 
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Table 7.20: ANOVA table for the Central Composite Design for Second Order 
1\10del 

ANOVA for Response Surface Reduced Quadratic Model 
Analysis of variance table [Partial sum of squares - Type III] 

Sum of Mean F p-value 
Source Squares df Square Value Prob > F 
Model 3225.53 14 230.40 540.24 < 0.0001 
A-HotwashFailFactor 168.03 1 168.03 394.01 < 0.0001 
B-HotwashAverage 1419.51 1 1419.51 3328.54· < 0.0001 
C-MainReactorSmallFailFact 84.54 1 84.54 198.22 < 0.0001 
D-MainReactorMin 477.78 1 477.78 1120.32 < 0.0001 
E-MainReactorBeta 64.73 1 64.73 151.79 < 0.0001 
F-PostReactorMin 2.17 1 2.17 5.09 0.0276 
G-HotWashParralel 151.28 1 151.28 354.73 < 0.0001 
AB 7.21 1 7.21 16.92 0.0001 
AG 8.37 1 8.37 19.64 < 0.0001 
BC 2.25 1 2.25 5.27 . 0.0250 

BD 16.12 1 16.12 37.81 < 0.0001 
DE 7.46 1 7.46 17.50 < 0.0001 
DG 6.11 1 ·6.11 14.:)3 0.0003 
p'2 7.45 1 7.45 17.48 < 0.0001 
Residual 26.87 63 0.43 
Lack of Fit 20.70 55 0.38 0.49 0.9425 
Pure Error 6.16 8 0.77 
Cor Total 3252.40 77 
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7.5	 ANOVA Tables for Second Order Designs 

From Plackett-Burman Design 

Table 7.21: ANOVA table for Fractional Factorial Design for Second Order 
Model 

ANOVA for selected factorial model 
Analysis of variance table [Partial sum of squares - Type III] 

Sum of Mean F p-value 
Source Squares df Square Value Prob > F 
Model 3498.23 14 249.87 236.53 < 0.0001 
A-HotwashFailFactor 252.20 1 252.20 238.73 < 0.0001 
B-HydroblastingDays 106.86 1 106.86 101.16 < 0.0001 
C-HotwashAverage 1993.82 1 1993.82 1887.33 < 0.0001 
D-MainReactorSmallFailFact 92.37 1 92.37 87.44 < 0.0001 
E-MainReactorMin 681.57 1 681.57 645.17 < 0.0001 
F-MainReactorBeta 71.82 1 71.82 67.98 < 0.0001 
G-HotWashParralel 163.39 1 163.39 154.67 < 0.0001 
AB 15.41 1 15.41 14.59 0.0003 
AC 11.43 1 11.43 10.82 0.0017 
AG 13.66 1 13.66 12.93 0.0007 
BG 18.94 1 18.94 17.93 < 0.0001 
CE 35.26 1 35.26 33.38 < 0.0001 
EF 17.08 1 17.08 16.16 0.0002 
EG 8.82 1 8.82 8.35 0.0055 
Curvature 2.57 2 1.28 1.22 0.3041 
Residual 60.22 57 1.06 
Lack of Fit 52.85 49 1.08 1.17 0.4393 
Pure Error 7.37 8 0.92 
Cor Total 3561.02 73 
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Table 7.22: ANOVA table for the Uniform Design for Second Order Model 

ANOVA for Response Surface Reduced 2FI Model 
Analysis of variance table [Partial sum of squares - Type III] 

Sum of Mean F p-value 
Source Squares df Square Value Prob > F 
Model 1113.01 11 101.18 20.44 < 0.0001 
A-HotwashFailFactor 80.25 1 80.25 16.21 0.0002 
B-HydroblastingDays 20.94 1 20.94 4.23 0.0455 
C-HotwashAverage 503.18 1 503.18 101.63 < 0.0001 
D-MainReactorSmallFailFact 15.18 1 15.18 3.07 0.0866 
E-MainReactorMin 183.46 1 183.46 37.05 < 0.0001 
F -MainReactorBeta 18.29 1 18.29 3.69 0.0608 
G-HotWashParralel 150.75 1 150.75 30.45 < 0.0001 
AB 24.98 1 24.98 5.04 0.0296 
CE 70.20 1 70.20 14.18 0.0005 
CF 31.89 1 31.89 6.44 0.0146 
FG 21.00 1 21.00 4.24 0.0451 
Residual 227.76 46 4.95 
Lack of Fit 220.39 38 5.80 6.30 0.0050 
Pure Error 7.37 8 0.92 
Cor Total 1340.77 57 

Table 7.23: ANOVA table for the Latin Hypercube Design for Second Order 
:Moclel 

ANOVA for Response Surface Reduced 2FI Model 
Analysis of variance table [Partial sum of squares  Type III] 

Sum of Mean F p-value 
Source Squares df Square Value Prob > F 
Model ". '. 936.95 6 156.16 50.44 < 0.0001 
A-HotwashFailFactor 92.60 1 92.60 29.91 < 0.0001 
B-HydroblastingDays 12.76 1 12.76 4.12 0.0476 
C-HotwashAverage 425.11 1 425.11 137.32 < 0.0001 
E-MainReactorMin 89.55 1 89.55 28.93 < 0.0001 
G-HotWashParralel 47.93 1 47.93 15.48 0.0003 
BG 25.02 1 25.02 8.08 0.0064 
Residual 157.88 51 3.10 
Lack of Fit 150.51 43 3.50 3.80 0.0256 
Pure Error 7.37 8 0.92 
Cor Total 1094.83 57 
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Table 7.24: ANOVA table for the D-Optimal Design for Second Order Model 

ANOVA for Response Surface Reduced 2FI Model 
Analysis of variance table [Partial sum of squares - Type III] 

Sum of Mean F p-value 
Source Squares df Square Value Prob> F 
Model 1684.79 13 129.60 134.57 < 0.0001 

A-HotwashFailFactor 119.09 1 119.09 123.66 < 0.0001 
B-HydroblastingDays 40.33 1 40.33 41.87 < 0.0001 

C-HotwashAverage 927.95 1 927.95 963.57 < 0.0001 
D-MainReactorSmallFailFact 34.51 1 34.51 35.84 < 0.0001 

E-MainReactorMin 277.10 1 277.10 287.73 < 0.0001 
F-MainReactorBeta 34.72 1 34.72 36.05 < 0.0001 
G-HotWashParralel 66.22 1 66.22 68.76 < 0.0001 

AC 5.08 1 5.08 5.27 0.0288 
AE 8.01 1 8.01 8.32 0.0072 
BG 7.35 1 7.35 7.63 0.0097 
CE 17.74 1 17.74 18.42 0.0002 
EF 5.62 1 5.62 5.84 0.0220 
EG 6.18 1 6.18 6.41 0.0168 

Residual 28.89 30 0.96 
Lack of Fit 19.87 21 0.95 0.94 0.5697 
Pure Error 9.02 9 1.00 

Cor Total 1713.68 43 
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Table 7.25: ANOVA table for the Central Composite Design for Second Order 
jVloclel 

ANOVA for Response Surface Reduced Quadratic Model 
Analysis of variance table [Partial sum of squares - Type III] 

Sum of Mean F p-value 
Source Squares df Square Value Prob > F 
Model 2977.07 17 175.12 213.47 < 0.0001 
A-HotwashFailFactor 141.33 1 141.33 172.28 < 0.0001 
B-HydroblastingDays 42.82 1 42.82 52.20 < 0.0001 
C-HotwashAverage 1311.08 1 1311.08 1598.20 < 0.0001 
D-MainReactorSmallFailFact 53.89 1 53.89 65.70 < 0.0001 
E-MainReactorMin 351.12 1 351.12 428.02 < 0.0001 
F-MainReactorBeta 56.80 1 56.80 69.24 < 0.0001 
G-HotWashParralel 140.64 1 140.64 171.44 < 0.0001 
AB 12.71 1 12.71 15.50 0.0002 
AC 6.31 1 6.31 7.69 0.0074 
AG 9.67 1 9.67 11.78 0.0011 
BG 13.21 1 13.21 16.11 0.0002 
CD 4.98 1 4.98 6.07 0.0166 
CE 27.65 1 27.65 33.71 < 0.0001 
CF 6.10 1 6.10 7.44 0.0084 
DF 4.10 1 4.10 4.99 0.0292 
EF 4.12 1 4.12 5.02 0.0288 
p2 3.38 1 3.38 4.12 0.0469 
Residual 49.22 60 0.82 
Lack of Fit 41.85 52 0.80 0.87 0.6499 
Pure Error 7.37 8 0.92 
Cor Total 3026.29 77 
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7.6	 ANOVA Tables for Second Order Designs 

From D-Optimal Design 

Ta,ble 7.26: ANOVA table for Fractional Factorial Design for Second Order 
Model 

ANOVA for selected factorial model 
Analysis of variance table [Partial sum of squares - Type III] 

Sum of Mean F p-value 
Source Squares df Square Value Prob > F 
Model 764.98 5 153.00 225.04 < 0.0001 
A-HotwashAverage 536.10 1 536.10 788.56 < 0.0001 
B-ActivationReaetorBeta 8.38 1 8.38 12.32 0.0035 
C-MainReactorSmallFailFact 16.86 1 16.86 24.80 0.0002 
D-MainReactorMin 195.24 1 195.24 287.19 < 0.0001 
AD 8.40 1 8.40 12.36 0.0034 
Curvature 0.54 1 0.54 0.80 0.:>859 
Residual 9.52 14 0.68 
Lack of Fit 3.35 10 0.34 0.22 0.9770 
Pure Error 6.16 4 1.54 
Cor Total 775.04 20 
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Table 7.27: ANOVA table for the Uniform Design for Second Order Model 

ANOVA for Response Surface Linear Model 
Analysis of variance table [Partial sum of squares  Type III] 

Sum of Mean F p-value 
Source Squares df Square Value Prob > F 
Model 559.97 4 139.99 170.43 < 0.0001 

A-HotwashAverage 355.50 1 355.50 432.79 < 0.0001 
B-AetivationReaetorBeta 3.96 1 3.96 4.83 0.0400 

C-MainReaetorSmallFailFaet 18.80 1 18.80 22.89 0.0001 
D-MainReaetorMin 161.67 1 161.67 Hl6.82 < 0.0001 

Residual 16.43 20 0.82 
Lack of Fit 10.26 16 0.64 0.42 0.9071 
Pure Error 6.16 4 1.54 

Cor Total 576.40 24 

Table 7.28: ANOVA table for the Latin Hypercube Design for Second Order 
Model 

ANOVA for Response Surface Linear Model 
Analysis of variance table [Partial sum of squares  Type III] 

Sum of Mean F p-value 
Source Squares df Square Value Prob > F 
Model 345.03 4 86.26 134.25 < 0.0001 
A-HotwashAverage 184.99 1 184.99 287.92 < 0.0001 
B-AetivationReaetorBeta 3.28 1 3.28 5.11 0.0351 
C-MainReaetorSmallFailFaet 8.03 1 8.03 12.50 0.0021 
D-MainReactorMin 64.20 1 64.20 99.92 < 0.0001 
Residual 12.85 20 0.64 
Lack of Fit 6.69 16 0.42 0.27 0.9740 
Pure Error 6.16 4 1.54 
Cor Total 357.88 24 
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Table 7.29: ANOVA table for the D-Optimal Design for Second Order Model 

ANOVA for Response Surface Reduced 2FI Model 
Analysis of variance table [Partial sum of squares  Type III] 

Sum of Mean F p-value 
Source Squares df Square Value Prob > F 
Model 764.98 5 153.00 228.07 < 0.0001 
A-HotwashAverage 536.10 1 536.10 799.15 < 0.0001 
B-ActivationReactorBeta 8.38 1 8.38 12.49 0.0030 
C-MainReactorSmallFailFact 16.86 1 16.86 25.13 0.0002 
D-MainReactorMin 195.24 1 195.24 291.04 < 0.0001 
AD 8.40 1 8.40 12.52 0.0030 
Residual 10.06 15 0.67 
Lack of Fit 3.90 11 0.35 0.23 0.9763 
Pure Error 6.16 4 1.54 
Cor Total 775.04 20 

Table 7.30: ANOVA table for the Central Composite Design for Second Order 
Model 

ANOVA for Response Surface Reduced Linear Model 
Analysis of variance table [Partial sum of squares - Type III] 

Sum of Mean F p-value 
Source Squares df Square Value Prob > F 
Model 454.24 3 151.41 191.86 < 0.0001 
A-HotwashAverage 336.58 1 336.58 426.49 < 0.0001 
C-MainReactorSmallFailFact 14.72 1 14.72 18.65 0.0005 
D-MainReactorMin 102.94 1 102.94 130.44 < 0.0001 
Residual 13.42 17 0.79 
Lack of Fit 7.25 13 0.56 0.36 0.9269 
Pure Error 6.16 4 1.54 
Cor Total 467.66 20 
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